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INTRODUCTION

The Index to the Albany Times Union is an index to the final edition of the Times Union of Albany, New York. The Index provides access to news and editorial opinion about Albany, the Capital District, and the State of New York. Items of national and international importance are indexed only when there is local, regional, or state impact. Only major crime and traffic accident reports are indexed. Daily sports events are not included. Births, engagements, divorces, anniversaries, and announcements of events or attractions are not indexed. There is a special section for obituaries. Items with an accompanying photograph, illustration, graph, or chart are designated with an asterisk (*).

Index terms were taken from Sears List of Subject Headings, 11th edition. When an accurate term cannot be located in Sears, other sources such as the Library of Congress Subject Headings and the Readers' Guide to Periodical Literature are consulted. During the editing phase, indexing and filing were upgraded to be near 1987 practices. The names of institutions, places, people, and events were used to supplement the index terms. Reviews can be found under the following headings: BOOK REVIEWS, CONCERTS AND RECITALS, DANCING, THEATER REVIEWS.

For each entry there is a brief annotation taken from either the headline or the article. This is followed by the date and page number (page numbers appear in both numerals-only and alphanumeric form.) For example:

ALBANY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Corning takes 11th oath of office 1/1
index term annotation photograph date page

The Index to the Albany Times Union is published semiannually, covering January through June and July through December. For more information about subscriptions or content of the Index, please contact the compiler.

The Index was compiled in 1982 in card format. In 1985 David Moore converted it into a word processing file. In 1988 it was edited and upgraded using a Kaypro 16 microcomputer with Wordstar word processing software.
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Capital Newspapers Group consents to the use by the University Libraries of copies of the Times Union solely for the purpose of preparing an index of the Times Union. Capital Newspapers Group reserves all rights to the name and content of the Times Union in all respects. The University Libraries hold all rights to and have sole responsibility for the Index, including its intellectual content and accuracy.
ABORTION
Federal takeover of Medicaid may end state program* 2/2 3

ABORTION - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Right-to-life groups claim growing political influence 3/29 3

Assembly Health Committee to get abortion proposal 5/5 4

Assembly shelves consent bill 6/10 4

ABRAMS, ROBERT
Attorney General has been driving with a suspended license* 6/29 3

ACCIDENTS
See also AGRICULTURE - ACCIDENTS, AGRICULTURE - ACCIDENTS, BOXES AND BOXING - ACCIDENTS, DRUNK DRIVING, INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS, SKYDIVING - ACCIDENTS, TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS, and U.S. ARMED FORCES

Boy is shocked and revived 1/5 3

Broken bones result from ice covering 2/6 1

Christina Charland dies in a freak accident* 6/4 3

Rensselaer brickyard was in compliance with codes 6/17 3

ACID RAIN
Pollution* 2/7 1

Trout fishermen are fighting 2/21 52

ADORNSACK PARK
Puants ponder fate of grand old camps 4/18 C2

Agency lifts controversial construction restrictions 4/24 4

ADORNSACK RED WINGS (HOCKEY TEAM)
Parent team is for sale* 3/10 17

Franchise seems safe* 3/19 2

Harkness quits to manage Olympic facility* 5/6 41

ADOPTION
Bachelor finds the son he wanted* 6/20 1

ADOPTION - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Proposed bill would set up a statewide registry* 5/17 3

AGENCIES
Albany agency wins award 4/13 13

Commerce Commissioner stops cigar ad campaign* 1/21 1

AGRICULTURE - ANIMALS
Plane crash-lands near Fort Ann 1/11 2

Pilot and passenger survive Glenville crash* 2/19 2

Plane crashes at Warner's Lake 2/22

Officer escapes when plane flips* 6/10 3

Ultralight pilot survives railroad yard crash* 6/11 3

AGRICULTURE - TREATMENT
Treatment by local groups and clinics 3/14 11

AGRICULTURE
Some Knox farmers would benefit from an agricultural district expansion 1/18 4

Meteorologist says late storm will not affect farming 4/11 32

Colonie farmers struggle to continue* 5/23 B1

AGRICULTURE - ACCIDENTS
Worker is decapitated by grain shredder* 2/18 3

AIR - POLLUTION
Wood-burning stoves* 1/6 1

AIR LINES
Fares to Florida are cut 1/5 1

12 guides yield 11 different fares for the same itinerary* 5/2 G1

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
Controllers face a 12-day layoff 2/21 4

AIRWAYS
Winter storm strands many* 1/24 G9

Light Air Lines plans Albany-Cleveland service 5/15 13

Best Airlines Flights begin 6/29 33

ALBANY (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Seeking federal money to redevelop Union Station 1/5 3

Bid to rezone property to an office* 2/1 2

South End Pastures renewal project 2/4 2

Revision in the multiple-residence provisions 2/18 2

Details of the proposed zoning changes* 2/22 3

Transit garage project is approved 2/6 2

Hearing on the multiple-dwelling ordinance is expected to be long 3/2 2

Decision to tear down building goes to building commissioner 3/3 2

South End hopes for a rebirth* 3/6 1

Pipe Hills residents oppose multiple-unit zone change 3/11 2

Amendment to the multiple dwelling ordinance will be revised 3/12 2

Group wins demolition delay 3/17 2

Zoning proposal drops nonconforming limit 3/22 23

Court okays Center Square office 3/23 2

Center Square Association to fight rental decision 3/24 2

Common Council considers building plans 4/3 2

Planned office complex is opposed by neighbors 4/6 2

Veterinarians request a zoning change for an animal hospital 4/7 4

Neighborhood Association backs zoning change 4/19 3

Pine Bush office complex gets tentative nod 4/21 2

Appendix Court rules in favor of a group wanting to keep a two-family dwelling from expanding 4/23 2

Pine Bush project developers seek special use permit 4/27 2

Common Council to consider zoning change 5/2 B4

Council okayed amendment to the multiple zoning ordinance 5/4 2

Pine Bush and Union Station projects are okayed by Albany Environmental Quality Board 5/5 2

Tenants protest restaurant construction 5/6 2

Action on restaurant proposal put off 5/11 2

Western Avenue apartment proposal sparks protest 5/20 2

Architectural Review Commission will review restaurant conversion plan 5/25 2

Commission delays vote on restaurant plan 5/28 1

Court halts Pine Bush project 5/29 4

Office complex is being planned for a site near Union Station 6/3 4

Pine Bush group loses bid to halt office construction 6/4 2

Sidewalk cafe will be considered 6/24 2

Bar seeks parking lot approval 6/29 2

Washington Park group is ready to appeal to courthouse to office conversion 6/30 2

ALBANY (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Critic views the skyline* 1/31 B6

Ranks high in employment, income, education, safety, housing, and recreation* 4/11 F1

Tour through South End 5/2 B6

Bid for travel dollars* 5/9 B1

ALBANY (NY) - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Ranks high in employment, income, education, safety, housing, and recreation* 4/11 F1

ALBANY (NY) - FINANCES
Tracking state land is considered 2/11 2

City and county officials want NY to pay more taxes 2/12 4

City loses funds due to court-ordered reductions 2/13 3

Burger King seeks tax break designed to encourage new investments 2/26 2

Audit shows city is risking fiscal disaster 3/4 1

Controller takes blame for improper borrowing* 3/5 1

Mayor won't discipline comptroller for using money borrowed from capital projects* 3/6 3
Residents deserve an honest accounting of finances. (editorial) 3/7 C4

Citing answers the Times Union's questions* 3/10 1
State controller will advise the city on what to do about the audit 3/10 3
Borrowed sum will be proposed to 1981 deficit 3/11 3

Who is to blame for the borrowing practices? (editorial) 3/11 3

Borrowed money to repay loan 3/13 3
Borrowing $3,000,000 to repay missed notes 3/18 3
Taxes to reflect unauthorized loan 3/24 3
Appraisal of the fiscal dilemma 3/28 C1
Unpaid tax was due to an unrecorded deed 3/30 30
City repays $700,000 4/1 40
The State is billed for $8,800,000 for its share of costs in the ANSWERS project 5/12 1
State will begin paying ANSWERS account 5/15 3
Special assessment bills are sent to homeowners for 1980's work 5/22 1
Parking fine revenues stall as city issues fewer tickets 5/22 4
Late tax anger resident 5/23 B5
Seeks validation of illegal loans 5/26 3
Calling in old bills is poor financial practice (editorial) 5/28 15

County may owe city back taxes on unzoned land 5/29 3
City drafting plan listing illegal spending 6/2 3
City to ask State to legalize improper spending 6/7 2
City asks State for financial rescue 6/8 2
Comm. Council Authorizes bond issue 6/22 2

ALBANY (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC.
Study finds building near Fort Orange Club not historically significant 2/24 2
Historic Recovery Act encourages restoration and preservation* 3/21 B10
Demolition permit is issued for the site next to the Fort Orange Club 4/9 2
Preservation 4/17 3
Demolition is scheduled for Washington Ave, building 5/7 31
25 sites are honored* 5/24 23
Wealth of historic spots* 5/27 15
Building is finally torn down* 6/15 2

ALBANY (NY) - HISTORIC BUILDINGS, ETC. - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Sandblasting ordinance hearing is delayed 6/25 2

ALBANY (NY) - HISTORY
Way station for famous persons* 4/19 3

ALBANY (NY) - INDUSTRIES
Burger King seeks tax break designed to encourage new investments 2/26 2
Downstage Albany Development Corp., outlines plans to attract businesses 4/15 2
Red tape stymies $3,000,000 commercial development program* 5/2 2

ALBANY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Blue-collar union and city reach an agreement 3/25 2
Blue-collar workers get a pay hike 5/4 2
Arbitrator rules that the city cannot discharge a fireman for misconduct elsewhere 6/31 3

ALBANY (NY) - POLICE
Hiring freeze costs the city 60 workers 6/18 2

ALBANY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
County takes 11th oath of office* 1/1 3
Officials are sworn in* 1/2 3
State of the City message 1/5 2
Wahlen begins as Common Council president 1/5 2
City signs pact to open council chambers meetings 2/5 4
Wahlen's high profile doesn't mean mayoral grooming 2/21 81
City is Key of downtown property 6/6 31
Downtown property ownership (editorial) 6/22 11

ALBANY (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Bethlehem landslide perils city's water line 6/24 4
Landslide triggers water main concern* 6/25 2

ALBANY (NY) - RESTAURANTS, BARS, ETC.
Mayor bans food trucks near the Capitol 4/24 3

ALBANY (NY) - STREETS
Style is changed on Central Ave. 1/12 2
City is waiting for NY to put in longer lasting pavement markings (letter) 1/15 19

Police are cracking down on illegal use of spaces for the handicapped 3/5 2
Albany towing and storage fees increase 4/1 4
Driving and parking is pleasurable in Albany (editorial) 6/2 11

ALBANY (NY) - CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
$1,000,000 gift for scholarships 1/5 1
Nursing tuition to rise 4/30 1/2
Scholarship funds will be available in June 2/3 2
Students start college early to keep aid 2/4 2
Teachers bring contract talks to board* 3/3 2
Schoolroom ceiling falls* 3/13 3
Despite ceiling collapse, School 23 will reopen* 3/14 B5
School 23 is reopened ceiling collapse is under investigation 3/16 2

School 23 damage is shown to visitors 3/17 3
Teachers to make contract offer 3/18 2

School 23 principal knew about roof work 3/19 2
Teachers protest by following the rules strictly 3/19 2
Teachers work-to-rule protest has little effect 3/20 3

Albany High students protest collective bargaining difficultes 3/23
Union head says district uses unfair tactics 3/25 3
Contract talks are suspended with both sides far apart 3/30 2

School officials and teachers arrange first contract talks since fall 4/8 2

Teachers are concerned about working without a contract 4/11 81

Teachers to protest contract talks 4/13 2
Teachers' union protests lack of contract 4/14 2
Bargaining session reaches no accord 4/16 2
Board proposes a 1% tax increase 4/20 1
Teachers to consider a job action* 4/27 3
Teachers authorize the union to call a strike 4/22 3
Teachers plan to return to the bargaining table* 4/23 3
Restraining order halts possible strike 4/24 3

Teachers will comply with no-strike order 4/28 4
Teachers and district agree to continue talks 4/29 4

Teachers' strike seeks to protest the contract* 4/30 30

Teachers' job action is hurting students* 5/2 B3
Teachers move closer to striking 5/2 B3

Contract settlement averts a teacher strike 5/3 1

Teachers' new pact 5/4 3
Board to vote on pact in June 5/5 2

Teachers vote in favor of new contract 5/11 3
Board to act on contract agreement 5/12 2

Teachers delay contract agreement 5/13 2
District may adopt a land budget 6/2 2

Civil service and administrative units are near agreement 6/3 2
Board okays administrator's salary hike 6/9 2
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- Study shows a higher than average teacher/student ratio 6/26 4
- Board to adopt budget 6/29 2
- Budget is approved 6/30 2
- ALBANY (NY) DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND WASTE SUPPLY
- Caillin is sworn in as Commissioner 6/9 1
- ALBANY (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT
- Talks go to arbitration* 3/18 38
- Firemen vote on contract 5/19 2
- Firemen okay pact 5/20 2
- Arbitrator rules that the city cannot discharge a fireman for misconduct elsewhere 6/3 1
- ALBANY (NY) HIGH SCHOOL
- Craig Williams is one of the brightest students ever* 6/25 3
- ALBANY (NY) HISTORIC SITES COMMISSION
- Presbyterian is named chairman 3/11 2
- ALBANY (NY) POLICE COURT
- Study finds Court is overcrowded and noisy 2/8 3
- ALBANY (NY) PUBLIC LIBRARY
- Answering reference questions 1/26 3
- Raises fines on overdue material 1/27
- Librarian raises house call 6/15
- ALBANY (NY) TRASH REMOVAL AGENCY
- Funds are withheld due to overspending 5/20 38
- Audit causes $4,300,000 to be withheld 5/21 1
- Bond allocation in July is possible 6/9 2
- Shows $22 surplus 6/24 2
- ALBANY ACADEMY
- Receives $1,200,000 gift 1/13 2
- ALBANY AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
- Executive Vice President Hilkey resigns 3/30 29
- ALBANY SEW'S CLUB
- Lays off workers 1/27 2
- ALBANY BUSINESS COLLEGE
- Celebrates 125th Anniversary* 3/28 31
- sees also ROOFERL, GOVERNOR NELSON A. EMPIRE STATE PLAZA
- Peasan's program would benefit the county* 1/28 1
- Budget surplus of $4,400,000 3/12 4
- Auction sales net $100,000 3/28 2
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - INDUSTRIES
- Promoting factory outlet mall sites 6/3 2
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
- Tackling record keeping and management problems 3/29 4
- Annual report 4/11 supplement
- New telephone system to be installed 5/6 2
- Telephone company union to lobby against new telephone system 5/7 2
- Legislature delays action on telephone transfer 5/11 3
- County attorney to move to new offices* 5/20 3
- American Cyanamid wine telephone bid 6/11 32
- Democrats help defeat telephone plan 6/15 2
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - PUBLIC BUILDINGS
- Lawmakers to vote on renovating the legislative chambers 6/14 2
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) - PUBLIC LANDS
- Finance Committee okay's sale of 4 properties 4/8 2
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) AIRPORT
- Damaged jetty* 1/7 3
- Ramp is back in service 1/21 2
- Lease hearings on vacant space are slated 4/9 2
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) AIRPORT - NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE
- Meteorological staff to be reinstated* 6/17 3
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) COURT
- New judicial conference cuts grand jury burden 1/17 B4
- Disposed of 508 cases in 1981 2/7 B5
- Judge Harris may have ceased a mistrial by asking a matron to babysit* 6/17 1
- Harris refused to dismiss a babysitter from jury duty 6/18 3
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) DEPARTMENT FOR AGING
- Home visitor program* 6/3 17
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) JAIL AND PenITENTIARY
- Jail guard strike is ruled illegal 2/4 4
- Fire chief wants an inmate charged 2/15 3
- 3 guards are suspended for beating an inmate 2/23 3
- 3 guards are charged with inmate beating 2/24 1
- County faces lawsuit in teen's beating 2/26 4
- Prison guard negotiations go to mediation* 3/4 3
- Prison guard talks are slowed by lay pay issue 3/5 4
- Prison guard talks are going slowly 3/7 B5
- Guards okay lay pay; sick leave and insurance issues are stillling the talks 3/9
- Guard talks stall over surprise report on lay pay 3/10 4
- Guards have tentative pact 3/12 4
- Prison guards reach a settlement* 3/13 3
- Albany and union reach an agreement 3/25 2
- Intensive advertising campaign designed to promote unionism 4/10 1
- Jail more criminals than other nearby counties* 4/10 1
- Union is cleared in jail strike 6/13 B6
- County wants NY to pay of costs for youth facility 6/20 C3
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) HOSPITAL DEPARTMENT
- Wants to buy alcohol testing equipment 3/3 2
- ALBANY COUNTY (NY) SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
- Board allows deputies to drop the union 2/2 2
- ALBANY HILTON HOTEL
- Workers are displeased with the union* 1/1 2
- Charged with not hiring blacks 1/19 4
- State pressers Hilton on hiring report 1/20 3
- Group form to monitor hiring 1/21 2
- Blacks are in bottom jobs 1/23 3
- Minority hiring policies will be discussed 2/2 2
- Signs pact to hire minorities 2/5 1
- Minority hiring process is called absurd 2/6 3
- Civic groups set hiring pact 2/12 3
- Callouts - high energy, lounge 3/3 23
- To protest minority hiring practices, a group urges residents to exercise judgement in patronizing 3/18 4
- Hiring talks break down 3/25 4
- Party to celebrate official opening* 3/31 3
- President vows fair hiring 3/31 3
- A review of a night at the Hilton* 4/11 D1
- ALBANY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
- Shows record earnings 2/3 31
- ALBANY LEAGUE OF ARTS
- Sells lottery tickets to raise money 3/17 24
- ALBANY MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
- Nursing tuition to rise 800 1/8 2
- Emergency services* 1/8 3
- Volunteer baby rocking program* 1/31 B5
- Uwell's group practice facility 4/19 2
- Program that allows patients to die at home* 5/8 1
- Hospital and College plan to have 1 chief administrator 5/25 3
- Fiscal programs figure in merger 5/31 3
- ALBANY MEDICAL COLLEGE
- Seniors get news about internships* 3/18 3
- Older medical students 3/21 B5
- Hospital and College plan to have 1 chief administrator 5/25 3
- Graduation* 5/28 3
- Fiscal problems figure in merger 5/31 3
- Bender is named Chairman of the Board of Trustees* 6/11 34
- ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - DESCRIPTION
- Survey shows popular Capital attractions* 2/18 1
- Ranks high in employment, income, education, safety, housing, and recreation* 4/11 Fl
- Quiz on famous spots 5/9 B6
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ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Capita] potential is seen as bright 2/12 4
Recession looks hard but there's light at the end of the tunnel* 2/28 12
20th annual Capitalist report 2/28 supplement
Rising high unemployment, income, education, safety, housing, and recreation* 11/11
Economic trends for the first quarter 4/25 A1
ALERT: Albany impact* 6/3 A12
ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - INDUSTRIES
Lean times are looming 2/28 4
ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - PAPERS
Overcrowded conditions 6/6 A6
ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - POPULATION
Population shows growth in the number of elderly 2/28 14
ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - TRANSIT SYSTEMS
CTA double transfer ends 1/2 3
First reconditioned bus is ready* 2/10 2
Public transit is on rocky road economically* 2/11 1
Japanese and French buses debut* 2/26 3
CTA may have a problem balancing its budget 3/24 3
Riders give driver an on-board farewell 3/27 3
Bus budget passes; fare remains the same 3/31 4
Budget cuts 4/1 3
CTA may need to borrow to meet its payroll* 4/28 3
CTA fare could rise to $1 without federal aid 5/4 3
CTA to computerize its operations 5/12 6
State may control bus fare later this year 5/15 25
$2 fare for disabled raises objections 5/27 32
CTA plans for a computerized schedule system 6/10 3
CTA says $2 fare for disabled 5/14 6
ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA (NY) - TRANSIT SYSTEMS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
D'Amato's bill would extend CTU funds 4/21 27
ALBANY PUBLIC MARKET, INC.
2 Supermarkets to close 1/19 1
ALEX SIMPSON, ORCHESTRA
Received $30,100 in grants 5/8 9
ALBERTSON, STEPHEN
Lawsuit trial starts 1/5 3
$1,000,000 is awarded in fatal mishap 1/23 4
ALCOHOL - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Warning labels on alcohol will be proposed 3/29 3
ALCOHOL AND YOUTH
18 year old's are worst auto-alcohol risk* 3/25 3
1 of 5 teens has a drinking problem 5/11
ALCOHOL AND YOUTH - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Carey proposes raising the drinking age to 19* 2/10 1
Raising the drinking age (editorial) 2/18 11
Drinking age should be raised* 3/7 C1
Senate okay bill to raise drinking age to 19 5/26 4
Tavern owners and Vermont police are wary of the drinking age hike 5/27 1
Carey vows to sign new drinking age bill 6/2 4
Carey signs bill that raises the drinking age 6/2 4
ALCOHOLISM - TREATMENT
Women are targeted in prevention campaign 2/13 4
Albany County Committee okay school purchase for a recovery unit 3/5 2
Planes shock area residents 3/6 9
ALCOHOLISM IN RESEARCH
Petrol alcohol syndrome cases rise 6/10 42
ALL TERRAIN VEHICLES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Colonie Village limits use 4/27 2
ALLSAFE SECURITY, INC.
Security guard service* 2/7 BB
ALFRED, JACKIE
Producer of "Mostly Folk" radio show 1/10 D1
ALPHA PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
Toxic waste fuel project 2/15 1
ALUMINUM (NY) - FINANCES
Budget includes tax cut and spending hike 3/28 C2
Adopts a $374,124 budget with a tax decrease 4/9 2
ALUMINUM RESCUE SQUAD
Possible merger with Western Tpke squad 5/12 2
Takes squad to Western Tpke 5/14 2
ALTERNATE ROUTE 7
State delays Route 7 project 1/5 4
Cuts could kill Route 7 2/4 2
No delays are seen 2/28 2
Opponents get another day in court 6/7 2
ALTERNATIVE LIVING INDUSTRIES, INC.
Small firm teaches energy self-sufficiency* 3/14 E11
AMERICAN ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
Annual spring meeting at RPI 6/9 3
AMERICAN MANUFACTURER CORP.
Awarded Albany County telephone contract 6/11 32
AMERICAN INTERRED
Condominium empire is in a financial jam 1/7 3
Carey's wife dines at debt story 1/8 3
AMERICAN LEGION
Albany convention is canceled 1/30 3
Commander says Legion is dying 2/1 2
AMERICAN INN
Fire hazard 6/9 2
ANTIOCH (NY) - POLICE
Mayor wants to cut away with police force* 3/11 3
Lamont scalps mayor for his remarks 3/12 2
AMERICAN POLITICAL CONVENTION
Consolidation of services (editorial) 3/5 19
AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Consolidation of state boards (editorial) 5/15 19
AMERICAN POLITICAL PARTIES (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
To treat corrosive water 5/14 31
AMTRAN
Fares to Florida are cut 1/5 1
ANIMALS - TREATMENT
Man admits to bludgeoning a dog 1/8 2
Schenechatdy police probe horse head incident 1/26 2
Albany County wants to auction saved livestock 2/19 3
Harmone Society finds a retrained dog 2/25 3
Court orders livestock to be returned 2/25 33
Seized animals will be returned but bills are unsettled 3/5 8
Farmer expects confiscated animals to be returned 3/13 4
Farmer has not gotten his animals back 3/23
Farmer is put on probation for animal abuse 4/2 2
Woman is arrested in Schenectady* 5/13 3
Woman says she can't refuse pets 5/14 3
Homes must be found for seized pets 5/18 4
ANSWERS (REQUIRE RECYCLING PROJECT)
Albany plant serves as a model* 1/17 BB
Project may pay off in 1982* 3/9 1
Smoke the project 3/10 1
Minor exceptions plague plant 4/16 2
Albany wants to collect state's debt* 4/17 3
Albany bills the State $8,800,000 for its share of costs 5/17 1
Plant delay causes glut of garbage 5/13 1
State to pay Albany 5/15 3
Workers are tested for exposure to toxic substances* 5/21 3
To be tested for the pressure of hazardous materials in dust 5/27 4
Explosion injures 2 6/12 3
APPOINTMENTS
Hearing draws 1 speaker 1/8 4
Senate Republicans to present plan 2/6 4
Republicans unveil an extensive plan 2/9 3
Democrats present plan 2/11 3
Black and Puerto Rican caucuses seek more minority representation 2/14 B1
Stalemate process to restart 3/8 4
Federal judge orders state to finish redistricting 3/27 1
Court takes over remapping 4/20 3
Supreme Court denies GOP stay 4/29 35
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Negotiators are optimistic that an agreement will be reached 5/4 4
Plans are near completion 5/7 31
Legislative proposal 5/9 81
New plan is good for for Stratton and Solmon 5/10 1
Legislature approves remeraging plan 5/11 3
Legislature delays redistricting plan* 5/12 3
Election date may shift if redistricting isn't settled 6/8 4
Federal court submits plan 6/9 3
Federal veto delays state primary 6/23 3
Legislature is given time to resolve redistricting 6/24 4

ARRESTATION
Out-of-court system settles disputes* 5/17 1
ARCHITECTURE - CONSERVATION AND RESTORATION
Preservation of historic buildings 4/17 3
Couple rescues a house* 4/26 3

ART
Rediscovery of Hudson River art* 4/25 11

ART - EXHIBITIONS
State Museum hosts photo exhibit of Americans* 1/10 IF
Life Leopard is displayed at circus exhibit* 1/11 3
19th Century print exhibit* 1/14 32
Garland exhibit* 1/22 28
Wolf Kahn display 1/24 Fl
SUNY faculty exhibit 1/28 29
Wilson display at SUNY* 1/31 Fl
Kahn display* 2/4 34
St. Clair's one-woman show 2/5 20
Barry Moser's engravings* 2/10 30
Stephen Haack display* 3/10 24
Contemporary still-life display at St. Rose College 3/13 15
American prints from the University collection* 3/21 Fl
Proposed sculpture display in park along the Hudson River* 3/25 1
Mary Ellen Mark photo display* 4/3 7
Easter egg display* 4/10 3
Realists display at the Plaza Gallery* 4/14 26
Cartoon art at RPI* 4/22 23
Area artists want a central place to exhibit 4/28 16
Junior College of Albany faculty display 4/28 16
Nevelson tours the South Mall and its artworks 5/6 16 D7
SUNY graduate students 5/21 11
North Country folk art* 5/23 Fl
Print show at Posters Plus 5/26 33
Visual arts at Saratoga Performing Arts Center* 6/6 31
Artists of the Mohawk-Hudson region at SUNY 6/13 13
Dutch prints at the State Museum* 6/20 Fl
Exhibit of New York City artifacts at the State Museum 6/29 10

ARTHUR, CHESTER A.
U.S. President is honored by Korea* 6/22 3

ARTS - NEW YORK (STATE)
State groups must learn to live with less 2/28 Fl

ASSISTANCE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Asbestos lawsuit statute of limitations should be extended (editorial) 1/5 15

ASSIGNER (NURSING)
Sweeter to be tested in the Albany area 4/23 33

ASSAULT AND BATTERY
Man bites policeman during arrest* 1/29 2
Elderly woman is beaten despite security 2/12 3
Fear stricken residents talk about safety 2/13 3
Women's beating baffles police 2/23 2
Man is charged with cutting off foe's ear 3/5 2
Schenectady woman is beaten 5/17 3
Slasher attacks 2 women in Pine Hills 6/4 3
Slasher causes mayhem in Pine Hills* 6/5 3
Slashing crime spew calls, but no arrests 6/6 Fl
Man is jailed for tire iron attack 6/15 4
Slashing investigation continues 6/22 4

Man is charged in Albany slashing 6/23 1
Slasher suspect 6/24 3
Grand Jury indict man for slashings 6/26 3
Accused slasher denies assaults* 6/30 3

AUTOMOTIVE PLANTS
Leak is reported at Knolls Atomic Power Lab* 3/12 1
Cyanide valve caused leak at Knolls* 3/13 1
State Tax Division wants to study tax status 3/26 4
Knolls' secretary quits job after battle with conscience* 6/11 3

AUTONOMIC WARFARE
Suppose the bomb hit Albany* 2/14 Al

Why the Times Union printed a hypothetical story (editorial) 2/14 Al
Times Union article is sent to Moscow 2/21 Al

AUTOMOBILES
Dealer is unhappy with out-of-state purchase by the State 3/12 4

AUTOMOBILES - SAFETY MEASURES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
New child safety seat law* 3/2 2
New tot safety seat law is under fire 3/21 81
Assembly votes to ease the new child car seat law* 3/30 3

AUTOMOBILES, NEW - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Enforcement of new child seat law should be delayed (editorial) 3/30 11
Infant car seat bill is amended and passed 4/1 1
Child seat law is acknowledged to be good 4/2 2
Safety seat law does not cover adults (editorial) 4/2 19
Amendment lowers the maximum age from 5 to 4 4/3 3
New law is based on Tennessee law 4/4 10

AUTOMOBILES, USED - LAW AND LEGISLATION
House votes to veto FTC rule requiring dealers to tell customers about defects 5/27 1

BABY CARRIERS
Selection tips 3/15 3

BAG AND ENGAGEMENTS, INC.
Claud created a multi-million dollar handbag business 4/11 Fl

BALLROOMS
McKeaney proposes marriage while aloft* 4/11 Cl

BALLISTICS (NY) - POLICE
Mayor denies charges against police* 1/11 2

BANKRUPTCY
Complaint Greens Country Club files 2/16 29

BANKS AND BANKING
97 of 99 savings banks lost money in 1981 2/27 1
Troubled institutions seek change in franchise tax 3/23 33

Cohoes Savings shows gains while others sustained losses 5/20 4
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CABIN, WILLIAM D. Convicted state official is able to hold a job and is given furloughs 4/23 3
CABLE TELEVISION see COMMUNITY ANTENNA TELEVISION
CAMP KIWANIS Lack of financial support cancels summer program 6/27 B7
CAMP SCHODACK Offering a pilot program on computers 3/24 1
CAMP TRAPPER Summer place for needy youth 5/16 D11
CAMPAIGN FUNDS - NEW YORK (STATE) Carey will leave office without debts 1/20 3
Carey is debt-free others' coffers are filling* 1/21 3
Lehman urges removal of limit* 3/16 3
Gift limits shrink as costs skyrocket 3/19 3
Political campaign is a rich man's game* 3/28 A1
State needs campaign reform (editorial) 4/6 7
Mynihan's account tops $1,000,000 4/22 E6
Local Cuomo fund-raiser nets $7,500 4/27 34
Koch and Cuomo make plans for fund-raisers 4/28 3
Lehman has spent $3,000,000 6/12 4
Mynihan is scornful of foes' funds 6/25 4
CAMPBEL, JENN First woman superintendent of the Capitol 1/18 3
CAMPING State boosts fees 4/30 15
CAMO Computer summer camps* 3/24 1
CANCER Study needs 6,500 volunteers 2/5 3
Patients smoke near jams* 2/6 4
Former leukemia patient aids cancer drive* 3/15 4
Albany Medical Center doctors prevent paralysis from spinal cancer 4/26 3
Life after a diagnosis of cancer* 5/23 D1
CANDIES AND OLDIES White water derby on the Tenandeho Creek 4/5 5
Historic Hudson River regatta 6/13 B4
CANNI, JOSEPH Background of a Reagan political advance man 2/12 4
CAPITOL CITY RESCUE MISSION Haven from the cold for the homeless* 1/14 3
CAPITOL DISTRICT PSYCHIATRIC CENTER Mental health therapy aides* 3/8 2
Massoudato is named chief medical officer 4/15 44
Improvisational group uses role-playing to teach 5/24 2
Jansen House* 6/1 20
Agreement to work closer with county social services officers 6/5 4
Judge moves patient due to lack of security 6/25 3
CAPITAL NEWSPAPERS GROUP Judge orders newspaper to give up photo 4/3 1
Court order delays contempt of court case* 4/6 3
Judge calls the contempt of court stay a dangerous precedent* 4/9 3
Judge questions deputies to ascertain why they failed to seize the photo* 4/9 3
Files court-ruling challenge in contempt of court case* 4/15 3
Attorney General backs Judge Harris in contempt case* 4/17 3
Supreme Court reserves decision in contempt case 4/20 32
Appellate Court rules that Judge Harris erred in photograph surrender order* 4/23 3
Public gains from winning fair trial case(editorial) 5/2 A2
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT Legislation will try to have referendum on the death penalty 1/27 31
Carey makes satirical comments 2/24 4
Area clergy express negative views* 2/25 4
A case against* 3/21 A1
Could solve society's problem* 3/21 CI
New York's first electric chair victim 5/2 CI
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT - LAW AND LEGISLATION Reinstatement is expected 5/16 A1
Restoration is not the answer(editorial) 5/16 C4
Senate okays death penalty bill 5/18 3
Change in bill may make it veto-proof 5/20 1
Bill may be unconstitutional 5/25 4
Assembly Republicans oppose the amended version 5/28 3
Analysis of the statute 5/30 B1
Survey shows most favor death 5/30 B4
Legislature okays death penalty bill 6/2 1
Carey vetoes death penalty bill* 6/10
CAPITAL REGION COMPANY Dream that became a theater* 2/21 1P
Baxter will stand in for Devane in Albany benefit 2/26 16
Successful season(editorial) 5/23 C4
Successful season* 5/23 FL
CAPITAL TELEPHONE CO., INC. Suing Schenectady for preserving telephone monopoly 5/15 4
CAPPETO, BRUCE Admits to lying about Army service* 2/18 1
Disclosure may have cost him the nomination* 2/19 3
Vows to continue fight for nomination 2/20 3
Republicans should ask him to withdraw (editorial) 2/20 11
Admits false Army claim 2/26 3
GOP pulls its support 2/27 1
GOP chief urges him to give up* 2/28 B1
Should not run for Senate(editorial) 2/28 C4
Drops out of Senate race* 3/9 1
Falsehood cost: $147,000* 4/24 3
CARR, HUGH L. Use of state money for personal expenses is examined 1/12 1
Rumors have it he will not seek re-election 1/15 1
Man of contradictions* 1/16 1B
Talks about his decision not to run* 1/17 A1
Television interview 1/25 3
Letters to governor show concern 1/31 B1
Wedding cost the public $7,000* 3/16 1
Threatened by prisoner 3/31 35
CARR, MARTIN Accused of tax evasion* 3/17 1
CARR, MICHAEL G. Arrested for drunk driving again 5/3 3
Witnesses report he wasn't driving 5/4 3
Police refuse comment on drunk driving case 5/5 4
Police should divulge the basis of his arrest (editorial) 5/6 11
Hime a forensic pathologist* 5/8 3
CARRERS AND CATERING Businesses are thriving* 5/30 D1
CATHOLIC CHURCH (ALBANY DIocese) Reaffirms Catholics may join Masons 1/21 3
Bishop McAreer marks 40 years in priesthood* 6/8 4
CHASKILL (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES Audit criticizes official for advancing salary 3/3 3
Town Board weighs action against comptroller 3/11 39
Comptroller will be disciplined 3/12 4
CEMENT INDUSTRY - LAW AND LEGISLATION Legislation aim to boost the sagging industry 3/16 4
CENTER FOR WOMEN IN CONVENTION (SWNY) Management and leadership training* 5/20 13
CENTRAL VETERINARY HOSPITAL New animal hospital* 6/17 2
CENTRALIZED EMERGENCY SHELTER INTAKE SERVICE Albany County homeless shelter is established 4/22 2
CELEBRAL PALSY Watervliet girl is telethon child 1/15 4
CIRRINIGNE CLUB
Sex club faces investigation 4/1 4
No violations found at sex club 4/2 4
Club adds a new twist to an old problem 4/5 4
CHRISTIAN (NY) RESCUE SQUAD
Seeks independence from village* 6/27 B1
CHEMICAL SPILLS
Cleanup of Thruway spill cost $500,000 3/6 4
Thruway cleanup bill is $600,000 3/19 4
State Troopers sue Thruway Authority for injuries 5/1 4
PCBs are found along Warren County roads 6/5 3
PCB revelations upset residents 6/6 C7
CHEMISTRY, FORENSIC
New York State Police Scientific Laboratory* 4/29 3
CITRINE, TART
Weather cut production* 2/19 1
CHILD ABUSE
Pedophiles 4/25 A1
Parents learn skills to cope at Project Rescue* 6/7 1
Events of child abuse prevention week 6/7 2
CHILD ABUSE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
U.S. Supreme Court supports parents' rights 3/25 1
CHILD CARE CENTERS
Directors call fees unfair for poor* 2/5 3
Age and youth care together in a new program* 3/15 3
Demonstrators call for additional funding* 3/24 3
Albany County eases fees 5/5 35
Trinity Place Day Care Center* 6/10 15
CHILDREN
Home-born doctor's suspension is extended 1/21 3
Icy roads cause unusual circumstances 2/6 1
Home-born doctors assail medical establishment 2/25 3
Home-born doctor wins Supreme Court victory 4/2 3
Home-born doctor loses license 5/15 25
CHRONIC SICKNESS
Organizing a state association 2/28 B3
Gary Menia and Specialists, Inc.* 6/13 B6
CHIROPRACTIC MEDICINE
Delmar chiropractor draws criticism from physicians
3/25 A1
CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS
When to take down the tree? 1/10 B7
CHURCH SCHOOLS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Court orders lowest gas and electric rates 4/9 6
CIGARETTES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Bill would make cigarettes self-extinguishing 4/13 4
CIRCUIT COURT
Created a multi-million dollar handing business* 4/11 F1
CITIZENS PARTY
Leader will work full time on creating a grass-roots political organization 2/5 4
CITIZENSHIP
105 immigrants become citizens* 4/25 C4
CIVIL RIGHTS
Area shoppers await embargo effects 1/15 3
CIVIL DEFENSE
Where to go if the bomb drops 2/28 A1
Brainard family readies itself for survival* 3/7 B1
Surviving the survivalists(editorial) 3/12 11
Plattsburgh evacuation plan 4/11 CI
Hansowitz is New York's chief planner 4/11 C5
State levels sites for nuclear Shelves 4/12 3
Federal government refuses to pay for nuclear disaster plan in Saratoga County* 4/14 1
Who should pay for Saratoga County's disaster plan? (editorial) 4/16 15
Solomon to seek federal funds for Kroll's evacuation 5/25 4
CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES ASSOCIATION (CSA)
President faces challenge from VMP 2/3 4
State and Union agree on new pact 2/28 A1
Contract calls for state agencies to bear sick-leave abuse cost 3/3 1
CIVIL SLAVE RESCUE SQUAD
Seeks independence from village* 6/27 B1
CLARK, GREG
Saratoga musician* 1/17 B1
CLASS REUNIONS
Schenectady class of '22 6/19 3
CLIFTON PARK (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Northway has spurred growth* 5/30 M
CLIFTON PARK (NY) - PARKS
Possible fee for recreation* 2/4 4
CLIFTON PARK (NY) - POPULATION
Growth 45% in 20 years* 5/30
CLIFTON PARK (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT
Fire commissioners conduct hearing on chief's driving 4/4 B2
Fire commissioners prepare ruling on chief's mishap 4/10 4
Chief is cleared 4/11 C1
CLIFTON PARK (NY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
see SHENENDOAH CENTRAL SCHOOLS
CLIFTON PARK (NY) ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS
Times Union sues for closed meeting 1/14 2
Closed meeting battle may end out of court 3/3 2
Agrees to hold open meetings 4/14 4
CLINT, PEARL AND CO.
Troy's last major shirt manufacturer is ending production 5/11 1
Apparel conglomerate leaves Troy(editorial) 5/12 11
CLINE, JOHN
Judge will seek re-election* 1/30 3
Judge examines the criminal justice system 1/31 B1
COACHING (ATHLETICS)
Teachers condemn plan to allow non-teachers to coach 5/20 4
Regents delay decision on non-teaching coaches 5/22 4
Regents rule non-teachers can coach 6/26 17
COHOES (NY) - CENSUS
Housing survey to aid grants 4/5 2
COHOES (NY) - FINANCES
Deficit is cut 4/24 4
COHOES (NY) - POLICE
Police work without contract 1/1 2
Department is sued in catfishing case 3/3 4
Testimony is heard in catfishing case 3/4 4
Priest's son relates his depressed state at lawsuit hearing 3/9 2
Testimony is concluded in lawsuit 3/10 6
Catholing suit is dismissed 3/11 4
COHOES (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT
Fireman protest layoffs 1/27 31
Sick fireman is cleared from charges of failure to respond 2/11 53
Fireman say their manpower is not sufficient 2/16 1
Laid-off fireman claims training void 2/17 2
Firemen circulate petition to set standards for manpower 3/28 03
Report recommends adding volunteers 5/11 2
Court rules that the Cohoes Rescue Squad may assist 5/29 4
Fireman and mayor come to terms* 6/5 4
COHOES (NY) PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Middle School students stage a walkout 5/15 4
Board considers lowering taxes 6/21 2
COHOES FALLS
Flow increases during April 3/31 2
COLUMBIA MUSIC HALL
Music Theater North to take over management 4/8 21
COHOES SAVINGS BANK
Records the largest first-quarter gain in the state 5/20 4

Index to the Albany Times Union
Index to the Albany Times Union

What each station costs 4/18 C12
Owners predict new services 4/21 27
X-rated shows are protested at forum 5/12 4
Capital Cablevision may offer area sports 6/9 27
Possible Capital Cablevision rate hike 6/13 B5
Rate hearing is set 6/21 4
Rate hike to be delayed 6/22 2

COMMUNITY ANTENNA TELEVISION - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Carey favors de-controlling 4/18 Al
Cable firms issue regulations to protect viewers 4/22 1

COMMUNITY CENTERS
North Albany group seeks recreation center 3/16 2

COMMUNITY STATE BANK OF ALBANY
Arab takeover 3/4 35

COMPUTER ASSISTED SELF HELP CENTER
Renting computer time 2/28 El

COMPUTER INDUSTRY
High technology education center proposed by Carey 1/27 3
Legislative leaders question locating the high technology site at RPI 1/28 3
Should RPI be the location of the high-tech site? (editorial) 1/31 C4
RPI is lobbying for high-tech center 2/3 4
RPI makes pitch for high-tech site 2/5 2
RPI high-tech plan clears Senate committee 3/4 3
RPI high-tech center is stalled with budget problems 3/27 3
RPI high-tech center is not funded* 4/1 1
RPI announces the first tenant for the high tech center 4/14 2
Assembly Speaker Fink backs high-tech site at RPI* 5/23 Al
$65,000,000 RPI project okay is likely 6/24 3

COMPUTER INDUSTRY - PERIODICALS
New high technology magazine* 3/7 B7

COMPUTERS
Regents are studying classroom computers* 1/20 2
Renting computer time 2/28 El
College coalition unveils free services 3/10 31
Use by psychokinesis 4/18 El

COMPUTERS - STUDY AND TEACHING
Summer camps* 3/24 1
Bethlehem High team fares well in national competition 6/3 2

CONCERNED CITIZENS FOR STRONGER LEGISLATION AGAINST CHILD MOLESTERS (SLAM)
Child molesters are the target of a new group 5/11 33

CONCERTS AND RECITALS
Kinks lovers line up for tickets 1/12 3
Diana Soviero 1/24 B4
Kinks concert 1/25 10
Baybelman piano recital 1/26 8
Trío An Dié Musik 1/26 8
Joe Pass* 1/27 20
Albany Symphony Orchestra 1/31 B10
Capital Chamber Artists "pops" concert* 2/2 9
Mary Block* 2/7 B6
Organist William Porter 2/7 B10
SNY music faculty 2/8 10
Albany Pro Musical 2/10 30
Music from Marlboro 2/12 26
Joan Jett and the Blackhearts* 2/15 24
Capital Chamber Artists 2/16 22
Rockin' Dakota* 2/16 22
Jean-Pierre Rampal* 2/17 22
Schulte and Ringell 2/19 10
Triumph* 2/20 6
Anne Bylnar 2/23 10
Paula Robison* 2/23 10
Cellist Elsa Hilger 2/24 25
Opera closes NMF series* 3/1 6
Capital Chamber Artists 3/2 22
I Novi Virtuosi di Roma 3/3 22
Bartok String Quartet 3/4 32
Albany Symphony Orchestra 3/8 8
Joe Williams 3/9 19
Robert DeGaetano 3/11 33
Laurelant Chamber Players 3/18 29
George Shearing* 3/21 B2
Albany Symphony presented gospel pops 3/22 12
Salute to composer Virgil Thomson* 3/31 22
Music from Marlboro 3/31 23
Timothy Nolan 4/1 29
Warwick Philharmonic Chamber Orchestra 4/3 6
Albany Symphony presents a program of French music 4/4 B3
Rod Stewart 4/5 12
Pete Seeger* 4/6 7
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble 3/11 C5
Oscar Peterson* 4/12 12
Dorian Wind Quintet 4/16 9
Susan Lynch 4/16 10
Celloist Ronald Thomas* 4/19 10
Cathie Montavon 4/20 6
Stanley Hummel 4/20 6
All-Bach concert by Frans Brueggen and Taffelmusik 4/23 19
Bonnie Raitt 4/26 12
Capital Hill Choral Society's Haydn program 4/26 12
Frank Wakefield 4/27 11
Mark Bingham 4/27 11
Schenectady Symphony 4/27 12
Mark Bingham 4/27 12
Clive Swanstbourne 4/30 16
Albany Symphony Orchestra 5/4 10
Capital Chamber Artists 5/5 26
McCoy Tyner 5/8 9
Troy Savings Bank jazz series finale 5/11 8
Albany Symphony finale 5/16 B6
Yankee Express and Mendelssohn Club 5/18 13
Albany Pro Musica 5/24 12
Octavio Singers 5/24 12
Yehudi Menuhin and Jeanette Kim 5/25 8
Leon Bates 5/28 22
William Edding 5/29 9
Leon Bates 5/31 6
James Brown* 6/15 10
Christopher O'Kelley 6/16 22
Northeast Symphonic Band 6/17 37
Donnie Warwick 6/19 19
Eric Clapton 6/20 C3
Marshall Tucker Band 6/21 9
Bluegrass at Saratoga 6/22 8
Peter, Paul, and Mary 6/23 23
Asia 6/24 36
Connie Francis 6/24 37
Old Songs Festival 6/27 B4
Jean Baez* 6/28 14

CONDOMINIUMS
Sales continue* 6/20 C8

CONFESSIONARY
Women cook up cash in candy* 1/26 13

CONFESSION OF ORGANIZED PURCHASERS, INC.
Fraud probe closes buying co-op 2/14 Al
Garofalo ordered high pressure sales* 2/14 B2
MTI is investigating consumer club 2/15 1

CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATIONS - PHYSICIANS
Psychiatrist, suspected of Medicaid fraud, is ordered to turn over records 6/11 4

CONRAD
Line closings could thwart businesses 1/24 B5
Told to add 4 Southern Tier runs 4/9 17

CONSERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES
Russians ponder fate of grand old oaks 4/18 C2
Adirondack Park Agency lifts controversial construction restrictions 4/24 4

CONSERVATIVE PARTY
Conference shows support for tax cuts and death penalty 2/29 2
Set to choose candidates 6/19 3
Nominates its candidates 6/20 C1

CONSUMER CREDIT COUNSELING SERVICE, INC. 4/25 H1
Debt counseling service 4/25 H1

CONSUMERS ORGANIZATION OF PURCHASERS, INC.
Buying club is shut down for bilking members 1/26 2
Judge puts gay order on Attorney General 2/10 3
Fraud probe closes buying co-op* 2/14 A1

CONVERSION FACILITIES
Albany attracts more than its share of conventions 5/2 B1

COOPERATION
Albany group hears co-op advocate 3/12 2

COUNTY COURT
New president and management shakeup 2/11 49
Lost $2,300,000 in 1991 4/13 31.

CRAF, JAMES W.
Laureate Award winner (editorial) 6/4 15

SUNY CITIZEN LAUREATE 1992* 6/6 B1

CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF
See also COURTS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Equal treatment (editorial) 1/10 C4
Judge Clyne is fair to a fault (letter) 1/23 11
Judge examines the system 1/31 B1
Crenshaw targets career criminals 2/4 41
Poll indicates New Yorkers believe the courts are weak
and the prisons are wasteful 2/7 B1
More mail space is needed (editorial) 2/17 15
SUNY professor says let the pain fit the crime* 2/24 4
Pain punishment is mixed 2/25 4
Albany County jails more criminals on a per capita basis* 4/10 1
Service sentence works for Guilderland 4/15 44
Church-based group seeks early releases* 4/22 60
Life without parole 5/9 C1
Court officials criticize law requiring criminal payments* 5/25 1
Making criminals pay may not be worth the time and
effort (editorial) 6/6 15

CRIMINAL LAW
Attorney General asks for new code to fight organized
crime 3/10 31

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
What to do if arrested 4/30 9

CRONIN, SISTER NOEL MARIE
Changing lifestyle of nuns* 4/11 F1

Court of Appeals overrules Cooke’s rotation system* 5/14 4
Out-of-court mediation relieves the courts* 5/17 1
Kain rules law clerks and law assistants are not
managerial 5/18 6
Chief Justice to seek approval before transferring
judges 5/23 B7
Cooke’s transfer plan is submitted to the Court of
Appeals 5/29 20
Chief Judge hails backlog reduction 6/4 3
Court of Appeals okays Cooke’s judicial transfer
procedure 6/12 3

Clyne will not be affected by transfer plan 6/13 B6

COURTS - NEW YORK (STATE) - LAW AND LEGISLATION
See also TELEVISION BROADCASTING OF COURTROOM
PROCEEDINGS
C early wants to combine courts 4/8 4
Cnew judgeship gain approval 6/19 3

CRANBERRY BBO (RESTAURANT)
$250,000 renovation* 5/2 D1

CREDIT
RIB plan to boost appliance sales* 6/27 C9

CRESENT HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANT
Power Authority seeks an expansion 5/19 3

CRIME
See also TRIALS and type of crime, for example: ASSAULT
AND BATTERY, FRAUD, JUROR, MURDER, NARCOTIC TRAFFIC, RAPE,
ROBBERY, RAPE, SEX CRIMES
Men are arrested for possession of a police radio
scanner 1/7 2
Men are arrested owning a police scanner 1/8 3
Elderly criminals are becoming more of a problem 3/16 3
What to do if you are caught shoplifting 3/17 17
Elderly woman faces criminal mischief charges* 6/13 B1

CRIME PREVENTION
Mayor Corning calls for funds to protect the elderly
2/24 4
6th graders learn about crime 3/7 B2
Schenectady neighborhood crime watch 4/7 2
New ways to fight crime (editorial) 4/12 15

CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION
District Attorney may seek help from stoolies* 1/1 3
District Attorney Greenberg wants a squelcher program
(editorial) 1/14 11

CRIMINAL JUSTICE, ADMINISTRATION OF
See also COURTS - NEW YORK (STATE)
Equal treatment (editorial) 1/10 C4
Judge Clyne is fair to a fault (letter) 1/23 11
Judge examines the system 1/31 B1
Crenshaw targets career criminals 2/4 41
Poll indicates New Yorkers believe the courts are weak
and the prisons are wasteful 2/7 B1
More mail space is needed (editorial) 2/17 15
SUNY professor says let the pain fit the crime* 2/24 4
Pain punishment is mixed 2/25 4
Albany County jails more criminals on a per capita
basis* 4/10 1
Service sentence works for Guilderland 4/15 44
Church-based group seeks early releases* 4/22 60
Life without parole 5/9 C1
Court officials criticize law requiring criminal
payments* 5/25 1
Making criminals pay may not be worth the time and
effort (editorial) 6/6 15

CRIMINAL LAW
Attorney General asks for new code to fight organized
crime 3/10 31
CROSSGATES SHOPPING MALL
Seized plot is sold to developer 1/12 3
Moes calls for rezoning to block project 1/13 1
Opponents rejoice at rezining bid 1/14 3
Moes defends rezoning plan* 1/15 3
Zoning hearing could take 6 months 1/19 2
Developer blasts rezoning 1/20 2
Blockade is seen as a good bet 1/25 1
Crossgates firm accuses Guilderland officials of delaying tactics 1/26 3
Guilderland rejects developers' Misses' 2/17 1
Moes' gentle filed his rezoning plan 2/18 4
Rezoning vote (editorial) 1/28 11
Hesse's Department Store may be burned 2/3 3
2 of 5 anchor stores scratchede 2/5 3
Opponents' suit to be heard 2/9 2
Judge reserves ruling on opponents' lawsuit 2/20 1
Lawsuit is dismissed, groundbreaking to take place in the spring 3/2 3
Families in mobile home park face eviction 3/3 2
Planning continues 3/3 2
Appellee Court upholds barring vote to non-property owners in water 6/16 2
Judge dismisses last lawsuit 6/20 C7
Final details of road plans need to be worked out 6/23 22
CHASE, JESSIE
Tired horses at Betty's Horse Farm* 3/18 17
CROWLEY DAIRY, INC.
Ends home delivery* 5/30 BI
CUSTODY OF CHILDREN
Justice reserves decision on Katie Dwyer 6/19 22
D'ANGelo, ALFONSO
Defends campaign funds sources* 2/20 1
Conservative Senator develops an ear for his constituents* 2/28 G6
DRAINING
Modern farming techniques* 1/7 3
Court finds Rensselaer County responsible for traumatized cows* 2/11 1
Price supports keep farmers going* 3/7 A1
DRAFTING - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Rigid licensing will not change 2/11 53
DANCING
Polish dancers troupe* 1/31 B4
Twyla Tharp company 3/13 8
Bommi and Juliet 3/10 10
Jacob's Pillow Dance Festival* 6/13 BI
DARLEEN, DIANNE
"Families From Heaven" Choreographer* 1/3 BI
DATING (SOCIAL CUSTOMS)
Dial - A - date radio show* 2/14 G1
DEAF - MEANS OF COMMUNICATION
First Albany Corp. installs a device for broker-client communications* 1/10 F7
Nurse helps deaf couple with natural childbirth* 2/1 4
DEJAR, JOSEPH
Retiring Albany police Captain* 2/1 3
DEPTH - PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS
Program helps children cope 4/26 2
Program that allows patients to die at home* 5/8 1
DEATHS
see ACCIDENTS and OBITUARIES section
DEBT AND CREDIT
Debt counseling services 4/25 BI
DEER
Feeding on shrubs and evergreens 2/7 BI
Deer ravaged by dogs 2/25 33
Family dogs kill an estimated 24,000 deer 3/9 4
Scientists look for better means of management 3/11 2
Deer sport ends with doe being shot* 3/12 3
Large concentration near Duanesburg* 3/24 3
Ravaging Bethlehem farms 5/23 BI
DEFRONT, JOHN
Readies his family for nuclear survival* 3/7 BI
DELAWARE AND HUDSON RAILWAY CO.
Labor dispute may force takeover* 1/10 BI0
$1,000,000 is awarded in fatal mishap 1/23 4
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
Membership increases as other parties decline 6/8 1
Picnic raises $75,000 6/20 C2
DEMOCRATIC PARTY CONVENTION
2-day nominating convention is set to begin 6/21 1
Candidates are selected* 6/21 1
Campaign missions Coming support* 6/22 3
Runoff for lieutenant governor* 6/23 3
DEMONSTRATIONS
Students use political action instead of protest* 3/23 1
DENT'S, INC.
Several stores will close 1/26 23
DEPRESSION (PSYCHOLOGY)
Cabin fever manual 1/24 BI
DISBURSES (DISTRICT ATTORNEY)
Court of Appeals orders Eli Lilly to pay $500,000 for health damage 5/12 22
DESERTION AND NONSUPPORT
Albany County pursues child-support debts 5/18 2
Enforcing child support (editorial) 5/26 4
Seized goods pay child support 5/29 1
Auction benefits child support 6/3 88
IRS levies refunds to gain child support 6/29 4
DEWS ECONOMICS ASSOCIATES, INC.
High-tech consulting firm* 1/31 D9
DIABETES
Patients learn to live with child's disease* 5/16 BI
DIAMONDS
GE researchers invent means of branding* 2/19 23
DIEFENDARM
Mushrooming grass roots peace movement* 3/5 1
Anti-nuclear war group forms area chapter 3/9 3
Anti-nuclear arms campaign begins 3/20 4
Folksey breakfast nutures anti-nuclear movement 4/7 4
Rotterdam adopts a resolution to freeze the production of nuclear weapons 4/9 26
Guilderland Town Board urges a nuclear freeze 4/14 2
Albany council will introduce a resolution for nuclear freeze 4/15 2
Nuclear protest week is set 4/16 4
Area colleges to be scenes of protests 4/18 A5
Guilderland anti-nuclear protests 4/19 1
Albany Common Council debates nuclear freeze proposal* 4/20 2
Lecturer urges physicians to air nuclear consequences 4/23 31
Protest march cape Ground Zero Week 4/26 4
Bethlehem will consider nuclear freeze legislation 5/7 2
Skidmore students protest on Mother's Day 5/10 3
Bethlehem residents urge arms freeze 5/13 2
Albany Common Council passes 2 resolutions 5/18 2
Democrats want the issue on the statewide ballot* 5/20 1
Peace marchers walk through area 5/24 4
Defense expert says a thaw is better than a freeze 5/26 2
Bethlehem adopts a nuclear freeze resolution 5/27 2
Festival for peace is nearly rained out 6/7 3
Nuclear freeze backers plan new battles 6/9 2
Colonie resolution is sent to the President 6/11 2
Franciscans urge Nuclear freeze 6/11 3
Stratton says peace march is misguided 6/13 BI
DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT
Hilton Hotel is charged with not hiring blacks 1/19 4
State presses the Hilton on minority hiring report* 1/20 3
Groups form to monitor Hilton hiring 1/21 2
Hilton blacks are in bottom jobs 1/23 3
Hilton minority hiring policies will be discussed 2/2 2
Hilton signs pact to hire minorities 2/5 1
Hilton minority hiring process is called absurd 2/6 3
Civic group set Hilton hiring pact 2/12 3
Policy for equal opportunity for gays is urged for state
Hilton 7/18 3
Group urges residents to exercise judgment in
participating the Hilton Hotel 3/18 4
Hilton hiring talks sneak down 3/25 4
Backlog threatens division of Human Services 3/26 4
Hilton president vows fair hiring 3/31 3
Union Sattion plan was changed to bypass the minority
union hiring quota 4/4 Al
Union Station mediators would mean importing workers 4/6 3
Union Station minority hiring requirement 4/11 Ba

DISCRIMINATION IN HOUSING
Attorney General's Office is investigating Albany bias
change 2/18 4
Family surcharge for renters spurs debate 3/14 15
Hilton park rules upset residents 6/26 3

DIVORCE
Vic Zoble is incredible 6/13 B3
DIVORCE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Appeals court denies wife's right to religious divorce
Dec 9 9
Case vetoes joint custody bill 6/11 32

DIVORCE
Judge tells about mental breakdown 3/6 4

DOGS
Wrongly compromises with city on dog issue 1/14 39
Right to bark case is dismissed 1/15 2
Judge drops laurns barking case 2/29 4
Albany wants to evict 12 dogs from run-down building*
3/24 2
Trained to find drugs 6/11 4

DOWNS
Landmark nightspot will be demolished 5/25 3

DOWNS
Child recovered 6/27 Da

DRUG ABUSE
See also NARCOTIC TRAFFIC
South End unemployed 6/11 1
Legal caffeine pill causes problems 6/30 3

DRUG PARAPHANLALIA - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Supreme Court upholds head shop regulation 3/4 1

DRUNK DRIVING
See also TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
4 agencies get breathalyzers 1/8 1
New law cracks down hard (letter) 2/7 04
Albany County probation Department wants to buy testing
equipment 3/7 2
Michael Carey is arrested again 5/3 3
Albany arrests increase 5/4 3
Witnesses report Carey wasn't driving 5/4 3
Police refuse comment on Carey's case 5/5 4
Police should divulge the basis of Carey's arrest
(editorial) 5/6 11
Carey hires a forensic pathologist 5/8 3
Carey may get second delay 5/11 4
Bethlehem police arrest 3 during crackdown 5/14 2
School bus driver is arrested 5/26 1
Bus driver is suspended without pay 5/28 35
Bethlehem board discusses bus driver action 6/3 2
Bethlehem bus driver is suspended 6/4 3
Bethlehem school officials knew about drinking problem
6/5 1

DRUNK DRIVING - LAW AND LEGISLATION
West Virginia law is similar to one being considered
here 5/8 3
Bill seeks swift sanctions 5/10 4

DUNLE, HARRIS
World class dog sled racer 1/3 DL

DYE, CAROLYN
Albany native is a successful New York City clothing
designer 5/2 Gl

DYN, JOHN
Disaster or a reading problem? 4/4 Fl

EAGLES
Injured bird is recovering in Delmar 6/20 Al
Recognition day is important 4/11 13

EARTHQUAKES
Quake hits but is not noticed 1/6 3
Largest quake in 127 years 1/11 10
Scientists study New England quake 1/11 3
Second quake in 3 days 1/12 1
Facts surface in quake aftermath 1/17 86
Third quake rattles the area 1/19 1
State has logged over 70 since 1638 1/19 4
Hendlerberg recordings are recorded 3/2 4

EAST GREENBUSH (NY) - PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Town offices may relocate to a school 2/13 3

EASTER
Celebrating, Polish style 4/6 17
How the rabbit became the symbol 4/11 Al
Memories of Eastern past 4/11 Al

EASTER EGG
Hillcrest Vroman creates Scholastic exhibit 4/10 3

EASTERN NEW YORK UNION
Congressional committee may drop investigation 1/12 1
Game produces money 1/21 3
Investigation shows there was no KKK activity 1/24 Al
Bomb investigation continues 3/17 13

EDUCATION
See names of school districts, schools, and colleges

EDUCATION - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Finding money for gifted programs is challenging local
school districts 3/28 Ci
Teacher attendance costs area districts $1,000,000
annually 4/18 Al

EDUCATION - NEW YORK (STATE)
Regents are studying classroom computers 1/20 2

EDUCATION - NEW YORK (STATE) - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Rule penalizing teachers of the mentally ill is ruled
illegal 1/8 4

EDUCATION - NEW YORK (STATE) - FINANCE
Task force ducks fund-raising issue 1/27 11
Task force study suggests that the State should control
aid 1/29 3
Task force to give 7 options to Casey 1/31 Al
Task force recommend realignment of aid 2/4 1
Federal cuts would lower aid 2/7 Al
Commissioner sees the end of federal aid 2/11 4
Casey may ask for 2% hike 2/17 1
Casey says aid to sports betting and lotteries 2/18 3
Sales tax funding plan faces dim future 2/18 39
Carey's allotment plan 2/19 3
Report shows districts' failure to invest cash on hand
2/28 89

Fail to invest money on hand (editorial) 3/4 11

Federal aid cuts cause several problems 3/14 Al

State sees cuts in federal aid 4/7 3
Budget shortfall will be costly for school districts 4/9 6
United teachers' president rejects state school budget
4/17 4

Education Commissioner wants to sue federal government
to stop aid cuts 5/15 25

Federal use of 1970 census will cost the state
$40,000,000* 5/17 1
Conervatives and OP to confer on possible candidates
2/9 4
Koch will not get GOP backing 2/10 4
Poll shows voters don’t know Koch 2/11 1
Kemp backs Regan 2/11 6
Minorities are urged to register to stop Koch’s bid
2/16 4
Emery will retire from Assembly to devote time to
governor’s race 2/17 4
Senate candidate Caputo admits to lying about Army
service 2/18 1
Poll shows Koch is an early favorite 2/18 3
Caputo’s disclosure may have cost him the nomination*
2/19 3
Caputo vows to continue fight for nomination 2/20 3
Republicans should ask Caputo to withdraw (editorial)
2/20 11
Cross-endorsement of judges is hailed and assailed
2/21 Al
GOP leader withdraws Caputo endorsement 2/21 B7
Koch to officially enter race 2/22 1
Koch says he’ll represent all of the state 2/23 1
Caputo says Manhattan is using smear tactics 2/23 4
Cuomo to fight Koch in primary 2/24 1
Koch’s candidacy (editorial) 2/24 15
Cuomo uses state plans for politics 2/26 3
GOP leader Scaringi supports Koch 2/26 3
GOP pulls its support of Caputo 2/27 1
Expert says New York City alone could elect a governor
2/29 Al
GOP chairman calls Koch a moron and liar 2/28 A2
GOP chief urges Caputo to give up 2/28 B1
Caputo should not run for Senate (editorial) 2/28 B4
Cuomo is a government hopeful attack Koch 3/1 3
Syracuse paper launches drive to keep Koch mayor 3/1 3
Kemp won’t run for Senate 3/2 4
Cuomo is undecided on support of Cuomo or Koch 3/4 4
Cuomo is expected to back Cuomo 3/5 3
Cuomo seeks Liberal backing 3/7 1
Caputo is expected to give up 3/7 16
Cuomo and Koch are in a fund battle 3/8 1
Caputo drops out of Senate race 3/9 1
Liberal Party will probably not endorse Koch 3/9 1
Emery to announce he will run for gubernatorial spot
3/9 4
Emery officially enters the race for governor 3/10 3
Friends are pushing Krupsk to run for lieutenant
governor 3/10 3
Dunen to run for lieutenant governor 3/11 3
Cuomo endorses Cuomo 3/11 4
Regan will withdraw from governor’s race 3/12 1
Regan leaves governor’s race* 3/13 3
Seymour will seek Republican nomination for Senate
3/15 3
Cuomo formally begins his campaign* 3/16 3
Cuomo is confident as he enters the race 3/17 1
Koch brushes off “Stop Koch” campaign* 3/22 3
Cuomo proposes death penalty referendum 3/22 4
Cuomo leaders are looking to replace Lehman 3/24 1
Koch campaigns in Albany, buoyed by Regan’s praise
3/25 3
Cuomo fails to promise aid if Koch is nominated 3/16 3
Political campaign is a rich man’s game* 3/26 Al
Cuomo gives support to Cuomo 3/27 4
Cuomo’s refusal to support the primary winner may cause
him problems with the Democratic Party 3/31 3
Whitney N. Seymour declares candidacy for U.S. Senate
4/2 3
Cuomo unleashes offensive to unite Koch and the GOP*
4/3 3
GOP leaders Diamond and Zabr consider entering the U.S.
Senate race 4/3 4
Koch is in control of the governor’s race 4/6 3
ELECTIONS - NEW YORK (STATE) (continued)
State needs campaign reform (editorial) 4/6 7
Hedtke to head Cuomo campaign* 4/11 Cl
Aurora may enter Republican race for governor 4/15 4
Moynihan announces re-election bid 4/20 3
Koch wins endorsement of Communications Workers' Union 4/20 33
Lehman claims he has enough support to win the primary 4/20 3
3 Democrats and 2 Republicans are elected to the Legislature 4/21 36
Koch fears the Democratic left wing in the primary 4/22 4
Caputo's falsehood cost $14,000* 4/24 3
Koch vows upscale* 4/25 Cl
Moynihan faces little opposition* 4/25 Cl
Koch and Cuomo win Liberal Party officials 4/25 C9
CSBA guarantees Cuomo he will be on the ballot 4/26 3
Career may be leaning toward backing Koch 4/30 3
Entry vies women's war crime 5/1 21
Manhattan Republicans endorse Curran for governor 5/1 21
Seagram wins Moynihan's record 5/4 4
Tully seeks comptroller nomination* 5/6 3
20 union leaders support Cuomo 5/7 4
Balas seeks Republican endorsement for Supreme Court 5/8 4
3 seek Democratic nomination for lieutenant governor 5/11 4
Sylkani seeks GOP nomination for Attorney General* 5/12 4
Dyson and DeBello enter lieutenant governor race 5/13 4
Seagram cites anti-crime plan* 5/15 4
Diamond seeks GOP Senate nomination 5/14 4
Entry wants primary candidates picked at conventions 5/14 3
 Lieutenant governor candidate Dyson stresses goals 5/15 4
Polls show Koch and Lehman are ahead 5/16 5
Curran to enter the governor's race 5/17 2
New Democratic Coalition endorses Cuomo 5/17 4
Entry explains candidate qualification remark 5/19 4
Stop Lehman drive is launched* 5/21 1
Koch's role with drug-store chain is questioned 5/21 3
2 Buffalo Conservatives endorse Koch 5/23 6
Cuomo and Koch woo Saratoga Democrats 5/24 3
Gallagher announces candidacy for lieutenant governor 5/24 4
Siebert seeks GOP nomination for Senate 5/26 4
Lehman rebuts his GOP detractors 6/1 1
Anderson supports Curran's gubernatorial bid 6/2 4
Cuomo may not get 25% primary vote 6/3 4
Lehman is inked by Republican loyalty pledge 6/3 4
Lehman admits he is a GOP newcomer* 6/4 3
Minor to seek GOP Senate nomination 6/4 4
Liberal Party endorses Cuomo* 6/5 3
Liberal Party backs Cuomo and Moynihan* 6/6 Cl
Black legislators back Seymore for Senate 6/8 4
Abrams to seek second term 6/8 34
Diamond drops out of Senate race 6/9 33
Village Independent Democrats support Cuomo 6/11 2
Abrams to run on record at Attorney General 6/11 4
McCall enters lieutenant governor's race* 6/14 4
Troy Democrats favor Koch 6/14 4
Entry remains in the race* 6/16 3
Lehman is selected by GOP* 6/17 1
GOP selects Seymour for Senate race 6/18 1
How Lehman got the nomination 6/18 3
Minor parties to choose candidates 6/19 3
Minor party candidates are nominated 6/20 Cl
Knapp enters comptroller's race 6/20 C2
Entry does not support Lehman 6/21 3
Koch will face Cuomo in the primary* 6/22 1
DeBello in runoff for lieutenant governor* 6/23 3
Moynihan is sornor of foos* funds 6/25 4
Rosenthal drops out of governor's race 6/25 4
Analysis of Koch's nomination 6/27 B1
Analysis of Lehman's nomination 6/27 B2
GOP seeks to stop double Cuomo ballot lines* 6/30 3
Dyson to drop out of lieutenant governor's race 6/30 4
Lehman gains backing of 48 assemblymen 6/30 4
ELECTIONS - NEW YORK (STATE) - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Democrats seek to end cross-endorsement (editorial) 2/11 13
Suit is aimed at strengthening upstate voting power 4/6 6
GOP seeks to stop double ballot lines* 6/30 3
ELECTIONS - RENSSELAER COUNTY
Judge Dixon tells about his mental breakdown 3/5 4
Democrats nominate Perkins for family court judge 6/21 2
ELECTIONS -- SCHENECTADY COUNTY
Wample will not seek Assembly re-election* 5/28 1
Tedisco and Tucker announce Assembly candidacy 6/18 4
Roberts to seek Wample's assembly seat* 6/25 4
ELECTRIC POWER
Waterlilte hydro plant hits environmental snag 2/20 3
Waterlilte gets federal okay for hydroelectric project 3/10 4
Cohoes studies Mohawk River's value 4/25 C4
Group urges Albany County takeover of power facilities 4/26 8
ELECTRIC POWER - PRICES
PSC recommends a rate hike 1/5 2
PSC to okay rate hike 3/6 9
PSC okay's increases 3/9 4
Church schools to get lowest rate 4/9 6
Niagara Mohawk seeks 6th rate in 5 years 5/1 1
Abrams says the PSC aid rate hikes 6/30 4
ELECTRIC POWER FAILURES
Barge causes Amsterdam outage 4/28 8
116 Colonia residents lose power 4/30 2
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute* 5/5 3
Schenectady outage is planned 6/12 4
Residents face a power cut-off 6/25 2
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
Power Authority seeks expansions 5/19 3
Waterlilte hydro-plant groundbreaking 6/2 4
Construction begins on Waterlilte hydro project* 6/3 3
Power Authority to appeal denial of plant permit 6/7 4
ELI LILLY AND CO.
Court of Appeals orders drug firm to pay $500,000 for
DES health damage 5/12 22
ELYSIAN LODGE NO. 2840 (GUILDELA)
Ready to move into new quarters* 3/18 37
ELLEY, MILITARY BUSINESS SCHOOL
Owes the State 541,000 2/17
ELMS HOSPITAL
Union re-vote is delayed 1/13 32
Medicaid funds are tied to union busting activities
5/4 4
Use of Medicaid funds for union busting is under
investigation 5/13 3
Union representation election will be re-run 5/26 36
Union continues organizing efforts 6/29 3
ELWOOD FIRE DISTRICT
Guilderland, New Scotland, and Bethlehem okay new fire
district 4/29 2
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
also RESCUE WORK
Helicopters are requested* 1/13 2
Albany Medical Center* 1/28 3
EMER, TIMES
Reveals income and taxes paid 4/22 4
EMMA WILLARD SCHOOL
Not a typical prep school* 5/9 B3
INDEX TO THE ALBANY TIMES UNION

IMPERIAL MINISTRY INSTITUTE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS (ISIMA)
- Youth Theater and Egg become single SUNY unit 3/13 8
- Patricia Snyder, Executive Director* 3/14 8
- Dance Ensemble to be chosen 6/19 3

EMPEROR STATE PERFORMING ARTS CORP.
- Merge with Empire State Youth Theater Institute 2/25

EMPEROR STATE PLAZA
- See ROCKFELLER, GOVERNOR NELSON A., EMPIRE STATE PLAZA

EMPEROR STATE YOUTH THEATER INSTITUTE
- Merge with Empire State Performing Arts Corp. 2/25 25
- Benefit will pay for new bus 11/13 3
- Youth Theater and Egg become single SUNY unit 3/13 8

EMPLOYMENT
- Overnight computer job-matching 2/18 37
- NY Job Development Authority says $5,000,000 in loans to 24 business 3/18 13
- Capital employers predict hiring stability 3/22 6
- Summer job outlook teaches youth about work the hard way 4/1 3
- Study finds growth will lag through 1983 4/30 29
- Minority teen job outlook is grim 5/7 1
- Creating jobs (editorial) 5/9 84
- Engineering and high-tech graduates find good job market 5/1 3
- Shift to high-tech jobs 6/20 1
- Local hiring is slowing 6/21 4
- State job total increases 6/23 27

EMPLOYMENT - LAW AND LEGISLATION
- Whistle-blower (law) 5/18 15
- Whistle-blower bill is called a protective device 5/19 4
- Assembly okay's whistle-blowers' bill 6/16 4

EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
- Publisher lists rash of newspaper ads 2/17 3
- Attorney General is investigating an Albany job listing service 4/8 3
- New York's closing dings area clients 4/23 2

ENERGY CONSERVATION
- Second phase of Albany County plan begins 2/3 34
- Consumer's Bill of Rights 4/21 1
- Alternative living industries teach self-sufficiency 3/14 8
- Commercial promotes train use 4/8 3
- State plans to shift to fuel-saving cars 4/8 4
- Student energy research competition 5/1 3
- New Yorkers cut energy use 10% 4/6 1

ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY - LAW AND LEGISLATION
- Legislators' voting records are analyzed 4/23 37

EPISCOPAL CHURCH (ALBANY DioCESE)
- Albany clergyman is suspended 2/20 3
- Bishop asks Diocese to choose his successor* 6/5 3

EPIDEMIC, TOLD
- Chef demonstrates cooking skills* 2/16 13

ERIE CANAL
- State Department of Transportation eyes takeover of Troy lock 3/30 31
- Army Corps of Engineers have no plans to close Troy lock and dam 3/31 35

ERIE SAVINGS BANK
- Announces merger with West End Federal Savings 4/2 4

ESCAPES
- Albert Paul is nabbed in Rotterdam 5/14 3

ESPERA\NCE
- Easier to spy on New York than Washington 3/28 32

EXCEPTIONS
- Onondaga burial site causes conflict 4/20 1
- Landowner says no to purchase of burial site 4/22 50
- Artifacts are found at burial site 4/23 27
- Amateur unearthed overlooked artifacts 4/27 4
- Artifacts found at burial site 5/11 33
- Onondaga may solve mystery of burial site 5/18 6

FIRES - BETHLEHEM
- Police investigate garage fire 3/22 23
- Delmar arson is investigated 4/15 2

FIRES - CLAYTON PARK
- Gas explosion is averted at Wendy's 4/12 2

FIRES - CONROES
- Duo rescues 6* 1/22 2
- Third fire in 7 days* 1/23 3
- Fire is under investigation* 2/17 2
- Fire investigator cites blaze 2/18 39
- OBW office and a church 3/8 2
- Fire leaves 3 homeless 4/3 3

FIRES - COLONIE
- Storage room fire at former Roosevelt School* 2/18 2
- Suspicious fire damages Vergen home 3/4 2
- Teen is charged in Townes fire 3/27 4
- Wicker Trailer Park* 4/3 3
- Gas leak nearly 5/30 3
- 2nd fire hits former school 6/15 2

FIRES - GREEN ISLAND
- Couple flies from home 2/16 2

FIRES - HAVRE
- Firemen battle for 8 hours 4/26 2

FIRES - HOGSICK FALLS
- 4 children perish* 5/15 3
- Fire deaths are attributed to faulty wiring 5/16 1
- Mansion is destroyed 6/20 1
- Elderly Mansion 6/2 3

FIRES - HIDDEN FALLS
- 5 families flee fire 6/14 2

FIRES - HIDE PARK
- Curators rescue Roosevelt memorabilia* 1/24 2

FIRES - RENSSLEAR
- Suspicious blaze leaves 12 homeless 2/1 1
- 3 buildings are damaged 3/15 2
- 2 homes burn, arson is suspected 4/19 4
- Victim is identified and suspected of starting the fire 4/28 4

FIRES - ROND LAKE
- Blaze guts house* 1/13 3
- Gas device razes trailer* 1/29 3

FIRES - SHERBROOKE
- Sheet-metal fire is suspicious 2/7 83

FIRES - TROY
- Man dies in an apartment fire 1/14 3
- Flat house burns 1/18 2
- Arson is suspected in Walter fire 3/25 43
- 5 small fires keep firemen busy 4/11 15
- Suspicious house fire 4/19 4
- 4th fire at Vanderhyden Hall within a year* 5/18 3
- Arson is suspected in 9 cases 5/23 8
- Arson is suspected in a River Street fire 6/21 3
- Suspicious fire destroys Walzer Factory 6/25 32
- Vanderhyden Hall burns for the 6th time 6/28 2

FIRES - WATERFRONT
- Damages old mansion 3/7 83

FIREWORKS
- Aerial bomb stolen from manufacturer 3/21 2
- Stolen from Guildenstern* 3/22 3
- Police pinpoint robbery 3/23 3
- No display at the Port of Albany celebration 5/7 4
- 2 are arrested as police confiscate $30,000 worth* 5/7 4
- Charges are pending for 2 Bethlehem students 6/16 2
- Aerial map is in town* 6/27 3

FIRST CHURCH IN ALBANY
- WNYC cancels church service broadcast 5/19 3

FISHING
- Streamlined licensing 4/19 22

FUTURE CLAIRE
- Farewell (editorial) 1/31 34
Index to the Albany Times Union

FLAG DAY
- Colorful ceremonies* 6/11 3
- Communities salute Old Glory 6/12 4
- Patriotic fervor unfurls 6/13 3
- 45,000 watch parade in Troy 6/14 3

FLANNAGAN, MICHAEL
- Allan’s song is number 1 in Ireland* 1/30 3

FLIGHT
- Fear of flying is caused by linguistics* 1/4 10

FLOODS
- Altamont is given flood data 1/6 4
- Menace of spring is threatening again 3/12 1
- Water ebbs but threat remains 3/23 3
- Rain and warm weather trigger Hudson River flooding 4/19 4

FLOODS - CONTROL
- Plans for Rotterdam Mall are delayed 6/11 2

FOOD
- Foods of the future 6/23 13

FOOD RELIEF
- New York cheese distribution sites 1/10 2
- Cheese plan to begin in February 1/28 2
- Cheese giveaway program has problems 2/2 3
- Emergency stocks dwindled before demand 2/5 4
- Cheese plan brings complaints 2/9 3
- Red tape twists cheese giveaway 2/14 4
- St. Patrick’s soup kitchen* 3/29 3
- Cafe News provides a free Easter meal for elderly 4/6 3
- Walkers raise $12,000 to aid hungry 5/17 2

FOOD STAMP PROGRAM
- State favors early swap 2/3 4
- State seeks a 30% cut 4/7 3

FORD, RALPH
- Suit against police is rejected 1/12 3

FORD, WALLACE L. II
- State Commissioner of the Division of Minority Business Development* 2/7 F7

FORD MOTOR CO.
- Job security is on line in contract talks 1/10 B6
- Lays off 26 in Green Island 1/16 21
- Contract language means brighter future for Green Island 2/16 37

Green Island workers vote concessions 2/28 8

FORGERY
- $5 check is transferred into a $500 check 3/10 2

FORT GRAILO PLAZA
- Rensselaer project may begin in 1963* 5/23 B1

FORT GRAILO (RENSSELAER)
- Twelfth Night holiday is celebrated 1/4 3

FORT MILLER CO.
- Purchases Concrete Products, Inc. 4/20 31

FORT ORANGE CLUB
- Sexism protest is set 5/4 34
- Women’s protest finds debate on tactics 2/6 4
- Changes should be made by the members not by the government (editorial) 6/6 4

FOUR SEASONS DINNER THEATER
- Closes down 2/9 26
- Death of a dinner theater* 2/14 11

FRANCESCA, GILDA
- Retired educator can’t keep children out of his system 6/4 2

FRANKS, LLOYD
- Establishes a publishing firm* 3/11 32

FRAUD
- see also MEDICAID FRAUD
- State opens hearing on possible house swindle 2/18 39
- Harzel admits to income tax evasion 2/20 4
- Utica Veal is being investigated for cheating farmers 2/4 6
- 2 are indicted for Central National Bank swindle 5/6 1
- 2 members of the Hare Krishna sect are arrested for collecting for the Veteran’s Hospital* 5/21 1

Bail is set at $5000 in Hare Krishna case 5/21 2
- Colonie flimflam suspect is recaptured 5/28 4
- Real estate broker’s license is suspended* 6/2 3
- Arizona man is arrested in bank swindle 6/29 2

FREEMASON
- God rule angers Schaghticoke residents* 5/16 B1

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION
- Times-Union sues Guilderland to keep meetings open 1/7 4
- Times-Union sues Clifton Park for closed meeting 1/14 2
- Guilderland Zoning Board is split on closed meeting 2/12 2
- Ending the secret sessions in Guilderland (editorial) 2/14 4
- Clifton Park closed meeting battle may end out of court 3/3 2
- Supreme Court decision is reserved in Times Union suit 3/20 4
- Clifton Park Zoning Board agrees to hold open meetings 4/14 4
- Clifton Park Town Supervisor supports open meetings 4/18 B4

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION - LAW AND LEGISLATION
- State committee hopes to strengthen Open Meeting Law 2/20 4
- Bill will strengthen the law (editorial) 2/21 C4

FREEDOM OF THE PRESS AND FAIR TRIAL
- Judge orders Capital Newspapers to give up photo 4/3 1
- Court order delays Capital Newspapers’ case* 4/6 3
- Judge calls the contempt of court a dangerous precedent* 4/9 3
- Judge questions deputies to ascertain why they failed to seize the photo 4/9 3
- Capital Newspapers file court ruling challenge 4/15 3
- Attorney General backs Judge Harris* 4/17 3
- Supreme Court reserves decision 4/20 33
- Appellate Court rules that Judge Harris erred in photograph surrender order* 4/23 1
- Capital Newspapers wins case and the public gains (editorial) 5/2 A2
- Court of Appeals rules Judge Clyne erred by excluding a reporter from a hearing 5/11 3
- Judge Harris appeals case in Court of Appeals 6/15 4

FRATERNITIES
- Albany Diocese reaffirms stance Catholics may join 1/21 3

FRENCH IN NEW YORK
- New group devoted to French culture 6/25 15

FRENCH, HANS
- Invents a chess-like game* 1/9 3

FUCHS, MAYER S.
- Criminal wrongdoing is cleared up 3/19 3

FRUIT
- Production is down 3/4 2/14 89
- Weather cuts production 2/19 3

FURER, CHARLES
- Playwright explains his works 2/27 7

FURNITURE
- Unfinished furniture saves money* 6/13 D1

GAMELLING
- Carey ties school aid to sports betting and lotteries 2/18 3

GAMELLE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
- Guilderland repeals ban on Sunday biggo 2/25 2
- Try for more games is a long shot 4/7 4

GAMES
- Frondel invests a chess-like game* 1/9 3

GARDENING
- Renting plots in community gardens* 3/21 E1
- City vegetable gardens* 6/12 3
Huckleberry Farm auction doesn't attract bidders* 2/26 1
Huckleberry Farm is taken off IRS auction block 3/12 32

GAS, NATURAL - PRICES
300 Niagara Mohawk customers lose power 4/17 4

GAS, NATURAL - PRICES
ESC recommends a rate hike 1/5 2
ESC to okay rate hike 3/6 9
ESC okays increases 3/9 4
Church schools to get lowest rate 4/9 6
Niagara Mohawk sees 6th rate hike on 5 years 5/1 1
Nunes says the ESC okays rate hike 6/30 4

GASES, ASHYHORIZING AND POISONOUS
Chlorine gas leak at Sterling Organics 3/5 33
Nearly 100 pounds escaped at Sterling 3/6 9

GENERAL
Storage tank overflows 3/5 32
New Yorker's cut energy use 4/6 1
Leak closes Fairway Shopping Plaza 5/23 B7
Memorial Day supplies are plentiful 5/28 1

GASOLINE - PRICES
O'Hanlon service station will close* 1/26 1
Possible gas war 3/6 3
Dealer loses 7 cents per gallon* 3/30 3
Auto use increases as prices drop* 5/19 3

GEOLOGY
Growing roots for future generations 5/30 D1

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
1,700 jobs may be lost 2/27 1
2 major improvers that effect jobs 2/27 4
Earns $2.6 billion and gives $100,000,000 tax refund 3/16 1

Predicts slight drop in jobs 3/16 33
Pipeline opposition may rekindle $175,000,000 government contract 3/19 1
Signs contract to build turbines for Oman 4/1 39
Workers plan to strike on protest of subcontracting 4/8 3
Will continue to use subcontractors despite strike 4/9 4
Union stages a symbolic protest over subcontracting* 4/10 3
State wants GE to build a robot manufacturing plant 4/10 3

3-day strike ends* 4/11 1
GE's NABB covers the strike 4/14 3

New TV gives parents blanket power 4/14 24

Unions press for job security 5/5 37
Union leader predicts contract negotiations will go to the wire 5/7 31
Contract talks continue into 4th week 5/26 35
Schmitt is named vice president* 6/4 31
Contract pact is expected 6/22 2

Union reads strike plans 6/25 32
Tentative pact is reached 6/28 1
Union steering group okays pact 6/29 33
Offers 13% pay hike* 6/30 3

GE Thermo-Compressor RESOURCES
Hunting source is being studied 3/11 4

GERITY, RICHARD
Accepts rent payment with sandwiches* 3/13 1
Big Pan serves up rent with sandwiches* 4/3 3

CLERICAL CHILDREN
Finding money for programs is challenging local schools
3/28 Cl

CLAYTON, WILLIAM P.
Named executive vice president of Xerox* 5/10 4

CLEMENT, JOE COMIS CENTER
Successful in finding jobs 1/9 9

COWLES, JOHN COMIS CENTER
Jack Kelley is named executive director 6/4 25

GOLDEN NIMRODES
Federal Government may stop aid to fight potato parasite 3/13 4

Out in past control funds could cost millions 3/28 C9

COLES, TERRY
Impressions of a first year teacher* 5/23 D4

COOK, PETER AMERICA
Visits Capitaland 6/4 2

COOK, RICHARD J.
Judge turns down case in prison term 1/23 4

COULAS-CAREY, EVANGELINE
Denies debt story 1/8 3

GOVERNMENT SPENDING
Officials should be accountable(editorial) 5/23 C4

GRAND UNION CO.
Launches a plan to create ultramodern food markets 1/22 1

GREAT PLAINS AQUIFER
Battle brews over mall location over the Schenectady aquifer* 1/3 C1
Duel plans search for aquifer 1/11 3
Schenectady moves to protect its water 1/19 32
Mayor Ducl proposes a protest against the mall 1/22 30
Rotterdam Mall is on collision course with efforts to protect the aquifer 1/25 1

Joint water authority may face to protect aquifer 1/26 4

Mall environmental hearing to wind up 2/10 2

Hearing ends, Department of Environmental Conservation must decide* 2/11 3

1915 law may stall mall construction 2/17 3

Duel leads protest to save the aquifer* 5/12 3

Mall construction permit ruling is delayed 5/13 4

3 Rotterdam mall permits are okayed 5/23 3

Schenectady appeals mall environmental decision 6/24 4

GREAT MEADOW CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
10 guards hurt during fracas 2/21 B1

Fracas involved 130 inmates 2/22 3

Tear gas mechanism is to be changed 3/2 4

Fist leaves 1 inmate dead and 6 guards hurt 4/18 A1

Inmates are locked up after melee 4/19 4

State and NACAP plan separate investigations of inmate's death 4/21 36

Inmate's death was caused by massive injuries 4/23 37
Carey will not appoint a prosecutor to investigate the death of an inmate 5/6 6

New preventive detention cell-block* 5/9 A1
Preventive detention without due process(editorial) 5/14 11

Grand Jury gives no indictment in prisoner's death 6/19 3

GREENHAVEN CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
Visits for inmates but a worry for townsfolk 3/14 B8
Report and evidence show wide-spread corruption 3/30 3

GRISSOM, LES
Volunteer hospital chaplain aide* 2/20 5

GRIGGS, LAWRENCE, MARY
Former migrant worker is a medical student* 3/22 2

GROSS RECEIPTS TAX
Oil firms are ordered to pay tax 3/11 39

GROSS RECEIPTS TAX - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Supreme Court upholds 5/6 4

GUILDERLAND (NY) CITY PLANNING
See also CROSSGARE SHOPIING MALL
Developer thinks zoning conditions are too rigid 1/7 4

Board okays zoning classifications 1/21 2

Proposal to change to higher density housing 2/2 2

Zoning data on Burger King proposal 2/18 2

Zoning change aides 2 firms 3/2 2

Burger King is not yet granted permit 3/5 2

Burger King zoning approval 3/18 2

Zoning is set for changes in the master zoning plan 3/23 2

Roads are seen as inadequate 3/25 2

Residents protest townhouse plan 4/6 6

Traffic problem slows development plans 4/9 2

Port Orange Manor townhouse plan is put on hold 4/20 2

Zoning okay Executive News office complex 4/22 2
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HOLES, CARY
- Why he didn’t make it as a major league baseball player* 4/6 29

HOLMES, SHERLOCK
- Enthusiasts celebrate his birthday 1/18 3

HOMELINESS
- Project Equinox 2/13 4
- Emergency shelter in Albany County is established 4/22 2

HOMER, JESSIE
- Artist is inspired by Rensselaer 6/10 34

HOMOSEXUALS - CIVIL RIGHTS
- Schenectady crackdown is protested 5/22 4

HOMOSEXUALS - EMPLOYMENT
- Equal opportunity policy is urged for state jobs* 2/18 3

HODDY, JAMES L.
- Former resident is swept into Downeian case 6/29 9

HODGEFALLS AMORITY
- Heart of the Community reopens 1/31 B10

HORSE RACING
- Carey seeks aid for racetracks 1/18 1

HOSES
- Breeding in New York* 1/24 B6
- Overlook Farm* 1/24 B5

HORSE TRADE
- Training 2-year-olds at Saratoga* 5/2 E1

HOSPITALS
- Overcrowded conditions 5/28 3

HOSTAGE NEGOTIATIONS
- Hostage is held hostage* 1/4 1

HOURS
- Sears’ mail-order homes* 5/30 D1

HOUSING
- Albany agency favors rehabilitation project 1/6 4
- Census data of costs 1/17 B1
- Rent won’t bode for Albany’s low income tenants 2/9 2

- Realtors are optimistic about the future 2/28 F7
- Survey shows vacancy rate 3/4 2

- Study shows the rental housing shortage is severe enough to qualify Albany for rent control* 5/6 3

- Realtors prepare equal housing plan 6/11 32

HUCKLEBERRY FARM
- IRS auction doesn’t attract bidders* 2/26 1

HUGABABY
- Taken of IRS auction block 3/12 32

HUGEN MOWAH VOLUNTEER FIREMAN’S ASSOCIATION
- Parade in Merrick 6/20 C4
- Neighbors complain about carnival 6/22 2

HOLYoke Zoning Board delays hawker vote 6/23 2

Hudson River
- Iceboats are breaking up the ice 1/20 4

- Dredging causes concern 1/20 32

- Solon and NY disagree on PCB dredging 4/14 3

- PCB dredging issue hits home* 4/15 3

- Board is almost ready to okay PCB dredging 4/16 3

- State panel okays PCB dredging and dump site 4/23 3

HISTORY* 6/3 B4

- Cruise promotes tourism 6/12 3

- GE issues PCB clean-up proposal 6/22 4

Hudson Valley Community College
- Graduation* 5/30 B10

HULLA-HULLU MUSIC CLUB
- does Rensselaer and mayor for slander and harassment 5/13 4

- Mayor acts to mute club* 5/22 3

HUMAN RELATIONS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
- Mariano bigotry law should be replaced(editorial) 6/18 15

HUMMER, STANLEY
- Delaun pianist has entertained for 60 years* 5/9 F1

HUNTING
- Streamlined licensing 4/19 22

- Bethlehem Town Board asks the Legislature to open part of the town to shotgun deer hunting 4/29 2

HUCK PhT, INC.
- Lays off 73 workers 6/26 3

INDEBTEDNESS AND INSECURITY
- Glens Falls man is arrested for impersonating an artist 6/30 3

INCOME
- New York’s median family income ranking drops 4/26 11

- Lillyman also refurbs a pal
- Early refunds are doubtful 1/22 4
- Carey favors a gradual cut 2/4 3
- Parochial school parents send petitions to Reagan concerning tuition tax credits* 5/1 6
- State delays mailing refunds 4/6 4
- Refund groups give money to community groups 5/1 6
- IRS is besieged by those who are looking for help* 4/13

- Protesters award tax money 4/14 4

- Piling deadline* 4/15 3
- Congressmen use new deduction* 4/16 3

- Last minute befuddling 4/16 3

- Refunds are sidetracked 5/7 3

INDIANS OF NEW YORK
- see INDIANS, INDIANS and ONONDAGA INDIANS

- INDIANS OF NEW YORK - LAW AND LEGISLATION
- Indians don’t want the state to equate tribes with counties 4/30 30

INDIAN CORP.
- Utica firm dominates the world market for inductors* 5/2 D1

INDUSTRIAL ACCIDENTS
- Arthur Schofield is decapitated by grain-shredder* 2/18 3

INDUSTRIAL EXPLOSIONS
- FBI is investigating a former General Electric executive 5/2 A1

INDUSTRIAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
- Ex-NL workers want medical tests to determine impact of radon exposure 5/9 82

- INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
- Whistle blower law(editorial) 5/18 15

- Whistle-blower bill is called a protective device 5/19 4

- Assembly okays whistle blower bill 6/16 4

INDUSTRIAL WASTES
- see also ASBESTOS, CHEMICAL SPILLS; GASES, ASHYXIMING AND POISONING; CARBONIC, PETROLEUM SPILLS, RADIOACTIVE WASTE, WATER - POLLUTION

- Decolorizing toxic wastes(editorial) 1/25 15

- Cleanup funds are sought 1/26 4

- Emergency cleanup fund is proposed(editorial) 2/9 11

- Proposed fuel plant at Alpha Portland Cement Co., (editorial) 2/25 13

- Albany County firm is accused of waste peril felony 2/27 3

- Guilderside site could become a transfer facility 4/1 2

- General Electric offers plan to seal chemical dumps 4/2 29

- Charges against Denomuth for mishandling are dropped 4/3 3

- Transfer station plan is returned as incomplete 4/6 2

- Projects of water supply contamination may halt transfer station plans 4/23 2

- Guilderside seeks zoning ban for waste sites* 4/29 2

- McKesson Chemical Co., seeks second site 4/30 2

- Federal cutbacks will cripple state programs* 5/21 1

- AWARDS are tested for exposure to toxic substances* 5/21 3

- 2 firms are indicted for illegal possession and handling 6/10 3

- Clifton Park waste oil source is a mystery 6/16 37

- Denomuth denies toxic waste charge* 6/16 37

- Toxic waste is discovered in Saratoga County tank 6/27 19
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INDUSTRIAL WASTES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Guillern Planning Board wants to strengthen a
proposed law 5/18 2
Proposed Guillern law may also ban gas stations 6/9 2
State must clean up old wastes and prevent new
(editorial) 6/30 2
INFANTS - CARE AND HYGIENE
State workers may take paternity leave 2/4 3
INFLUENZA
No major outbreak in Capitaland* 2/17 1
INSULATION (HEAT)
Federal government bans urea formaldehyde foam 2/23 1
Too much causes radiation 2/24 1
Problems with foam* 2/24 3
CAUSES OF CANCER (EDITORIAL) 3/3 15
INSURANCE, FLUID
Available in New York 3/26 31
INSURANCE, HEALTH - COSTS
Costs for state workers soar 2/8 3
INSURANCE, PET
Policies are becoming available* 1/26 3
INTERNATIONAL GENERAL CORP.
Firm works on a replacement for X-rays* 2/21 F7
Reports a $90,514 loss 4/15 25
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP.
Records storage in Rotterdam costs $1,000,000 a year
6/9 1
Asks judge to cause antitrust review 6/18 34
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 87 (I-87)
CB operators fault the push to reconnect emergency
phones 2/17 32
Interchange reconstruction plan 2/21 B2
Twin Bridges are renamed Theodore Roosevelt Bridges
4/27 2.
Emergency phones will not be reconnected 5/14 31
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 88 (I-88)
Fire company is concerned about direct access* 1/22 3
Link to Thruway is opened* 5/29 25
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 90 (I-90)
Interstate reconstruction plan 2/21 B2
INTERSTATE HIGHWAY 787 (I-787)
Reairs force detours* 3/30 2
Design error costs $200,000 6/25 1
INVESTMENTS
Counselor started with $9000, now handles millions* 4/25 FL
IRELAND'S INDIANS - ANTIQUITIES
Possible burial site near hoeck 3/25 3
JAGUAR AUTOMOBILE
Dentist restores award-winning* 6/28 2
JAGUAR HOUSE
Immunogenic treatment* 6/1 20
JAVO, JOHN X.
Respiratory ailment 3/5 3
Condition is improving 3/7 36
Confined with an honorary degree by SUNY* 4/3 4
JASINS, KENNETH LEY JR.
Dies playing basketball 1/9 3
Drews' in tragedy as athlete dies 1/10 B1
Schoolmates mourn death 1/12 1
Clean bill of health prior to death 1/13 2
Death was no unique to athletes* 1/17 24
JEAP AND GENTILES
Increase in anti-Semitic acts* 1/6 3
Subtle anti-Semitism persists* 2/24 34
JOFS OURINGS
IRS files personal liens 5/18 2
JOHNSON, CRAIG
Prison scholar 6/10 12
JONATHAN'S PIZZERIA
Drug bust angi management 1/9 3
JON-JOHN INC.
New Albany publishing firm 3/11 32
JUDGES
Cross-endorsed is hailed and assailed 2/21 A1
Albert Peters: justice-farmer* 6/6 D1
JUDICIAL ETHICS
Judge Sullivan is charged with failure to file tax
returns 1/14 33
Judge is reprimanded for poor bookkeeping 1/14 2
Commission on Judicial Conduct calls for Judge Miller's
resignation 6/24 3
JUNIOR COLLEGES
Enrollments are increasing 4/26 1
JUVENILE DELINQUENCY - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Davis trial pointed out legal complexities* 5/9 B6
KANN, ROBERT W.
Divorce lawyer/author hears his own words in court
1/23 4
Divorce case gets venue change 2/4 4
Divorce is delayed 2/27 19
KAY, WOLF
Landscape artist* 1/24 FL
KAYE, GORDON ISRAEL
"Who's Who in America" entry 6/3 1
KELLEY, JACK
Named executive director of the Glen Falls Civic Center
7/6 A25
KENNANT, PETER
Elected president of the American Symphony Orchestra
League* 6/23 24
KGM BANKS, INC.
Dividends and earnings increase 4/22 29
KINGPIN
Husband is arrested for abducting his estranged wife
5/29 4
Father is arrested 6/16 A4
Charges against 4 are dropped 6/18 4
Chiropractor is arrested for abduction of ex-girlfriend
6/20 C4
KINGSTON - TENDERLOIN
Town child is thriving after transplant from mother
4/15 3
Marie Lane and mother return home 4/18 CL
Computer gift helps Albany program 6/28 3
KIRCHNER, JOSEPH, INC.
Nation firm to take over Tobin Packing Co. 1/19 3
KLEIN, ANDREW
P.D. Roosevelt's bodyguard* 1/30 1
KNICKERBOCKER NEWS (NEWSPAPER)
Shift in key editors' roles 2/6 5
Wins UP awards 4/2 4
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Celebrates 100th anniversary of service* 3/30 3
KNOWLES ATOMIC POWER LABORATORY
Nuclear leak* 3/12 1
Open valve caused leak* 3/13 1
Nuclear site is a government classified complex 3/14 B1
State Tax Division wants to study tax status 3/26 4
Rebates will cost $400,000 4/30 4
Secretary quits nuclear job after battle with
conscience* 6/11 3
KOCH, EDWARD F.
Defends comments as levity and humor* 2/25 1
Reprints from Playboy interview 2/25 4
Albany responds to the Playboy interview* 2/25 6
Playboy interview (EDITORIAL) 2/26 19
CEO chairman calls him a moron and liar* 2/28 A2
Apologizes for Playboy remarks 3/2 1
Receives Sears Roebuck suit* 3/3 3
Disclosures income, tax paid, and worth* 4/6 3
KORVETTES DEPARTMENT STORE
Rise and fall of a retail giant* 5/2 D1
KOSHEK, THOMAS BRIDGES
Northway Twin Bridges are renamed 4/27 2

22
KRISNISKI, ALICE AND HELLEN
Twins work and think in concert* 6/23 2

KUBER, CARRIE
Celebrates 100th birthday* 6/9 5

KUEPER, MARY ANN
Focusing on law practice and business* 2/3 31

LABOR UNIONS

Intense advertising campaign designed to promote<br>umism 4/10 1
PERB urges penalizing of union be shifted to the courts 4/12 3

LABORATORY ANIMALS
Breeding farm in Almont* 2/15 2

LAKE GEORGE WINTER CARNIVAL

Watch delights* 2/8 3

LAKE PLACID OLYMPIC FACILITY
State buys facilities for $6,000,000 3/6 4
Hankins is offered director's job 4/28 4

Hankness quits the Red Wings to manage the facility* 5/6 41

LAMBREE, TOM
Roof-sitter descends 1/14 39

LANDON, SOFIA
Leaves Capital Repertory in hopes of a TV series* 4/11 12

LANDSLIDES
Bethlehem landslide peril Albany’s water line 6/24 4
Bethlehem slide triggers water main concern* 6/25 2

LEWIS CIRCLE MALL
Neighbors object to development 4/27 2

Mall representatives want new anchor store 4/28 2

Construction decision is delayed 5/13 2

Board of Appeals calls for an environmental review 5/26 2

Mall addition gets a new chance 6/2 2

Environmental report lists precautions 6/24 2

LAUNDRY
Local commercial laundries* 3/28 E9

LAWS - NEW YORK (STATE)
New laws take effect 1/1 4

New York State Bar Association wants numerous<br>regulations eliminated or updated (editorial) 5/4 13

LAWS - STUDY AND TEACHING
Cohoes High School wins the County mock trial<br>competition 5/4 34

LAWYERS
Bar exam is first crucial trial 2/24 1

Albany County has 1 lawyer for every 168 people 4/10 10

Albany County has 1 lawyer for 164 residents* 5/3 3

Hamilton County has 2 lawyers* 5/3 3

LAWYERS - MALPRACTICE
Client sues to get lawyer's fee returned 5/21 3

Court orders records to be turned over in Kahn case 6/11 4

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS
Albany County chapter celebrates 60th anniversary* 4/23 13

LE BEL, RAYMOND
$900,000 awarded for injury 3/20 3

LEBOULTZL, JOHN
Brush New York Congressman* 2/21 A3

LEFKOWITZ, FRANK
From wisewracker to satirist* 2/14 Gl

LECTURES AND LECTURING
Camus speaker trends* 4/18 Gl

LEE, RUNNA
Complains with city over dog issue 1/14 39

LEGAL AID
Lawyers per capita 5/3 3

Legal Aid Society proposes free non-criminal counsel 3/31 3

Retired lawyer gives advice to the elderly* 4/15 27

LEHIGH PORTLAND CEMENT CO.
Shifting its operation to Cementon plant

LEHRER, LEWIS E.
Out-of-state residence was a likely tax haven* 3/18 1

Class he paid $1,000,000 in taxes from 1977 to 1981 3/19 3

Possible tax haven (editorial) 3/21 C4

GOP leaders are looking for a replacement 3/24 1

Report worth and taxes paid 4/17 3

Role with drug-store chain is questioned 5/21 3

LEHMAN HOSPITAL
41 jobs are cut 1/8 2

Museum air their grievances 5/5 4

LIEBER AND SANDER
Alba-Balo Music Club vies Rensselaer and mayor for<br>slacker and harassment 5/13 4

Mayor acts to mute club* 5/22 3

LIBERAL PARTY
Set, to choose candidates 6/19 3

Nominates its candidates 6/20 CI

LIBRARIES - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA

Cutting back services due to cuts in funds 2/28 B1

LIBRARIES - CHINA

Sunny to buy magazines for China* 4/12 3

LIBRARIES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Carey signs bill that prohibits disclosure of borrower<br>records 3/11 39

LIBRARIES - NEW YORK (STATE)

Cutting back services due to cuts in funds 2/28 B1

LIEBERTZ, JUDITH

Seek bias suit goes to State Court of Appeals 1/5 2

LONGALER HOTEL

Owners become social workers 5/16 B4

LOTTERY

See NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY

LOVE, GEORGE H.

U.S. Attorney returns to private practice 5/10 3

LSD

Snoopy acid appears in Capitaland 2/14 E5

School officials are alerted about tattoo transfers 5/25 3

LUCIA, JENNIFER RENEE

Unusual birth 2/6 1

LUND, JAMES

Navy sailor returns to Albany* 6/5 4

MACGILL'S OLD FASHIONED CANDIES

Woman cook up cash in candy* 1/26 13

MADDEN, EDWARD
Marks 60 years in priesthood* 6/8 4

MAPLE SYRUP

Bogus syrup appears in stores* 3/9 3

Producing maple syrup on Sugarbush Farm* 4/13 13

Production drops 5/24 24

MARX, NICHOLAS

Awarded $1,500,000 for injury 4/13 3

MARGIOTTA, JOSEPH M.

TOP leader is sentenced to 2 years* 1/22 3

Convicted felon is still on the State's payroll (editorial) 1/29 19

TOP leader is disbarred 6/22 4

MARIJUANA

Harvest produced $150,000,000 cash crop 1/3 06

MARINER'S HOUSE

Albany agency maintains toll list 3/8 3

Severin's home away from home 6/3 814

MARKET SUMMERS

Albany provides a potenl demographic mix* 6/27 C9

MARKET THEATER

Reopened supermarket to debut 3/4 32

MARTIN, THOMAS

Tarzan collector* 6/21 2

MARY KAY COSMETICS, INC.

Unique marketing strategy* 5/2 G1
MEDICAID

Which dignitaries out-of-court have for camties plre reports u.s. counties use assemby takeover... 3/1 4

MEDICAL CARE - COSTS

Possible federal Medicaid takeover would help the State 1/21 1

MEDICAL EXAMINERS

Officials want the counties to replace coroners with medical examiners 6/6 Cl.

MEDICAL MALPRACTICE

Carey cuts red tape to allow quicker action against malpractice (editorial) 2/16 11

MEDICINE - STUDY AND TEACHING

Black and Hispanic enrollment drops 3/1 3

MEDICAL CENTER: Albany Medical Center is sued 6/9 33

MEDICAL CARE: Older medical students 3/21 B5

MEDICAL CARE: Former migrant worker is a medical student* 3/22 2

MEMORY DISORDER: 2 wars leave mark on Trojans* 5/30 A1

MENANDS VILLAGE (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES

Jones will resign from the Village Board to become Clerk-Treasurer 5/12 2

MENANDS VILLAGE (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Jones resigns as a trustee in protest of subdivision 5/17 2

MENANDS VILLAGE (NY) - FINANCES

Board discusses a $1,600,000 no-tax-hike budget 4/16 2

MENANDS VILLAGE (NY) - POLICEMEN

Police officer resigns 5/17 2
MORGAN, ROBERT J.
Asks for loan investigation* 1/8 1
House and land is shown to be no bargain* 1/9 1
Financial profile 1/9 4
Probe could have been avoided if Ethics Committee were
consulted 1/9 4
No preferential treatment claims really developer
1/10 Al
Investigation findings will be made public 1/12 35
Second mortgage was for 30 years at 6/8 1/4 1
Details of State leases with Conners firm 1/14 4
Named chairman of the State Housing Finance Agency*
2/6 3
Mortgage probe continues 2/19 4
Hope funds report is due 4/13 4
Ethics panel rules the home deal was legal but he did
receive favored treatment 4/28 1
Deal was poor judgement(editorial) 4/29 13
Wants to extend his power into future administrations
6/1 1
Reins as Carey's secretary* 6/12 1
MORGAN LAUNDRY SERVICE, INC.
Commercial laundry 3/28 189
MORSE, JOHN AND CD
Charts move to Guiderland plant 2/20 9
MOSQUITOS
No major infestation is predicted* 6/8 3
MOTHER'S DAY
Goldmine for restaurateurs and retailers* 5/9 Al
MOTION PICTURE REVIEWS
Wasn't that a time* 4/20 6
Shenendehowa student film to be shown on cable TV 5/18 1
Student film won't be on cable TV 5/19 1
Shenendehowa student film will be shown on WNYT 6/5 4
MOTORCYCLES
Harley-Davidson enthusiasts attend rally 6/20 04
Rally draws thousands 6/21 4
MOTORCYCLES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Cyclists to protest helmet law* 5/17 3
Annual helmet law repeal plea 5/18 49
MT. McGUIRE CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
Inmates' job is halted at Saratoga Springs construction
site 5/14 3
MOUTHIAN, DANIEL PATRICK
Reports taxes paid 4/17 4
MUNICIPAL FINANCE - NEW YORK (STATE)
Officials are told not to depend on Albany and
Washington to balance budget 6/16 3
Court rules local governments cannot be fiscally
punished for negligence 6/18 34
MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT
Sour of lawsuits 4/14 3
Out in federal funds spurs local cooperation 5/17 4
Court of Appeals rules they cannot be fiscally punished
for negligence 6/18 34
MURDER
New leads are reported in probe of Pinchock's death
1/14 3
Man is charged with murder 1/16 3
Marine investigation shows no evidence in Pinchock's
death 1/20 32
Ely is slain in Albany* 2/6 3
Police look for leads in Ely killing 2/9 7
Ely's divorce was signed 2/10 4
Jacket is clue in Ely killing 2/14 96
Nassau woman is slain 2/26 4
Man is held in wife's slaying 2/27 4
Shooting of Forette by Troy policemen is under
investigation 3/14 82
Troy policemen is placed on leave during investigation
3/15 1
Troy shooting goes to the grand jury 3/16 1
Lawmen agree that Troy police are handling the
investigation properly 3/16 4
Troy witness claims officer threatened then fired 3/17 1
Bugbee's death is termed a possible homicide 3/18 3
State Police capture Florida fugitive 3/19 2
Grand jury will hear impartial witnesses in Troy
shooting 3/19 4
Police are making progress in Bugbee's death 3/19 29
Arrest will be made in the death of Marine Pinchock
3/20 1
Palmer pleads guilty to misstatement in Forette case* 3/20 3
2 teenagers are arrested in Bugbee killing 3/22 1
Greenberg won't talk about Pinchock investigation* 3/22 2
District Attorney denies rift with State Police in
Pinchock investigation 3/23 3
Teens may be tried as adults in Bugbee's death 3/23 3
Teens to face grand jury for Bugbee's death 3/24 35
Forette slaying probe is set 3/25 42
Edward Spring is found dead in park 3/26 2
Grand jury hears 10 witnesses in Forette case 3/26 16
Policeman is charged with manslaughter for Forette
shooting* 3/27 4
Policeman is suspended for Forette shooting 3/30 3
Woman is told on Fort Plain stabbing 4/5 2
Spain is jailed for misstatement in Forette shooting
4/6 4
Pinchock's parents plan a rally for justice 4/17 4
Pinchock's inn wants action* 4/18 2
Barbara Goetke is found dead in East Greenbush* 4/21 3
Father says Goetke was on her way home* 4/22 3
No indictments in Pinchock's death* 4/23 1
Autopsy shows Goetke died from a severe neck wound
4/23 3
Analysis of the Pinchock investigation 4/23 4
Pinchock's plan suit, claim grand jury no-bill was a
white wash 4/24 4
Autopsy shows Pinchock was kicked and beaten 4/25 41
Investigation shows Goetke visited a third bar* 4/25 41
District Attorney Greenberg dismisses Pinchock autopsy
4/27 1
Police probe Goetke murder leads* 4/27 1
Guiderland High students protest Pinchock case* 4/28 1
Man is arrested for Goetke ax murder* 4/29 1
Non-protesting students reflect on Pinchock case 4/29 3
Goetke's mother is in shock 4/30 3
Penalty for Pinchock protesters is eased 4/30 4
Police are frustrated by Goetke case 5/1 3
Blood and hair samples will be taken from Goetke murder
suspect 5/12 3
3 are arrested for Schubert beating* 5/16 81
Pinchock lawyer seeks homicide evidence* 5/19 3
Local group offers solace to parents 5/22 3
2 teens are arrested in death of newborn 6/6 38
3 teens arrested for newborn death are free on bail 6/8 4
Pittstown man is charged with shooting his brother
6/14 1
Scuffle hearing is adjourned* 6/15 4
Petrina Peterson is stabbed to death in Syracuse 6/17 6
Peterson's unsettled life ends in brutal death* 6/19 1
Scuffles going to the grand jury 6/18 34
Investigation of Peterson's death continues 6/19 22
MURDOCH, ROBERT
Naples publisher and gentleman farmer* 1/10 71
MURPHY, WILLIAM
Rensselaer County Executive has clout in Washington* 2/28 1B
NAMES, PERSONAL
Reasons for name changes 6/13 B1
Most popular names in New York 6/13 B11
NARCOTIC TRAFFIC
see also DRUG ABUSE
Drug bust angers manager of Jonathan's Pizzeria 1/9 3
Hamlin is charged with selling $250,000 worth of heroin
2/7 Al
Heroin seizure averts an area epidemic 2/9 1
Seized heroin is linked to Thailand 2/10 3
Hamlin and LaBlanc are jailed on heroin counts 2/20 3
Study shows video game parlors may be havens for dealers
3/12 3
3 arrested in major bust* 3/15 3
Trico's bail is set at $250,000 each 3/16 3
Trico's bail is raised 3/17 3
2 are free on $100,000 bail 3/18 4
3 arrested in $100,000 cocaine bust 6/9 4
Dogs trained to find drugs 6/11 4
Largest Albany County cocaine bust 6/11 32
Cocaine suspect's bail is denied 6/19 4
Saratoga County raid nets 30* 6/25 3

NASSAU (NY) - FINANCE
Guts passing grades in state audit 4/7 2

NATIONAL SAVINGS BANK
Building sold for $3,800,000 1/12 4

NATIONAL WEATHER SERVICE (ALBANY COUNTY AIRPORT)
Meteorological staff to be reinstated 6/17 3

NATURAL CHILD BIRTH
Nurse helps deaf couple* 2/1 4

NELSON, HARVEY
Elementary school principal is honored* 6/19 3

NEON TUBES
Sign making* 1/17 CI

NEPTUNE (PLANET)
Ring theory 6/10 1

NETWORK EMPLOYMENT INFORMATION JOURNAL
Job list is a rehash of newspaper ads 2/17 3
Attorney General is investigating consumer deception
charges* 4/8 3
Closing anger's area clients 4/23 2

NEWELSON, LOUISE
Portrait of a sculptor* 5/16 D1

NEW YORK (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Residents appeal Elks' Lodge construction 2/13 4

NEW YORK'S DAY
Bishop Hubbard calls for peace* 1/1 1
Resolutions of local celebrities* 1/1 1
Events around the state 1/2 1

NEW YORK BUSINESS PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Files for bankruptcy 5/22 13

NEW YORK PUBLIC INTEREST RESEARCH GROUP
From campus club to consumer advocate* 2/21 F7
Director Ross resigns* 4/15 4

NEW YORK RACING ASSOCIATION
McKen is named president 2/23 27

NEW YORK (SUNY) - CENSUS
Single parent family trend is growing* 1/10 AI
Data on housing costs 1/17 BI
Supreme Court refuses to hear case 3/9 1

NEW YORK (SUNY) - DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL
Commerce Department offers more reasons to love NY
1/26 4

9 nations of New York* 3/7 CI
Advertising campaign hits Germany* 3/17 25
Tourism officials lament over outbacks 4/14 36

NEW YORK (SUNY) - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS
Study shows private jobs are the key to growth
1/18 1
Quality of landfill junk indicates recession* 1/28 1
Deposit pays off his pyramid plan 2/28 5

20th annual Capitaland report 2/28 Supplement
Wall Street firm gives the State a good rating 4/16 3

NEW YORK (STATE) - FINANCE
Carey calls for state spending cap 1/7 10

Poll shows voters want to put a cap on municipal
spending 1/12 1

Federal and state mandates use up the largest percentage
of the counties' budgets* 1/17 AI
4,000 jobs to be lost to the budget 1/17 AI

4,887 jobs to be lost to the budget 1/17 Al

Aid to racetracks is included in Carey's proposals
1/18 1

Carney is expected to present an $18 billion budget
1/19 4

Carney's tax plans stir bipartisan ire* 1/20 1
Plan to raise automobile registration fees* 1/20 1

Spending proposal limits pay hikes to 5% 1/20 1

Capitaland gets a healthy slice of the budget* 1/20 3

Impact of Carey's budget* 1/20 6

Alcohol tax to be hiked 1/20 7

Education funds to be cut and fees to be hiked* 1/20 7

Hunting and fishing fees to be hiked 1/20 7

Medicaid cut to be absorbed by hospitals and nursing
homes 1/20 7

Outline of the budget* 1/20 7

Retrenching (editorial) 1/20 19

Controlling Regan's debt plan is worthy of consideration
(editorial) 1/21 11

Passing the buck to the local and county governments
(editorial) 1/24 14

With Reagan's program the State would break even at best
1/28 1

Carney seeks $176,500,000 to pay off State's bills 1/30 3
State will be hard hit by Reagan's 12983 cuts 2/9 1

Senate okays deficit budget 2/9 3

Assembly okays deficit budget 2/10 6

Mayors ask lawmakers to lift revenue sharing cap*
2/14 R5

Mayors endorse revenue sharing bill 2/16 4

Getting by with less (editorial) 2/19 15

Lawmakers want to delay budget until after elections
2/21 BI

Counties vote to have State pay for mandates 3/3 3

Annual budget battle begins 3/11 1

Top loser in federal budget plan* 3/11 1

Dealer is unhappy with out-of-state car purchase 3/12 4

Prospects of passing the budget on time are grim 3/16 1

Return to a strict budget deadline (editorial) 3/18 15

Credit rating firm is concerned about budget delays
3/19 3

Getting our fair share from the federal government
(editorial) 3/19 19

Legislators try with using scrip. Regan stays firm on
ban 3/23 4

Senate and Assembly agree on a budget, but it is much
larger than Carey's* 3/23 4

Regan says flight costs are too high 3/25 42

Carney is ready to veto portions of the budget 3/26 1

Legislative battle heats up over budget 3/27 3

Carney vs. the Legislature 3/28 CI

Koch says he'll lobby for a budget but won't take part
in bargaining 3/28 CI

Legislature is in final budget phase 3/30 4

Legislature cuts and proposed spending* 3/31 1

Legislature okays $18 billion budget* 4/1 1

Budget breakdown* 4/2 3

Carney rules out veto of Legislature's budget package
4/3 4

The State Budget: Carey vs. the Legislature (editorial)
4/4 04

State delays mailing income tax refunds 4/6 4

Carey signs $552,000,000 appropriation to keep the
government running* 4/7 4

Budget bill will be costly for school districts 4/9 6

Carney studied budget options 4/12 3

Carney vetoes the legislative budget plan 4/13 1

Carney wants to hike taxes to balance the budget 4/14 1

Carney wants new taxes* 4/15 1
Index to the Albany Times Union

Carey's budget is common sense (editorial) 4/15 9
Carey vs. the Legislature: the major issues 4/16 1
Carey says the Legislature cannot legally override his veto 4/20 3
Aides work to solve budget impasse 4/21 4
Senate to hold off on action on Carey's veto 4/22 60
Controller says "credit watch" could end up costing taxpayers money 4/23 4
Controller Regan enters the budget dispute worried about the State's credit rating 4/24 1
Carey offers a compromise 4/27 3
Controller Regan warns of fiscal crisis 4/27 3
Mayors want aid system updated 4/27 4
Legislative leader warns of budget crunch 4/29 4
Budget negotiations break down 4/30 30
Koch and Quinn have different solutions to the budget crisis 5/2 84
Findings of the Assembly-sponsored study of budget preparation practices 5/3 1
History of the budget process 5/3 4
Senate will not override the bulk of Carey's vetoes 5/4 1
Politics are bracing for coming budget crunch 5/5 3
Budget structure needs changing (editorial) 5/5 15
Budget squabbling has cost taxpayers $15,000,000 5/6 3
Koch predicts $15,5 billion budget 5/11 4
Credit watch rating is lifted 5/15 4
Spring borrowing is over 5/20 4
Passing a budget in a timely manner (editorial) 5/23 04
5 months behind on paying bills 5/26 1
Agencies are warned that there is no extra money 5/26 3
Democrats seek to override Carey's vetoes 5/28 6
Legislature to restore $367,000,000 in aid 6/2 1
Legislators move to replace vetoed funds 6/3 4
More Carey vetoes are likely 6/4 4
Carey vetoes $1 million in aid 6/16 1
Legislators are confident that they'll override Carey's veto 6/24 3

NEW YORK (STATE) - HISTORY
Hudson River 6/3 54

NEW YORK (STATE) - INDUSTRIES
Bill raises the State 47th in luring businesses 2/2 31
Business is better in New York than in the U.S. overall 2/21 59
Commerce Commissioner says growth will come from service industries 2/26 4
Battle brews over $1.4 billion tax break for businesses 3/21 41

Farm work out of state causes outrage 4/13 4

NEW YORK (STATE) - OFFICE BUILDINGS
Details of leases with Conners firm 1/14 4

NEW YORK (STATE) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Carey may ask officials to work for free 1/1 4
Officials get sick leave guide 1/11 3
State seeks authority for unpaid furlough plan 1/14 39
Carey to cut Executive Chamber staff 1/15 3
State and Public Employees Federation reach pact 1/15 3
Contract allows paid layoff 1/16 3
4,807 jobs to be lost to the budget 1/17 Al
Carey drops bid to eliminate 5,000 jobs 1/19 4
Spending proposal limits pay hikes to 5% 1/20 1
Federal ax trims 1500 workers 1/22 1
Workers will split medical costs with the State 1/22 1
Civil Service Commissioner is looking for changes 1/24 11
Inflation decline reduces State salary increase 1/28 4
New guidelines to measure job performance 2/1 3
Fathers may take paternity leave 2/4 3
Regan says no pay scalp without budget 2/9 3
Civil Service Chief urges goal updating 2/11 3
Union sponsors bill to furlough officials 2/12 3
Fewer workers are leaving jobs 2/15 3
Management-confidential workers seek pay raise 2/20 18

PEF ratifies a 3-year pact 2/21 B12
Pact is praised by PEF but disdains other unions 2/23 4
State and CSFA agree on new pact 2/28 A1
Individual agencies to bear sick leave abuse cost 3/3 1
Prison guard negotiations go to mediation 3/4 3
Prison guard talks are played by lay pay issue 3/5 4
Prison guard talks are going slowly 3/7 R5
Guards okay lay pay; sick leave and insurance issues are still the talks 3/9 3
Guard talks stall over surprise report on lay pay 3/10 R4
Quartling sick leave abuse (editorial) 3/10 15
Guards have tentative pact 3/12 4
Prison guards reach a settlement 3/13 3
400 workers win in 8-year legal fight for pay hike 3/29 3
CSFA ratifies contract but the funds are not in the newly approved budget 4/2 3
Carey signs pay raise legislation 5/5 4
Union wants windfall funds used for pay raises 5/8 3
Sick time pay abuse may cost jobs 5/14 1
Management is blamed for sick leave abuse 5/15 4
Agencies to investigate false military leaves 5/19 3
Military leave was never issued 5/20 3
Staff rotation plan 5/24 3
Cutting back on temporary employees 5/27 3
Financial disclosure statements of administrators are slowly coming in 6/3 4
Strikes are at a 10-year low 6/4 1

NEW YORK (STATE) - POLITICAL COVERAGE
Pensions have it that Carey will not seek re-election 1/15 1
Carey to cut his staff's size 1/15 3
Analysis of Carey's decision not to run 1/16 1
Carey: a man of contradictions 1/16 1
Carey won't run for third term 1/16 1
Carey's decision leaves several contenders 1/16 1
Lame duck Governor has plans 1/16 4
Text of Carey's decision 1/16 4
Carey's speech has telecommunications problems 1/16 5
Reaction of state workers to Carey's decision 1/16 5
Carey served the State well (editorial) 1/16 13
Carey talks about his decision not to run 1/17 AI
Carey ends and begins an era in politics 1/17 57
Tasks of the new governor (editorial) 1/17 BI0
Many of Carey's top aides plan to return to private business 1/18 3
State workers are penalized for illegal contract award 1/23 1
Democrats want to end the practice of cross-endorsement 1/29 1
Letters to Carey show public's concerns 1/31 BL
Hoffman was the last to say the City mayor to become governor (editorial) 2/25 1
Conservative party rates legislators 3/3 4
Carey names 6th press secretary in 7 years 3/20 3
State should look into sunset laws (editorial) 3/24 11
Commission on efficiency is a $600,000 patronage haven 4/4 A4
New York needs to survive new federalism 4/18 BL
Senate OKs stalling on Carey's nominations 4/21 3
Colopy, a controversial Carey appointee, resigns 4/24 4
Legislators rate the ratings* 4/25 08
Carey seeks to ease transition 5/12 3
Legislature winds down for summer recess 5/23 B5
Agencies are warned that there is no extra money 5/26 3
Americans for Democratic Action rate legislators 5/29 26
Mongedo wants to expand his power into future
administrations 6/1 1
Mongedo resigns as Carey's secretary* 6/12 1
Most legislation is not interesting 6/14 3
Mixture of legislative and campaign work draws criticism
6/25 3
NEW YORK (STATE) - POPULATION
Increases for the first time in a decade* 4/27 3
NEW YORK (STATE) - PUBLIC BUILDINGS
Begins a 5-year building plan 1/8 4
Proposals to restore Capitol* 3/23 3
NEW YORK (STATE) - PUBLIC WORKS
Financing the deteriorated infrastructure* 1/3 A1
Fink cruzes to repair infrastructure* 1/3 A15
Funds need costly repairs 1/4 1
Water repairs could cost $9 billion 1/5 1
Officials are looking for repair money 1/6 1
Fink looks for a long range plan to repair infrastructure 1/6 18
Carey's proposals are far under needs 1/7 9
Carey's road program faces hurdles 2/26 29
Carey says roads can't be needed 1/23 3
Low bids on Albany County projects 4/9 2
State asks for $33,000,000 in federal aid for roads
6/11 4
NEW YORK (STATE) - PUBLIC WORKS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Court rules the State erred by waiving the normal
bidding procedure 4/9 3
Rebuilding fund bill is supported 6/9 4
NEW YORK (STATE) - TRANSIT SYSTEMS
Trainways opposes a rate hike 4/10 4
NEW YORK STATE BANKING DEPARTMENT
Superintendent Hugh Ziebert* 3/21 D11
Commissioner Ziebert resigns 5/15 4
Other is appointed acting Superintendent of Banks 5/28 4
NEW YORK STATE BUDGET DIVISION
Ordered $500,000 worth of furniture before the ban 1/9 3
NEW YORK STATE CAPITOL
Proposal to restore Capitol* 3/23 3
Windows will be replaced because old ones were discarded
4/1 3
NEW YORK STATE COMMISSION ON QUALITY OF CARE FOR THE
MENTALLY DISABLED
Supreme Court clears agency of maldoing 3/4 4
NEW YORK STATE COUNCIL ON THE ARTS
Advisors are appointed* 6/3 25
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF AUDIT AND CONTROL
2 employees are pared for illegal contract award 1/23 1
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL SERVICE
Commission is looking for changes 1/24 C1
Personnel shifts 1/25 2
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONAL SERVICES
Employees falsely take military leave 5/19 3
Military leave was never reviewed 5/20 3
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
Federal ax strikes 1500 workers 1/22 1
Workers begin to look for new jobs 1/29 3
Federal funds could stop layoffs 2/3 3
Unemployment cheat investigator won't be laid off 2/3 3
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF MOTOR VEHICLES
Offices may relocate to Albany's South End 6/10 1
NEW YORK STATE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
Commissioner promises job at a higher salary 3/3 4
Blum gets new job 2/23 2
Medicaid shift could mean 350 jobs 6/25 4
NEW YORK STATE DISTRICT ATTORNEYS ASSOCIATION
Greenberg is elected president 6/25 4
NEW YORK STATE DIVISION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
Backlog threatens unit 3/26 4
NEW YORK STATE CORONER'S MANSION
Hundreds tour Carey's home 4/5 4
NEW YORK STATE HOUSING FINANCE AGENCY
Mongedo is named chairman* 2/6 3
NEW YORK STATE LEGISLATIVE COMMISSION ON ECONOMY AND
EFFICIENCY IN GOVERNMENT
$600,000 patronage haven* 4/4 A4
NEW YORK STATE LIBRARY
Archives 2/3 4
Roosevelt records are returned 6/23 5
NEW YORK STATE LOTTERY
State collects $420,000,000 in a record-setting year*
4/13 1
NEW YORK STATE MUSEUM
Man held in gen. heist 1/8 3
NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF GENERAL SERVICES
Unit provides voice for handicapped 3/1 3
NEW YORK STATE OFFICE OF PROFESSIONAL MEDICAL CONDUCT
Carey cuts red tape to allow quicker action against
malpractice (editorial) 2/26 11
NEW YORK STATE POLICE
NYPD asks for helicopters* 1/13 2
Detectives okay 3-year contract 1/19 4
173 graduate* 3/27 3
Tour operators and State agree on contract 4/1 40
10 get commendations 5/7 2
Touropers are honored for courageous acts* 5/13 3
Ligates is named Assistant Deputy Superintendent 6/26 4
NEW YORK STATE POLICE SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY
Solving crimes* 4/29 3
NEW YORK STATE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION
Consumer Services Division listens to complaints 2/21 1
Agency reorganization is not seen this year 6/14 4
Assembly okays bill to divide into 3 units 6/25 4
NEW YORK STATE TROOPING
Interchange reconstruction plan 2/1 82
Chemical spill cleanup bill is $600,000 3/19 4
Costs continue to toll 3/28 A1
Gasoline and food sales are for convenience* 3/30 1
Review of restaurants 2/4 4
If NY stops collecting tolls the federal government
would provide aid (editorial) 4/7 15
Bridge work is halted after girders bend 5/1 21
An end to tolls is seen 6/3 3
Section is under repairs 6/17 6
NEW YORK TRAVEL AUTHORITY
Appointments are political* 3/29 1
NEW YORK STATE TROOPERS, INC.
Tour operators and State agree on contract 4/1 40
NEW YORK TELEPHONE CO.
Hearings open on changing local call payments 1/19 3
Hearing shows opposition to plan 1/20 3
Future without AWE 3/21 D11
Call-It services may be dropped and replaced with other
services* 4/22 1
Union to lobby against Albany County's new telephone
system 5/7 2
Orders 1,650,000 calls on Mother's Day 5/11 31
NEW YORK TRAVEL BASE
Albany's new local brew 2/18 4
On sale in Albany* 2/19 3
Stands stout in a taste test* 3/7 A3
NIAGARA FALLS POWER CORP.
Utility bill steers Letchr women* 1/10 B5
Offers budget plan 1/31 F12
Seeks 6th rate hike in 5 years 5/1 1
NIAGARA FALLS (NF) CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
State Commission endorses teacher reinstatement 1/14 4
Board adopts plan to place middle school students 1/26 2
PESTICIDE BOILING CO.
Colonia, an agency okaying building finances 3/9 2.
PESTICIDES
Out in funds could cost millions 3/26 19
Environmental groups want to stop chemical spraying in
the Adirondacks 5/27 3.
PESTICIDES AND WILDLIFE
1400 birds are poisoned from grain on South Bethlehem
farm 4/3 1.
Bethlehem farmer’s dilemma: poison or profit 4/2 1.
Farmer may not be fined the maximum for killing birds
4/9 6
Farmer is fined $1000 for killing birds 4/13 3.
PRIET, ALBERT
School district farmer 6/6 1.
PETROLEUM AS FUEL - PRICES
New York cuts energy use 4/6 1.
PETROLEUM AS FUEL - PRICES
Costs continue to decline 4/8 4.
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE
Ordered to pay gross receipts tax 3/11 39
PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND TRADE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Supreme Court uphold gross receipts tax 5/6 4.
PETROLEUM SPILLS
Clifton Park waste oil source is a mystery 6/16 37
Tanker spills near Tarrytown 1/6 2
Cleanup under way 1/7 2.
300 gallons spill into Hudson River 3/15 3
Hudson River spill is caused by cracked pipe 3/17 4.
PHOBIA
Self-help program 1/17 83.
PHYSICAL FITNESS
PHYSICIANS - MALPRACTICE
Home-birth doctor’s suspension is extended 1/21 3.
Carey cuts red tape for investigation 2/9 1
Carey cuts red tape to allow quicker action (editorial) 2/16 11
Home-birth doctor wins Supreme Court victory 4/2 3
Home birth doctor loses license 5/15 25.
PHYSICIANS - MALPRACTICE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
State fund plan is dead 5/13 4.
PHYSICIANS FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Pro-nuclear war group forms area chapter 3/9 3.
PHYSICS - STUDY AND TEACHING
Casabella turns physics into fun 1/7 4.
PINBALL MACHINES
Traditional vs. electronic games 6/21 3.
PINE CROVE UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Celebrates 125th anniversary 5/22 11.
POISONS
Study finds students are exposed to toxic chemicals
6/29 1.
POLICE - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
see also names of cities and towns with the subheading POLICE.
Fighting stresses 3/11 1.
Officers talk about their jobs 6/30 1.
Times Union study points out problems 6/20 A1.
Lock minority officers 6/21 1.
Consolidation would save money 6/22 1.
Village fines police force and seems pleased 6/23 3.
Under+<br>trained (editorial) 6/25 15.
POLICE - COMPLAINTS AGAINST
see POLICE BRUTALITY and names of cities and towns with the subheading POLICE.
POLICE BRUTALITY
Rensselaer Mayor and police chief denounce reports
1/12 1.
Justifiable force or brutality in Rensselaer 2/7 A1.
Issue is raised in Rensselaer 7/8 1.
Victims’ tales of brutality in Rensselaer 2/9 1.
RBI is reviewing Rensselaer charges 2/10 1.
Rensselaer mayor calls a press meeting 2/11 4.
Brutality or justifiable force (editorial) 2/12 15.
DA wants victim returned to court 2/13 1.
2 new allegations in Rensselaer 2/21 81.
Suit charges Saratoga Springs police 2/22 2.
Rensselaer mayor says 6 cases are cleared 3/13 3.
Use of physical force (editorial) 3/21 4.
Rensselaer victim is cleared of resisting arrest 4/6 3.
Troy man and son plan $8,000,000 suit against Rensselaer
Police 4/7 3.
RBI is wrapping up its investigation of the Rensselaer
daught 4/17 3.
Complaint is cleared by the grand jury 4/23 3.
POLICE COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
‘TV camera man is arrested for possession of a police
scanner 1/7 2.
Private police code puzzles officers 1/9 2.
Colonie Town Board gives the Police Chief power to issue
police scanner permits 1/22 30.
POLICE FIGURE OF NEW YORK, INC.
Ordered to register as a lobby 1/30 14.
Registering the lobbyists (editorial) 2/5 11.
POLLUTION PARTIES
Democratic membership increases as others decline 6/8 1.
POLLUTION, PRACTICAL
Students use political action instead of protest 3/23 1.
PORNOGRAPHY
see also OBSCENITY (LAW)
Albany-based FBI investigation infiltrates child-porn
operation 4/22 1.
FBI effects Syracuse firm the nation’s largest child-porn
PORNOGRAPHY - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Child-porn law is in the hands of the Supreme Court
4/22 4.
Supreme Court will hear New York’s child-porn case
Supreme Court hears argument against ban of child sex
material* 4/26 1.
PORT OF ALBANY
Prepares for 50th birthday festival 5/13 3.
50th year celebration 5/28 13.
One day in the life of a port 6/3 51.
Opened with much ado 6/3 56.
Statistical portrait 6/3 56.
Imports and exports 6/3 56.
Impact on Capitalist economy 6/3 56.
Could management changes help 6/3 54.
Celebration promises more 6/6 A1.
Future depends on expansion and regional status
6/6 2.
Celebration is a success despite bad weather 6/6 2.
Role of the port in the area’s growth (editorial) 6/10 13.
POSITIVE SERVICE - COLONIE (VILLAGE)
Water dispute is settled 2/9 2.
POSITIVE SERVICE - MECHANICVILLE
No delivery when roads are inaccessible 1/13 3.
POISONOUS
Federal Government may stop aid to fight parasites 3/13 4.
Cut in pest control funds could cost millions 3/26 19.
POWER AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK
LaRocca may be nominated 1/20 3.
LaRocca is named a trustee 1/30 4.
Staff shift is planned 2/20 32.
Koch assailis Commissioner Dyeon over newspaper 3/13 4.
Dyeon’s freedom of the press does not apply (editorial)
Attorney General rules the newspaper is inappropriate
but not illegal 4/20 3.
PREJUDICE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Marino bigotry law should be repealed (editorial) 6/18 15.
PROPERTY TAX
see also cities, counties, towns, and villages with the subheading FINANCIALs
Taxing state land is considered 2/11 2
State Board of Equalization wants to eliminate veteran's exemption 5/19 4
Debenture list is headed by default firms 6/21 4
PROSTITUTION
Woman is arrested 3/25 2
Stakeout nets 2 in Albany 4/1 2
2 men are charged 6/17 2
4 are arrested in Albany hotel 6/24 2
PROSTITUTION - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Prosecutors look for stiffer penalties 3/16 31
PSYCHIATRY
Mental health therapy aides provide primary care 3/8 2
PUBLIC EMPLOYEES FEDERATION
Union and State reach pact 1/15 3
Contract allows pay raise 1/16 3
Workers will split medical costs with the State 1/22 1
Ratifies a 3-year pact 1/21 3
Pact is praised by PBF but disenchants other unions 2/23 4
Presidential challenges abound 3/22 3
Group seeks election recount 4/6 4
Union president rejects referendum to revamp voting procedure 4/9 4
Cory signs pay raise legislation 5/5 4
PUBLIC WELFARE
Reagan's program may bring a new migration of poor 1/28 3
Federal cuts would lower aid 2/7 11
Recipients of Aid to Families with Dependant Children have increased 3/14 82
State sees cuts in federal aid 4/7 3
Local business, government, and non-profit agencies meet to discuss the funding crush 4/22 29
Fieldman urges fingerprinting 5/3 2
Recipients protest two-party check format 5/22 4
Groups meet to map plans for survival 6/27 85
Support is sought for community action programs 6/30 4
PUBLIC WELFARE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Supreme Court upsets law on emergency funds 6/15 4
PUBLISHERS AND PUBLISHING
North Country Books, Inc. 4/11 D1
QUAKERS PRESBYTERIAN MALL
Low bid is received to improve the mall 2/10 2
QUAKERS - SCHOOLS
Concerned about direct access to 1-88* 1/22 3
QUALITY OF LIFE
Capital District is rated 50th in the U.S. 1/8 3
Capital District ranks high in employment, income, education, housing, and recreation 4/11 F1
QUEEN BEATRIX OF THE NETHERLANDS
Planes to visit Albany 5/7 1
Confirms Albany visit 6/9 3
2-day visit is set 6/16 4
Hilton Chef prepares royal banquet 6/26 3
Arrives in Albany 6/27 11
Aid for her 2-day visit 6/27 A10
Queen's visit (editorial) 6/27 B4
Red carpet welcome* 6/28 1
Albany's lavish affair 6/29 3
Winds up Albany visit* 6/30 4
QUEENSBURY HOTEL
Glens Falls landmark* 6/6 D1
RABIES
Pet vaccination is urged 6/2 2
RADIO - INTERFERENCE
GE invents a device that eliminates an enemy's ability to jam 2/12 34
RADIO BROADCASTING
Ratings shift 1/27
RADIO BROADCASTING OF NEWS
Statewide New Service* 4/25 F3
RADIOACTIVE DETECTION
Tri-State Industrial Laboratories 3/14 B6
RADIOACTIVE WASTE
Nuclear reactor pressure vessel will be exhumed and
shipped out 3/24 3
Northeast dump site is sought 4/11 C4
Judge to rule in New York transportation route 4/14 35
Kroll's exhumation will cost $400,000 4/30 4
NL industries to remove contaminated soil 5/4 3
NL industries to undergo tests 5/14 4
NL industries cleanup plan is expected 5/20 39
NL industries burial is being investigated 5/21 3
NL industries statistical sample is too small to find a
dearth rate 5/25 4
NL industries is told to check its water 6/9 4
RADIOACTIVITY
State seeks data on radioactive rain 4/27 4
Ex-NL workers want medical tests 5/9 B2
NL industries to undergo tests 5/14 4
State Labor Dept. plans an inspection of NL
industries 5/18 2
RAILROADS
Conrail line closings could thwart businesses 1/24 B5
Commercial promotes energy conservation* 4/8 3
Conrail is told to add 4 Southern Tier runs 4/9 17
State system is getting back on the track 5/23 B3
Vital link for the Port of Albany* 6/3 B7
Mayor Ducx wants to display historic GE engine
(editorial) 6/5 13
RAILROADS - ACCIDENTS
Teenager dies in Schenectady* 5/15 1
Schenectady death is ruled accidental 5/16 B5
Watervliet fatality is second in 2 days* 5/17 1
Remains of the rails causes many accidents* 5/18 3
Reason for death is unknown 5/26 4
Amsterdam woman is killed 5/28 4
Watervliet boy is critical after being hit by a train
6/4 4
Watervliet boy remains serious 6/5 4
RAILROADS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Union challenges 1981 Northeast Rail Service Act 2/4 41
RAILROADS - RATES
Fares to Florida are cut 1/5 1
RAIN AND RAINYWE
Driest year since 1965 1/7 2
State seeks data on radioactive rain 4/27 4
June produces a near record* 6/30 1
RAPE
see also SEX CRimes
Albany man is arrested 2/17 4
Suspect got an early release from prison 2/19 1
Suspect is indicted 2/23 6
Man is charged with rape and kidnapping 3/11 3
Man is arrested for attempted 3/12 2
Victim left psychiatric hospital without permission
3/12 3
Man is held for rape 3/17 2
2 are indicted in separate attacks 3/17 4
Man is charged with rape 4/6 4
Guilford woman reports abduction and rape in Troy
4/26 3
Troy police say rape claim was unfounded 4/27 4
Albany teen is accused of rape 5/6 2
Grand jury indicts 2 Albany men 5/12 6
Albany man is arrested 6/4 4
Appellate Court overturns several Shiel's records to
rape victim* 6/18 4
Albany man is charged with teen's rape 6/20 C2
RAPE - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Earnest resistance bill reaches the Assembly 6/9 8
Assembly okays 2 bills dealing with marital sex crimes
6/9 3
Assembly okays bill without resistance clause 6/10 3
Earnest resistance (editorial) 6/20 B4
Connie Francis lobbies against earnest resistance*
6/23 4
RARE ANIMALS
Endangered animals in New York* 1/15 4
REAGAN, NANCY
Look-alike Virginia Relyea* 5/12 3
REAGAN, RONALD W.
Support has diminished in Vischer Ferry 3/14 A1
REAL ESTATE
Book rates upgrade values 4/4 F1
REAL ESTATE TRANSACTION TAX - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Bar committee backs Carey's repeal 4/21 4
RECYCLING (WASTE, ETC.,)
see REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL and WASTE PRODUCTS AS
FUEL
RECRUITING OF ATHLETES
Battle for 13 and 1-year-olds 5/23 E1
Successful at Christian Brothers Academy 5/24 17
Transfers, not recruits help Catholic Central 5/24 20
Coach Lehman's answers 5/25 29
Damage is obvious, the solution is not 5/25 25
Stricter enforcement of rules (editorial) 5/30 C4
REDEVELOP, COMBINATION
Pheg family enjoys the winter* 1/2 1
REFUGEES, JEWISH
Florida governor suggests going to New York 5/6 3
REFUGEES, PATTI
Remaining in New York prison 4/3 B6
Florida governor suggests going to New York 5/6 3
REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL
see also WASTE PRODUCTS AS FUEL
and cities and town with the subheading PUBLIC WORKS
Quality of landfill junk indicates recession* 1/29 1
Landfill-use fee hike may be passed on to the customers
2/26 2
ANERS delay causes glut of garbage 5/13 1
REFUSE AND REFUSE DISPOSAL - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Opponents attack the bottle bill (editorial) 1/26 11
Legislature to consider bottle bill* 5/2 B7
Bottle law study shows an increase in beverage costs and
possibly 5000 new jobs 3/16 3
Bottle bill supporters/Aldermen stop in Troy 4/22 B1
A case against the litter law and for the bottle bill
5/2 C1
2 bills are okayed by the Assembly Commerce Committee
5/19 1
Assembly okays bottle bill and alternative 5/25 3
Senate okays 2 bills 5/26 1
Analysis of the bills 5/30 B1
Carey signs the bottle bill vetoes total litter
control* 6/16 1
How Vernon views the bottle bill 6/16 3
What the bottle bill means* 6/16 3
Protecting the state's environment (editorial) 6/17 13
Bottle bill may spark action on national level 6/20 C7
REEDY COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIP
Bethlehem students win a high percentage 4/12 1
Percent awarded at Capitaland high schools* 4/12 1
REELY, REAGN W.
State zoologist to retire* 3/8 3
RELIGION IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Teaching creation in public schools* 1/10 A1
Textbooks are leaving out all evolution theories* 1/10 C4
Donna's great-grandpa says he would have been amused
by creation uproar 2/22 2
Supreme Court refuses Guilford case 3/3 4
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RENFSSER AIR (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Fighting urban blight* 1/10 B1
RENFSSER AIR (NY) - POLITICS
Mayor and police chief denounce brutality reports 1/12 1
Justifiable force or police brutality?* 2/7 M1
Impasse is declared 2/7 A4
Brutality issue is raised 2/8 1
Victim's tales of brutality 2/9 1
FBI is reviewing brutality charges 2/10 1
Mayor calls a press meeting on brutality 2/11 4
Brutality or justifiable force? (editorial) 2/12 15

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
see also COMPUTER INDUSTRY

FBI is investigating the case of the alleged brutality at the Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute 1/24 2.

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT
Officer is suspended for selling evidence 4/16 3
Investigation of misconduct evidence is widened 4/17 22
Suspected deputy may be reinstated 4/22 50
No charges are filed against 2 deputies 4/23 2
Stealing is not a crime? (editorial) 4/25 B4

RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

One shaw but is now on film ground 1/24 B2

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) - EDUCATION

Judge Dayer is excused from Long Island judicial stint 5/5 48

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT

Officer is suspended for selling evidence 4/16 3
Investigation of misconduct evidence is widened 4/17 22
Suspected deputy may be reinstated 4/22 50
No charges are filed against 2 deputies 4/23 2
Stealing is not a crime? (editorial) 4/25 B4

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES

50 employees are to be laid-off 6/16 3
CSA protests layoffs 6/18 4
Workers act to stop layoffs 6/23 2

RENSSELAER COUNTY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

2 new allegations of brutality 2/21 B1
1 policeman is suspended; 2 others are being investigated 3/13 2
Mayor says 6 brutality cases are cleared* 3/13 3
Board of Public Safety will discuss charges against officer Farrell 4/1 40
City will reinstate officer Farrell 4/2 29
Brutality victim is cleared of resisting arrest 4/6 3

RENSSELAER AIR (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT

Mayor wants fire chief to quit* 1/16 3
Mayor asks Mayor to apologize to Fire Chief 1/21 2
Halla-Baloo Club names city and mayor for slander and harassment 5/13 4

RENSSELAER AIR (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT

Mayor wants fire chief to quit* 1/16 3
Mayor asks Mayor to apologize to the Fire Chief 1/21 2

RENSSELAER AIR (NY) PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Mayor criticizes the district 6/26 22

RENSSELAER AIR (NY) - FINANCES

Incomplete report; angers legislator 3/6 9
Phantom cars are insured 4/17 1
Spent $14,000 insuring idle buildings 4/24 1
1961 deficit was $1,000,000 5/2 B4
Seeks solution to fiscal crisis 5/4 4
$6,000,000 debt may cause a tax hike 5/5 1

RENSSELAER AIR (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Mayor wants fire chief to quit* 1/16 3

RENSSELAER AIR (NY) - EDUCATION

State Comptroller will audit 5/7 3
Fiscal crisis primer 5/16 B1
Financial troubles (editorial) 5/21 15
Unbalanced books stir fight 5/30 1
County Executive wants to borrow $7,700,000 and hike sales tax 6/3 3
Court dismisses Dworsky's budget suit 6/5 4
Borrowing $7,700,000 to pay debts 6/9 3
Executive defends borrowing practice (letter) 6/13 C4
Murphy willfully violated the law (letter) 6/20 B4

RENSSELAER AIR (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES

50 employees are to be laid-off 6/16 3
CSA protests layoffs 6/18 4
Workers act to stop layoffs 6/23 2

RENSSELAER AIR (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

Bureaucratic red tape 3/14 B2
Democratic leader charges insurance patronage 4/27 34
Complex government documents acquisitions procedure 4/27 34

RENSSELAER AIR (NY) COURT

The court date was set for 2/14 22
Judge is denied shuttle relief 5/4 4

Index to the Albany Times Union
Trucker says freeways in poor shape 1/3 A4
Casey says roads will be maintained in fair condition
1/29 3
Potholes are a winter offspring 2/5 3
Pothole problems 2/6 3
OCTO okays plan, but funds are in question 2/19 4
Carpenter strike may shut down some projects 5/18 4
Federal funds are withheld 6/18 3
PODS - SNOW AND ICE CONTROL
Schenectady runs out of salt 2/2 4
Road salt supplies are low 2/3 1
Salt is in short supply* 3/9 1
ROBBERY
Drugstore is held hostage* 1/4 1
Man is held as a robbery suspect 1/5 2
Man is held in State Museum gas heist 1/8 3
Ballston Spa mayor denies charges against police* 1/11 2
Man claims he was forced by a Muslim group to commit a robbery 1/13 1
Man is charged with burglary 1/16 3
Man admits diamond theft 1/16 3
Theft probe targets other policemen 1/22 1
Nurse recounts ordeal of terror 1/27 3
Man is indicted in burglary 1/30 3
Police arrest man for bank robbery 2/7 B3
Man quits state job due to embezzlement investigation 2/18 1
Cancer-ridden ex-convict fails to die like Jesse James
2/18 3
Board is charged with payroll theft 2/19 3
Employee is jailed on department store theft* 2/26 3
15 cars are impounded in car-theft scam 2/26 3
Investigating stolen cars* 2/27 3
3 teens are indicted in Colonie burglaries 2/27 4
Rensselaer Town Board asks for investigation of missing
building fee receipts 3/2 2
Theft ruins women's first day on the job* 3/3 3
Case goes to grand jury 3/3 33
Schenectady police try to link burglary with shooting
3/6 3
Police recover 50 stolen cars 3/7 B5
Schenectady teens are charged with burglary 3/8 4
Schenectady teen is charged with stabbing and burglary
3/9 2
Robber takes $2700 from Colonie bank* 3/9 3
Armed man rob Key Bank 3/10 3
State employee admits $50,000 embezzlement*
3/13 3
Man denies theft from Hopsick church 3/19 3
Neral road bombs stolen from manufacturer 3/21 B4
Fireworks stolen from Guildersville* 3/22 3
Police pinpoint fireworks theft 3/23 33
FBI arrests man 2/25 2
State Police widen probe of bus fare thievery 4/7 2
No indictment for Cagganes and Eggidare 4/9 3
3 charged in McDonald's burglary 4/13 2
Video games are stolen from K-Mart 4/14 2
Corvin's wife is robbed 4/21 3
Schenectady woman is held in $100,000 scam 4/23 3
2 ex-state officials are indicted for falsifying travel
records 5/4 5
Giant fiberglass chicken is stolen* 5/7 3
Giant chicken is returned 5/10 2
Armed pair rob Segal's Jewelry Store 5/16 B4
FBI investigates car theft ring 5/17 4
Suspect is named in theft from Albany Courthouse 5/10 2
Dudley Park apartment maintenance man is with 13
apartment robberies 6/12 3
Court house worker is jailed in judge's office theft
6/15 39
Upstate car owners safer 6/18 4
Board is charged with larceny and other crimes 6/23 4
ROSES
Experimentation at RIT* 2/16 3
State wants General Electric to build a manufacturing
plant 4/10 3
ROCHE, GARETT
6 years in the job in the Albany County clerk's office*
2/23 3
ROCKFELLER, GOVERNOR NELSON A., EMPIRE STATE PLAZA
Albany County Republicans' bond issue 2/9 2
South Mall bond controversy continues 2/11 2
Bond fight years and* 3/8 4
Albany County to reconsider sale of bonds 3/9 2
State expects financing 3/25 43
Project began 20 years ago* 3/26 3
State outlines bond selling plan* 4/9 2
GOP may stop the bond sale 4/12 3
Albany County okays bond issue* 4/13 2
ROCKFELLER, GOVERNOR NELSON A., EMPIRE STATE PLAZA,
PERFORMING ARTS CENTER (The Big)
Analysis of the first 1 1/2 years* 1/10 F1
SUN trustees are possible management partners 1/29 29
Youth Theater and the Egg become single SUNY unit 3/13 8
ROLLS-ROYCE AUTOMOBILE
Local owners pay a stiff price for luxury* 5/23 CL
ROOSEVELT FAMILY MANSION, RICE PARK
Curators rescue memorabilia from fire* 1/24 A1
ROSENAU, RICHARD
Releases new worth information 5/16 B5
ROSENAU, LISA
Director of the Consumer Services Division of the BSC
2/21 E1
ROSE, JACK "PA"
Rodeo rider shifts to horsepower* 5/4 34
ROUSENAM JR., GREGORY
Rutgers Square Shopping Mall 1
Building over mall location over aquifer* 1/3 CL
Ducl plans march for Aquifer 1/11 3
Schenectady moves to protect its water 1/19 32
Mayor Ducl proposes a protest march 1/22 30
On collision course with proposal to protect the Great
Flats Aquifer 1/26 1
Joint water authority may form to protect aquifer 1/26 4
Environmental hearings to wind up 2/10 2
Hearing ends, Department of Environmental Conservation
must decide* 2/11 3
1915 law could stall construction 2/17 3
Opponents seek to block permits 5/10 2
Ducl to lead protest march 5/11 2
Ducl leads protest to save the Aquifer* 5/12 3
Grave size fuel's mall feed 5/16 B2
Construction permits ruling is delayed 5/18 4
3 permits are approved 5/26 3
Food control plans are delayed 6/11 2
Schenectady appeals environmental decision 6/24 4
BOUND LAKE (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Village of avid individuals* 6/13 A1
BOUND LAKE MOBILE HOME COURT
New rules upset residents 6/26 3
ROYAL BARBER AND BEAUTY SCHOOL
Business is alive and well* 6/27 B9
RTR CORP.
Credit plan to boost appliance sales* 6/27 C9
RUBELIA
Rate is plummeting* 2/27 1
RUDNICA, CHRISTINE
Victim's family believes killers got off too lightly*
2/10 1
RUSSELL, MARY
Review of his act at "The Egg" 1/19 8
RUSSELL SAGE COLLEGE
MRI program is approved 5/4 5
Gym construction begins 6/19 4
RUSK, AL
Voted most cooperative public official in Albany* 3/7 B1
ST. CHARLES MANKATO HOUSE
Hostel for homeless men marks first decade* 5/29 6
ST. MARY’S HOSPITAL
They okay additions 6/23 22
ST. PATRICK’S CHURCH
Soup kitchen* 3/29 3
ST. PATRICK’S DAY
Parade routes* 3/11 3
Parades and festivities* 3/14 11
Greetings card fires at Irishman’s ire* 3/17 1
They High School band marches in New York City parade 3/18 1

ST. PETERS HOSPITAL
Doesn’t abandon South End’s medical needs 4/4 85

SALES TAX
City may ask for 1% hike for schools 2/17 1
Education funding plan faces dim future 2/18 39
12 county tax is struck down by Supreme Court 3/18 4
States to join in outvot tax escapes 6/12 4

SALES TAX - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Dropping the prepayment requirement is proposed 3/11 39
Assembly okay elimination of prepayment by big retailers 5/4 33
Flea market dealers criticize bill 6/11 33

SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Rapid growth places pressures on a once rural area* 5/30 Al

Studies predict a growing future* 6/2 3

SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - FINANCES
Stays action on 3% sales tax 4/10 4
Locktiffs may hinge on passage of 3% sales tax 4/17 4
Saratoga Springs mayor fears effect of sales tax 4/19 4
Sales tax approval is predicted 4/20 3
Supervisor delays sales tax vote 4/21 3
County okay 3% sales tax 4/23 1
Cities accord to sales tax 4/26 3
Tax Commissioner okay sales tax 5/1 4
May lose business due to sales tax 6/2 2

SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Locktiffs may hinge on passage of 3% sales tax 4/17 4

SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - PLANNING
Rapid growth places pressure on a once rural area* 5/30 Al

Studies predict a growing future* 6/2 3

SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
County faces many costly repair projects 5/31 1

SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - SHORES AND ENVIRONS
Rapid growth places pressure on a once rural area* 5/30 Al

SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT
Sheriff shifts 5 to patrols 1/1 3

SARATOGA COUNTY (NY) - Winter FESTIVAL
Lack of chill stalls ice races 1/3 22

SARATOGA Harness RACETrack
Carey’s bill would force Spa harnness to close 1/31 31
State aide says Saratoga need not close* 2/2 28
Free pass request is denied* 2/10 23
Sandy Fisher, woman driver* 5/11 25
Board wants to hold up stipend plan 6/2 29

SARATOGA Performing ARTS CENTER (SPAC)
$30,000 contribution from Great Western Wine Co. 4/29 34

SARATOGA SQA STATE PARK
Wall collapses on workers 1/22 3
Future of Baths to be studied 7/1 22
Baths will be studied for possible rejuvenation* 3/12 3
Proposal to convert baths into nursing home apartments stirs protest 6/29 2

SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) - CITY PLANNING
Motel opposition 2/18 4

SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) - HISTORY
Washington bicentennial data is found in time capsule 2/23 3

SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) - POLICE
Suit charges police brutality 2/22 2

SARATOGA SPRINGS (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT
Firemen idle crash suit 2/11 53
Firemen sue city and driver over traffic accident 5/6 41

SCHUYLER, INC.
Builds cable TV receiving dishes* 4/18 18

SCOTT, INC. (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Gag rule angers residents* 5/16 61

SCHECTENEN (NY) - DESCRIPTION
Statistical portrait* 4/16 C4

SCHECTENEN (NY) - FINANCES
Mayor's panel will review the financial situation* 1/4 3

SCHECTENEN (NY) - INDUSTRIES
Merchants are working to overcome Albany Street's poor image* 4/4 11

SCHECTENEN (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES
Mayor may ask workers to take days off* 1/9 3

SCHECTENEN (NY) - PARISH
City Council gets plan to cut costs 1/19 32

SCHECTENEN (NY) - POLICE
Police refuse to arrest an officer involved in a domestic quarrel 3/30

HEARING FOR POLICEMAN Walsh is set 4/2 28

Possible disciplinary action for officer’s family dispute 4/6 4

City suspends officer over family dispute 4/8 1

Rape charges against officer are dropped 4/11 2

City to investigate strike policy 4/13 3

Suspended officer is back on the job 4/22 50

Mayor cities manpower lag in lookup reformat ion bid* 5/19 4

SCHECTENEN (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Duci appoints Shapiro as advisor 1/25 4

Being sued for preserving telephone monopoly 5/15 4

Gallo airs views in his non-appointment to Board of Assessment Review 5/25 3

SCHECTENEN (NY) - FINANCES
Cities and county farm task force 1/16 3

SCHECTENEN (NY) - INDUSTRIES
Commission of Commerce looks for new ventures 1/28 35

SCHECTENEN (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Republican to name Democrat to head committees 1/4 4

Potter Mad GOP stays out of dispute 6/14 2

SCHECTENEN (NY) COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Clifford Wood is named trustee 5/24 25

SCHECTENEN (NY) - JAIL
Jury to probe jail death 2/21 3

SCHECTENEN (NY) SHERIFF’S OFFICE
County and sheriffs are near a new contract* 4/7 2

County and union reach an accord 5/6 41

SCHECTENEN (NY) SOCIAL SERVICES DEPARTMENT
Receives fund hike for the elderly 6/29 2

SCHECTENEN MUSEUM PLANETARIUM
Theater of the stars 2/14 11

Review of laser show 3/17 25

SCHECTENEN SAVINGS BANK
Merges with Hartford Federal Savings Bank 3/13 3

Mayor made if the largest savings bank in New England 3/14 81

SCHECTENEN TRUST CO.
Stockholders okay holding company 3/26 23

SCHOLARSHIPS, FELLOWSHIPS, ETC.
Computer service finds scholarships for students 2/28 27

Bethlehem students win a high percentage of Regents Scholarships 4/12 1

SCHOOL DISCIPLINE
Debate continues over whether corporal punishment should be banned 1/19 3

SCHUYLERVILLE (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Confrontation between police chief and mayor 6/21 3
Village feud continues 6/22 3
SCHUYLERVILLE (NY) SCHOOL DISTRICT
Talks with teachers continue 4/7 2
Mediator imposes a new blackout on contract talks 4/10 4
SCHULTZ, FREDERICK JR.,
New U.S. Attorney for the Northern District of New York* 5/10 3
SEA FOA - PRICES
Rise during the cold weather* 1/22 3
SECRETARIES
Professional Secretaries Week 4/19 2
Some don't want their losses' job 4/20 3
SERVICE EMPLOYEES INTERNATIONAL UNION
see ELLIS HOSPITAL
SEWAGE DISPOSAL
see also names of cities and towns with the subheading
PUBLIC WORKS
Court sets conditions on the establishment of sewer districts 2/17 32
SEX CRIMES
see also RAPE
Rape is charged with sodomy 1/14 4
Conference discusses domestic sexual abuse 3/24 38
Teen is charged with sexual abuse 4/2 2
Concerned Citizens for Stronger Legislation against Child Molesters (SCM) 5/11 3
Clifton Park man is arrested 5/29 4
Albany man is charged with sexual abuse 6/29 2
SEX DISCRIMINATION
see also PEACE CLUB and UNIVERSITY CLUB
SUNY students protest lack of policy 4/29 35
SEX DISCRIMINATION - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Assembly okays bill aimed at preventing sex discrimination at private clubs 5/27 3
Changes should be made by the members of clubs not by the government (editorial) 6/6 B4
SEX EDUCATION
Rampant distributed in Bethlehem attacks the practice 3/21 B3
SEXUAL HARASSMENT
Case at Williams College 1/17 B1
SHAKER HIGH SCHOOL
Key Club is voted number 1 in the state 6/24 B2
SHAKER FIRE - LOUDONVILLE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Neighbors complain about carnival 6/22 2
Colonie Zoning Board delays bazaar vote 6/23 2
No decision on the celebration 6/27 96
Colonie okays bazaar 6/30 2
SHEN, JOYCE
13-year-old wins piano competition 2/26 S4
SHENENDEA H CENTRAL SCHOOLS
Residency rule blocks candidacy 4/19 22
Academic enrichment programs will be stressed* 6/1 3
Colonie IS named High School Principal 6/9 2
Greenhouse survives 5/31 B6
Student film to be shown on cable TV 5/19 1
Film won't be on cable TV 5/19 1
Film to be shown on WNYT 6/5 4
SPORTS
Longhorns will pass through Albany on its way to Norrey* 6/1 2
Viking longboat sails through area* 6/7 3
SHEDLOWEY
Albany agency maintains sex toll list 3/8 3
STEFFEN, MYRTLE
New York's top financier* 3/21 B11
Siena College
Compagni is elected student senate president 5/11 2
STIGNS AND SIGNALLERS - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Colonie may change its ordinance 5/20 2
Colonie denies 6/14 3
SIMPSON, H. NOELLE
Entrepreneur builds a greening cards business* 5/23 B8
SIMPSON, MARIE TERESA (NIA)
Mother sues the State for the disappearance of her daughter* 4/4 AI
SINGLE PARENT FAMILY
Trend is growing in Capitaland* 1/10 AI
New York leads the nation in one-parent households 4/21 3
Bachelor finds the son he wanted* 6/20 F1
SINGLE PEOPLE
New York leads the nation in one-person households 4/21 3
SMITH, LINDA
Troy clerk is arrested for city funds theft 2/6 3
SKIDMORE COLLEGE
Nursing school to close 3/6 4
Coalition fights nursing decision 3/8 2
Out of nursing program stirs protest 3/18 3
Trustees vote to cut nursing program 3/19 4
Buchanan is elected to the Board of Trustees 5/19 5
SKIS AND SKIING
Capitaland downhill ski areas* 1/24 D1
Capitaland cross-country ski areas* 1/24 D6
Paraskiing 1/30 4
Report operators are happy 2/16 3
SLEDGING
Paraskiing 1/30 4
SLEDGING - ACCIDENTS
Local paratrooper is critically injured 4/2 1
Injured chuted is off critical list 4/3 3
Injured chuted's mother sues the Army* 4/4 B6
Injured chuted can't recall accident events 4/6 6
SLEASMAN'S HOSPITAL, INC.
Closed because of failure to pay taxes 1/21 4
SMALL, JACOB
Show business memories* 6/6 F1
SMALL BUSINESS
Owners meet and discuss possible legislation 3/2 12
Representatives lobby politicians 3/3 13
Economy slump hurts minority business 5/29 11
$300,000 is committed to help minority businessmen 6/30 35
SMITH, RALPH W., JR.
Named federal magistrate 1/14 3
SNOKE, PATRICIA
Third reported stolen 2/28 B10
SNOW, PATRICIA
The Egg's executive director 3/14 F1
SOCIAL SECURITY
High school students begin college early to beat cutbacks 1/6 1
SOLAR ENERGY
Troy students build projects with the aid of an RPI professor 4/12 2
SOLAR HeMS
Being sold despite industry slump* 5/30 B10
SOLOMON, BENDER
U.S. Magistrate to quit bench to become a defense lawyer* 4/18 CS
SOLOMON, GERALD
Study shows the congressman is not a big spender 5/11 1
SOUTH COLONIE CENTRAL SCHOOLS
Back pay case goes to arbitration 1/14 2
Budget is presented 2/17 2
McDonald is named acting superintendent 2/17 2
Budget up 5.4% 2/18 2
Board trims budget 3/10 2
Board challenges changes of mismanagement of funds* 3/18 2
Budget is up 5% 3/18 36
Handicapped student challenges school's trip ban 3/18 3
Specialist says student is capable of travelling* 3/24 3
Judge says student needs aide for trip 3/26 3
Student may travel with nurse 3/27 3

Index to the Albany Times Union
Funds are offered to assist student on trip 3/28 C7
Students trip issue has not been resolved* 3/30 1
Students picket to support Jean Wolff* 3/31 3
Wolff decides not to go on trip* 4/1 3
Students leave on Spain trip without Jean Wolfe 4/3 4
2 are suspended in board election 4/8 2
Wolff is not going to Spain(editorial) 4/11 17
Officials review superintendent applications 4/14 2
Board rejects a door-to-door sales ban 4/21 2
Residents to vote on budget 5/5 2
Voters approve budget 5/6 2
Wolff wins school to drop aide 6/1 4
Jean wolff loses bid to drop aide 6/2 4
Parents ask Board to drop larger classes 6/16 2
Thomas Mitchell is appointed superintendent 6/20 2
SOUTHERN VERMONT COLLEGE
Former Everett estate* 6/20 F1
SPARKS, SONIA
Black History Month essay winner* 2/8 3
SPECIAL ASSESSMENT TAX
see ALBANY (NY) - FINANCES
SPECIALIZ'S, SRI-K'S
SPARKS, SANYA
SPECIALIST'S, SPARKS, SANYA
SPARKS, SANYA
SSTATE UNIVERSITY
SSTATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
SUNY's powerful Chancellor Clifton Warson* 1/3 Al
Students protest tuition hikes 1/14 39
Dom rent hikes are protested* 2/17 3
Faculty hiring freeze 2/26 1
Students use political action instead of protest* 3/23 1
Students protest lack of policy on sexual discrimination 4/29 35
SSTATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK AT ALBANY
Court upholds improper labor practice decision 1/29 4
Campus battle looms over REU 3/3 1
Homosexes claim win over ROTC 3/3 4
President O'Teary fears cuts will undermine the vitality of the state 3/7 B3
Chapel House* 3/7 6
Telephone "62* 4/4 B1
Library School to buy magazines for China* 4/12 3
Faculty win research grants 4/14 5
Students protest racist parody issue of the Albany Student Press 4/23 4
Albany Student Press editors apologize for racist issue* 4/24 3
Blacks say newspaper is still racist* 4/27 3
Blind student is elected president of the Student Association* 4/28 3
Names Rainbow Vice-President for Academic Affairs* 4/30 4
Student newspaper questions instructor's dismissal by O'Teary* 5/1 3
Athletic facilities may be upgraded 5/1 18
Center for Women in Government* 5/20 13
Offers budget proposal to save jobs 5/28 4
Laureate Award winners(editorial) 6/4 15
James Conklin: Citizen Laureate 156* 6/6 DI
UWF union faces insurance refunds 6/14 3
DeSole is named affirmative action officer 6/26 4
Hear 525,000 gift 6/26 4
SSTATE UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK
Independent radio news service concentrating on the Capitol* 4/25 F1
SUNNEN ATHLETIC CLUB
Open house finds facility incomplete* 5/28 36
SUNNEN PLACE (OFFICE BUILDING)
Experiments with shared personnel and space 4/18 C8
SUNNEN STREET
Conversion into a pedestrian mall is urged 5/11 2
SUNY, JUDY ANN
U.S. Supreme Court denies review 1/15 2
SUNYAT, SAMUEL
Study shows the congressman is a big spender 5/11 1
Appointed by Reagan to attend U.N. disarmament meeting 6/10 4
STRESS (PSYCHOLOGY)
Magazine says New Yorkers are the most emotionally shaky 2/2 1
Panic* 3/11 1
STRIKES AND LOCKOUTS
Public employee strikes are at a 15-year low* 6/4 1
STUDENT LOAN FUNDS
Reagan budget cuts(editorial) 3/14 C4
S U I C I D E
Teens are told signals 1/11 2
Joseph J. Delack 1/23 19
Delack died of self-inflicted stab wounds 1/25 2
Caplinger hangs himself in prison 2/21 B3
Howard L. King* 3/9 3
Victim assured pet's survival 3/1 4
Accused murderer, Johnson, hangs himself 3/20 3
Man dies of self-immolation 3/20 4
Green Haven inmate is found hanged 4/13 4
Skiadore student imitates self* 4/18 Al
Skiadore officials meet over student concern 4/19 3
Pritz prevents teen's death* 4/27 1
Richard Brown's attempt is stopped* 5/7 3
Coverage is sensitive for editors 5/9 8
Deaths may have been caused by Social Security cats 5/21 3
Albany policeman takes his life* 5/24 2
Body pulled from river is identified as Archie Lacey 5/27 3
Angielsky jumps from hospital window 5/30 B3
Schenectady jail efforts troubles officials 6/1 2
SUITS (LAW)
Municipal governments 4/14 3
S U T H E R L A N D, L I T H E R D .
Scientist who believes in creationism* 1/27 3
SUPERSMARKETS
Double coupon war continues 3/25 4
Ravena Star Market, quits coupon war 3/26 32
Sizing up the double coupon war 4/1 40
One stop market of the future 6/7 1
S U R R O G A T E M O T H E R H O O D
Trend comes to Capitaland 4/6 3
S U M M E R P I L G R I M BAPTIST CHURCH
Burned out church opens fund drive 2/13 5
New high technology magazine* 7/3 B7
T A N O N S T A T E PARWAY
Opening the highway to pick-ups and vans spurs debate 4/9 1
Allowing trucks is not wise(editorial) 4/21 15
Truck proposal gets heated debate 6/20 06
T A L K E R, J O H N
Pianist escapes with music* 5/28 8
T A M B E R D I L L, D E N I S
Singing priest* 1/30 9
T A R Z A N (F I C T I O N A L C H A R A C T E R)
Thomas Martin is a devout collector* 6/21 2
T A X E S D A T I O N
Closed because of failure to pay taxes 1/21 4
Martin Carey is indicted* 3/17 1
Glens Falls judge is fined 4/17 22
Critics say

New York plans to cut phone bill 1/30 3
New York telephone handles 1,650,000 calls on Mother’s
Day 5/11 31

New York telephone rates 1/19 2

Hearings open on ramping up local call payments 1/19 3
Hearing shows opposition to plan 1/20 3

Telephone company withdraws rate change bid 2/5 1

PSC grants 12 cents of each dollar New York Telephone
seeks 4/1 1

New York telephone seeks rate hike 6/22 3

Latest hike request (editorial) 6/25 4

An 18-month TV coverage experiment 6/8 4

Local newspapers move on to new jobs 3/28 F1

TV reporter and anchorwoman 3/7 B1

Northway Twin Bridges are renamed 4/27 B2

The Elephant Man 4/20 6
Ball and Chain 4/24 7
Talley’s Folly 4/24 7
On Golden Pond 5/7 22
Frankenstein 5/10 14

The Threepenny Baron Biligrew 5/13 31

Harvey 5/14 32
Company 5/22 7

A Thousand Clowns 5/28 23
Ringing Brothers-Barnum and Bailey Circus 6/2 26

My Fair Lady 6/2 27

Red-Head Story 6/4 22

Sweeney Todd 6/6 C10

No, No Ninnette 6/11 12

Cotton Patch 6/18 24

Tennessee 6/25 15

THOMPSON, HUNTER S.
Gonzo journalist 1/10 C1
THORNE, CLIFTON C.
Laureats Award winner (editorial) 6/4 15

THREE FAMS DAIRY
Losses contract with Albany County 4/6 4

THURSDAY
See New York State Thursday

TUESDAY

US WEEKLY (NEWSWEEK)

Record-breaking Christmas fund drive (editorial) 1/3 B4

Record amount donated to holiday fund 1/3 C1

Shift in key editors roles 2/6 3

Laughter wins sales contest 2/10 4

Governorship series wins award 3/8 3

TITANIC (STEAMSHIP)

Area man participates in burial at sea 4/17 1

TOBACCO FINES
Decline in use 2/28 B1

TOBIN PACKING CO.
Maine firm to take over business 1/19 3

TORAH
New artifact gets Clifton Park home 3/1 3

TOUGHLINE (SSUP-HELP PROGRAM)
Program for parents with out-of-control children 6/4 1

TOURIST TRADE
Survey shows popular Capital land attractions 2/18 1
New York advertising fuels German 3/17 25
Officials lament over cutbacks 4/1 36

Albany bids for travel dollars 5/9 E1

Hudson River cruise promotes tourism 6/12 3

Local ministers still package trips 6/27 A1

TRACK AN IN DIG ECT S
Coppess and Welzel win Chopperthon 3/22 17

More women are running 3/28 D1

TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS
see also DRINK DRIVING

Free taxis ease holiday misgaye 1/2 1

9 dies in holiday week 1/3 C5

Blind CB operator with motorists 1/4 2

Car and school bus collide 1/23 3

10-car pileup on 1-787 ramps 2/9 9

Icy roads cause 2 fatal accidents 2/21 B2

2 die in separate accidents 3/1 7

Child is killed near Rotterdam 3/2 2

Scotia woman dies in crash 3/2 2

Storm causes depth of 2 3/9 1

Sand bank accident kills 3/10 3

Troy woman dies when car plunges into Poestenkill Creek 3/19 3

Colonie crash kills 1 and hurts 2 3/21 B5

Albany firefighters are hurt in crash 3/22 3

Fire truck did not have siren on 3/23 2

6 hurt when emergency vehicle crashes 3/27 4

4 die in 2 separate accidents 3/28 C1

Sand tank crash site is a hazard 3/29 4

Charity workers dies in N9 crash 4/4 A1

Petersburg man is killed trying to aid a neighbor 4/9 2
TRIALS (BEHN, KENNETH)

- Gets 1 to 3 years for cocaine sale 4/20 4

TRIALS (BOODH, DAVID)

- Agquitted of robbery 3/26 2

TRIALS (BRANSON, PERNEL)

- Murder conviction is upheld 5/29 4

TRIALS (BRODG, NELSON)

- My get second delay in drunk driving case 5/11 4

- Case is delayed 2 weeks 5/12 4

- Judge rules he wasn’t driving 5/15 3

- DMT charges are dropped 5/26 3

TRIALS (COOPER, MADELINE)

- Dismissal condition sets number of pets she may keep 6/18 4

TRIALS (COSTILLO, JOHN)

- Sentenced for murder 1/22 4

TRIALS (CUNNINGHAM, PATRICK)

- Found guilty of tax evasion 6/19 3

TRIALS (DANIEL, WILLIAM)

- Get 1 to 3 years for cocaine sale 4/20 4

TRIALS (DUIVILLO, FERNANDO)

- Ex-policeman gets weekend jail term 4/29 4

TRIALS (DURAN, MICHAEL)

- Former state official faces jail for tax evasion 4/30 3

TRIALS (ERICK, JOHN)

- Pleads innocent to murder 5/28 4

TRIALS (ESTO, RONALD)

- Schenectady police court clerk gets probation for thefts 5/26 35

TRIALS (ESTRE, LUIS)

- Defense will be emotional problems 3/23 33

- Double murder trial begins 3/30 2

- Testimony begins 3/31 3

- Court hears about gun purchase 4/1 4

- Judge says Estre’s relative threatened witnesses 4/2 4

- Judge orders newspaper to give up photo 4/3 1

- Prosecution ends case 4/3 3

- Psychiatrist describes emotional disturbance 4/6 6

- Found guilty of murdering 2 4/7 3

- Sentenced to 53 1/2 years to life 4/29 3

TRIALS (FLORES, JAMES)

- Rape trial begins 6/10 42

- Convicted of rape 6/12 4

- Rapist is sentenced 6/26 21

TRIALS (GILBERT, ROBERT)

- Sentenced for larceny 3/12 4

TRIALS (GRODN, CHRISTOPHER)

- Pleads guilty to arson 4/10 3

- Arsonist is sentenced to prison 5/4 4

TRIALS (GRODN, CHRISTOPHER AND VAN WRAKEN, JAY)

- Defendant may be set in Cohoes arson prosecution 1/27 3

TRIALS (HALL, KURT)

- Judge may have caused a mistrial 6/17 1

- Youth is sentenced for gun possession 6/26 3
TRIALS (Haugen, Richard)

Pleads guilty to drug sale 5/13 3

Sentenced to 6 years and fined $6,000 6/21 3

TRIALS (Haugen, Richard)

Sentenced to 8 years for wife beating 11/16 11

TRIALS (Hernandez, Andre)

Murder conviction is upheld 3/5 9

TRIALS (Horkins, John)

Murder conviction is appealed 11/6 2

Murder conviction is affirmed 2/26 29

TRIALS (Howard, William)

Ex-deputy is acquitted of larceny 1/19 2

TRIALS (Irvine, Celeste)

Pleads guilty to second degree manslaughter 3/6 4

Sentenced for fatal stabbing 4/3 30

TRIALS (Jackson, Lillian)

Weightlifter identifies suspect by his build 1/28 2

Found guilty of robbery 1/30 20

TRIALS (Kane, Lillian)

Ex-Cohoes employee gets probation for theft 2/6 3

TRIALS (Kenny, Margaret)

Murder trial begins 11/6 2

Murder trial begins 11/7 3

Trial shows mental defect 1/8 3

Judge rules "not responsible" for her actions 1/9 3

TRIALS (Killer, David)

Appellate Division upholds conviction 4/30 2

TRIALS (Leslie, Frederick)

Drug sale trial begins 5/13 3

Case goes to jury 5/15 3

Found innocent of drug charges 5/16 86

TRIALS (LePage, Lesica, and Greider)

Canada tries innocent to drug charges 4/19 3

TRIALS (LeWandowski, Henry)

Kidnap-rape trial begins 5/25 3

Schizophrenic woman testifies 5/26 3

Pleads not guilty of kidnap and not responsible for rape

5/27 3

TRIALS (Littell, Elijah)

Gun possession conviction is upheld 5/7 31

TRIALS (Lombardo, Anthony)

Found guilty of assault and burglary 6/9 33

Sentenced for assault and robbery 5/23 22

TRIALS (Marchetti, Joseph)

COOP leader is sentenced to 2 years 1/22 3

TRIALS (McCall, James)

Arsonist is sentenced 5/25 2

TRIALS (Medrian, James)

Gets 1 to 3 years for cocaine sale 4/20 4

TRIALS (Medrian, Paul)

Police officer charged theft 4/23 2

Jailed pending sentencing 4/24 4

Sentenced to 1 to 4 years in prison 5/7 7

TRIALS (Mostly, Lawrence)

Dismissal is sought due to illegal official on grand jury 6/24 22

TRIALS (Mullins, Eugin)

Bail is denied and a psychiatric exam is ordered 5/11 4

TRIALS (Noel, Edward)

Sentenced for larceny 2/23 6

TRIALS (Ott, Francis)

Criminal mischief case 6/13 31

TRIALS (Pascoc, Ralph)

Court may reopen false arrest suit 1/17 B7

TRIALS (Pepper, Theodore)

New murder trial 1/16 3

Jurors are selected 1/19 2

Attorneys address the jury 1/19 32

Girl tells she was forced to have sex 1/21 3

Pleads guilty in sex case 1/22 1

Bail request is set 1/23 3

Bail bid is denied 1/26 4

Sentenced to up to 14 years 2/5 3

Asks for bail to accept a job offer 4/13 32

Bail is denied 4/17 4

Lawyer brings case to the State Supreme Court 6/19 4

TRIALS (Perey, Robert)

Disabled veteran is sentenced for drug sale 3/24 35

TRIALS (Ringo, Alfred)

Sentenced for theft 6/4 2

TRIALS (Rivera, Elizabeth)

Murder trial begins 6/12 4

Son describes incident 8/15 3

Rivera testifies 8/16 4

Found guilty of manslaughter 8/17 3

TRIALS (Robbitt, Nicholas)

Teaester president pleads guilty to tax evasion 5/15 1

Teaester is given a suspended sentence 6/26 3

TRIALS (Saunders, Edgar and Hall, Stanley)

Plead innocent to murder 5/12 4

TRIALS (Schwartz, Gary, and Maxwell)

Albany County Jail guards go on trial for inmate beating 4/27 4

Youth tells about beating 4/28 4

Guards deny inmate was beaten 4/29 4

Jury deliberates 4/30 4

Maxwell is found guilty, others are acquitted 5/1 4

Maxwell is jailed 5/18 3

TRIALS (Skarrup, Linda)

Judge studies move to drop charges 3/20 4

TRIALS (Smith, Lewis)

Controversy over lawyer's fee 3/2 3

Lawyer has evidence concerning the slain guard's involvement 3/3 3

Legal jousting will delay trial 3/14 38

Decision to be made on defense fee 3/15 31

Jury selection is delayed 3/18 38

Defense tells about sex and drug activity in prison 3/23 3

Judge bars Kunstler fees 3/25 42

Kunstler to be "fired" by Smith 3/26 31

Smith fires Kunstler in courtroom tirade 3/30 3

Refuses to meet with lawyer 4/14 36

Court rejects dismissal bid 4/20 33

Seeks records of past cases 4/20 30

Prosecutors say he is withholding information 5/7 31

Asks Appellate Division to throw out convictions 6/3 39

TRIALS (Spelman, John and Young, Michael)

Bid to suppress evidence is denied 2/10 20

Lawyer is absent, case is elayed 2/17 2

Dismissals are sought 2/24 3

Lawyers say police fabricated evidence 3/2 3

Police account of gun discovery 3/3 3

Police jurisdictional deal is revealed 3/4 3

CIVIL RIGHTS LEADER DENIES IMPORTANT DATE 3/5 3

Case goes to jury 3/6 3

Acquitted of gun charges 3/7 B1

TRIALS (Stevens, Mark)

Pleads not responsible for sex crimes 6/24 41

TRIALS (Suma, Salvatore)

Appeals child-killing verdict 3/27 14

Supreme Court affirms conviction 6/25 32

TRIALS (Teskey, Troy)

Prisoner charged with jail beating goes on trial 3/9 2

Sentenced for beating in jail attack 3/11 36

Sentenced for assault 3/4 2

TRIALS (Torrice, Scott)

Sentenced for rape 3/21 39

TRIALS (Travis, Arthur)

Manslaughter conviction is upheld 4/2 2

TRIALS (Vanelli, Philip)

Car chase case 3/18 3

Passengers testify 5/19 15

Valenti recalls the chase 5/20 39

Sentenced for chasing 5/21 2

Sentenced for first-degree murder 6/11 2

...
SENTENCED for parole violation 6/25 21

TRIALS (VAN WANKEN, JAY)

Fleechs guilty to larceny 5/28 4

TRIALS (WANDERER, RONALD)

Infomant testifies in drug case 6/22 4
Fiancee disavows knowledge of drug 6/23 7
Testimony links brothers to drug sale 6/24 43
Good guilt by reasonable sale 6/26 4

TRIALS (WALKER, JAMES)

Murder conviction is upheld 3/26 32

TRIALS (WEINSTEIN, WILLIAM)

Sentenced for fatal stabbing* 1/6 2

TRIALS (WALKER, JOHN)

Rape conviction is upheld 6/4 32

TRIALS (WILLIAMS, ROBERT)

Lufy adult pleads innocent to unlawful imprisonment 2/19 4

TRIALS (KINNELL, CRAIG)

Jury deliberates in murder case 3/20 3
Teen is convicted of murder 3/21 B1
Awaits April sentencing 3/22 2
Sentenced to 18 years to life* 4/21 3

TRIALS (ZERNER, CHRISTOPHER)

Jury selection in murder trial 1/21 4
Defendant testifies 1/29 4
Murder victim’s mother says she was happy 1/30 20
Downey explains confession 2/2 32
Eyeglasses became key evidence 2/2 3
Admissibility of evidence stills argument 2/5 24
Eyeglass evidence linked to defendant 2/6 6
Trial focuses on glasses 2/7 3
Confession statement* 2/10 6
Taxi log is placed on evidence 2/11 48
Forensic scientist disputes killing site 2/12 1
Which of the 2 confessions is true? 2/14 B1
Defendant says confession was written by police 2/17 3
3 describe when scrambling 2/18 33
Pathologist testifies Stambler was strangled, not beaten
2/19 1
Convict’s testimony points at Downey 2/20 3
Jury is deadlocked* 2/22 3
Trial ends with the jury deadlocked 2/24 1
Intent stymied jury 2/25 1
Merger of rape and murder cases is opposed 3/11 4
Murder and rape cases will be tried separately 4/15 3

TRINITY PLACE CHILD CARE CENTER

Relocating* 6/10 15

TROY (NY) - CITY PLANNING

Supreme Court okayed elderly housing 5/16 B6

TROY (NY) - ECONOMIC CONDITIONS

Report shows bright spots 3/31 B3

TROY (NY) - FINANCES

Police investigate missing $2,000* 1/2 3
City Manager wants to hire a variety of city fees* 4/5 2
Funds transfers were illegal* 6/24 3

TROY (NY) - INDUSTRIES

Is Collar City coming apart at the seams? 5/12 3
Collar City will survive Clute, Peabody departure (editorial) 5/12 11

TROY (NY) - OFFICIALS AND EMPLOYEES

Workers are covered by new health insurance plan 6/5 4
Judge halts health insurance change 6/24 43

TROY (NY) - POLICE

Shooting of Forette by policeman is under investigation
3/14 B2
Officer is placed on leave during shooting investigation
3/15 1
Shooting goes to the police 3/16 1
Lawmen agree that the investigation is being properly handled 3/16 4
Witness claims officer threatened then fired 3/17 1
Grand jury recommends deadly force training 3/19 1
Grand jury will hear impact witnesses in shooting case 3/19 4

Palmer pleads guilty to misstatement in Forette case
3/20 3
Forette slaying protest is set 3/25 42
Grand jury hearing 10 witnesses in Forette case 3/26 16
Purcell is charged with manslaughter for Forette shooting* 3/27 1
Purcell is suspended for Forette shooting 3/30 3
2 officers are suspended for high-speed chase, giving false statements, and destroying evidence* 4/1 1
Officers work overtime to fill gap left by those suspended 4/2 3
Female detective retires to write 6/12 4

TROY (NY) FIRE DEPARTMENT

New fire trucks 1/18 2
10 vacancies will not be filled 5/14 2

TROY (NY) HIGH SCHOOL

Band marches in New York City St. Patrick’s parade 3/18 1

TROY (NY) HOUSING AUTHORITY

Suspended Troy clerk is vying for a seat 4/7 2

TROY (NY) SCHOOL DISTRICT

To investigate 4-day school week 3/9 4
Students build solar energy project with the aid of an EPA professor 4/12 2

TROY-GRINN ISLAND BRIDGE

Work has been turned over to State Transportation Department 5/6 2

TULIP FESTIVAL (ALBANY)

Event* 5/9 19
Rain doesn’t stop activities 5/10 2

TWINS

Krisinski twins work and think in concert* 6/23 2

TYSON, MIKE

Promising young boxer* 1/18 19

UNEMPLOYED

Glamont Job Corps Center is successful in finding jobs 1/9 9
Assembly Minority Leader Shary tells jobless to leave 1/13 4
New York State rate increases* 1/31 A1
Stories behind the unemployed of Capitaland* 1/31 A10
Dropouts - those not qualified to be statistics* 1/31 A12

Rate reaches 7.7% 2/3 34

Healthy economy is needed (editorial) 2/4 11
AI Tech program is successful* 2/26 29
State and federal rates hit new peak* 3/6 1
Northeast New York Alliance of Business provides training and motivation* 3/14 E1

Carey seeks to raise benefits 3/17 3
Rate increases to 9% 3/30 31
Figures are up for women 4/20 4
Legislative Labor Committee will hear testimony from employed and unemployed 4/21 1
Joblessness is compared to suicide rate* 4/22 3
Labor and business seek to increase maximum benefits to $175 5/14 3
South End joblessness leads to drug abuse 6/11 1
Rate rose slightly in May 6/25 4

Rally at the Capitol 6/29 6
Job seekers rally in Capitol Park 6/30 3

UNIFICATION CHURCH

Court of Appeals upholds religious status 5/7 4

UNION COLLEGE

Tuition is raised $1,000 1/26 3
Bridge is named a National Historic Site* 2/7 B9

ANNOUNCES $27,000,000 budget plan 5/10 2

UNION DEPARTMENT (ALBANY)

Albany seeks federal money for redevelopment 1/5 3

Common Council okays bid for rehabilitation grant 1/19 2

Agreement sparks construction project 3/4 1
Red tape is cited in state agency cost/3/5 4
Plan was changed to bypass the minority hiring quota
4/4 Al

Mandate would mean importing workers 4/6 3
Minority hiring requirements (editorial) 4/11 B4

Environmental impact report 4/27 2
Albany Environmental Quality Review Board impact report 5/5 2

Conversion of Steuben Street into a pedestrian mall is
urged 5/11 2

State will lease all office space if project is built
6/5 3

Project is delayed by State lease snag 6/8 34
Mayor seeks federal aid 6/11 2

Albany is given an application extension 6/15 4
Federal grant application deadline approaches 6/19 1
Redevelopment plan collapsed 6/22 1
Death of the project is a major Albany loss 6/23 4
Many and varied uses have been proposed 6/23 4

U.S. Army Parachute, Inc.

Gets FCC permit to broadcast as channel 45 1/23 4

United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America
Strike may shut down some road projects 5/18 4

Talks are set in carpenters' strike 5/20 4

Contract talks fold 5/23 57

United General Palsy Center

Purchases an Albany building 4/14 2

U.S. - DEFENSE

New York ranks 44th in money returned per resident* 3/18 1

U.S. - FINANCE

State reaction to Reagan's swap proposal* 1/27 1

Will Reagan's program benefit the State?* 1/28 1

Solomon ticks Reagan's swap* 1/30 3

Troy veteran protests cuts at Albany Capitol* 2/11 3

D'Autoro assails Reagan's budget* 2/23 1

U.S. - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

New York needs to survive New Federalism 4/18 B1

U.S. ARMY PARACHUTE FIES

Local men are critically injured 4/2 1

Injured chutist is off critical list 4/3 3

Injured chuteist's mom assails the Army* 4/4 B6

Injured chuteist can't recall accident events 4/5 6

U.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

College recruiters get warmer welcome now 3/5 3

U.S. COAST GUARD

Federal cuts will close the Albany station* 1/23 1

Cuts to beach historic vessel* 2/4 3

Albany cuts remain* 2/7 3

Budget cuts shift: Albany reserves 6/26 22

Albany's reserve heads south 6/28 6

U.S. NATIONAL GUARD

To build a suburban Albany armory 2/16 3

United Transportation Union

Challenges 1981 Northeast Rail Service Act 2/4 41

Union faces insurance refunds 6/14 3

University Club

see also SEX DISCRIMINATION

To vote on allowing female members 3/31 2

Feminists plan to picket 4/15 44

Sexism protest is set 5/4 34

Women's protest fire debate on tactics* 5/6 4

Bid to allow females fails 5/7 3

Changes should be made by the members, not by the
government (editorial) 6/6 B4

Urban Renewal - Albany

Common Council okays bid for Union Station
rehabilitation grant 1/19 2

Funds have dried up 1/27 2

7 projects are approved 2/20 3

Agreement spurs Union Station construction project 3/4 1

Red tape is cited in state agency cost/3/5 4

South End hopes for a rebirth* 3/8 1

Law firm wins rehabilitation bonding 3/17 2

Mayor of it group wins grant to rehabilitate apartments
3/17 2

Empire State Plaza project began 20 years ago* 3/26 3

Housing rehabilitation projects get last minute day
4/10 2

Union Station plan is changed to bypass the minority
hiring quota 4/4 Al

Union Station mandate would mean importing workers 4/6 3

Possible rehabilitation of Finger Lakes project 4/7 2

Union Station minority hiring requirements (editorial)
4/11 B4

Couple restores a house* 4/26 3

Union Station environmental impact report 4/27 2

Developers outline rehabilitation plans for Arbor Hill
5/1 4

2 historic buildings get restoration funds 5/5 2

Union Station impact report is okayed by Albany
Environmental Quality Board 5/5 2

Conversion of Steuben Street into a pedestrian mall is
urged 5/11 2

$53,600,000 bond sale boosts Restates project 5/12 2

Restates project developer gets loan 5/19 2

Funds are withheld due to overspending 5/20 38

Audit causes $4,300,000 to be withheld 5/21 1

State will lease all office space in Union Station if
project is built 6/5 3

Union Station is delayed by State lease status 6/8 34

Fund association in Albany's May 26 is possible 6/9 2

Department of Motor Vehicles may relocate to South End
6/10 1

Mayor seeks federal aid for Union Station project 6/11 2

City is given an application extension for Union Station
project 6/15 4

Federal grant application deadline approaches for Union
Station 6/19 1

Union Station plans collapse 6/22 1

Hampden Hotel Plaza project gets tentative okay 6/23 2

Death of Union Station project is a major loss 6/23 4

Urban Renewal - Albany Metropolitan Area

Residents and officials battle urban decay* 2/21 B1

Downtown redevelopment 2/28 17

Urban Renewal - Others

Down town area wins HUD prize 2/20 B1

Urban Renewal - Rensselaer

Port Krairo project may begin in 1983* 5/23 B1

Urban Renewal - Schenectady

Hamilton Hill seeks a comeback 6/20 C1

Resurrection of Hamilton Hill (editorial) 6/29 13

Urban Renewal - Troy

City manager envisions rehabilitation* 1/2 3

Renovation projects make residents and officials
optimistic 5/24 1

Us Air Airlines

Baggage and cargo handlers may strike 2/11 3

Union and airline still in talks 2/15 3

Settlement is reached 2/16 3

Valcour Island

New York buys another piece* 1/3 C1

Valve Equipment Co.

Requests extra storage for petroleum 1/14 2

Gasoline storage increase is okayed 1/21 4

Vandalism

Elk Street residents fight back 6/1 3

Loudonville becomes a target 6/2 3

Mayor promises police support for Elk Street* 6/2 3

2 Maple Hill High School students are arrested 6/8 2

Shenendehowa officials take steps to stop it 6/19 22

Venlo Industries, Inc.

Construction firm is ordered to pay back wages 2/6 4

Veterans

Veterans Outreach Center* 3/28 06
VETERANS ADMINISTRATION MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
Bomb threat* 1/4 3
2 members of the Bare Krishna sect are arrested for fraudulently raising money* 5/27 1
VETERANS COUNCIL CENTER
New help center for Vietnam vets* 3/28 CS
VETERINARY HOSPITALS
2 New hospitals are planned* 6/17 2
VIDEO GAMES
Study shows parlors may be havens for drug dealers 3/12 3
Man has problems opening an arcade in Albany 3/23 2
Albany arcade owner wins okay to open 4/13 2
Albany arcade is given okay to reopen 4/21 2
Albany group closes an arcade 6/2 2
Traditional pinball vs. electronic games* 6/21 3
VIDEO GAMES - LAW AND LEGISLATION
Niskayuna Board studies ban possibility 1/25 4
Niskayuna drops plan to ban 2/2 2
Rotterdam considers ordinance to regulate* 2/10 3
Rotterdam postpones decision to curb 2/18 2
Bethlehem may update licensing law 2/26 2
Rotterdam deletes ban 3/17 4
Assemblyman wants a 850 annual fee on each game 3/18 4
Assemblyman proposes taxing receipts 3/26 1
Owner's reaction to proposed bill 3/29 3
Albany clarifies its codes neighborhood group protests site 5/4 4
VISCHER FERRY (NY) - POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT
Reagan's support has diminished 3/14 4
VISCHER FERRY HYDROELECTRIC POWER PLANT
Power Authority seeks an expansion 5/19 3
VOLUNTEER WORKERS
New breed of volunteers 4/18 PI
WCOOESVILLE (NY) - PUBLIC WORKS
Village to hold meetings on sewage needs 3/31 2
WINTER AND TRAVEL
Longship will pass through Albany on its way to Norway* 6/1 2
Viking longboat sails through area* 6/7 3
Local ministers sell packaged trips* 6/27 AL
WXYR (RADIO STATION)
New owner eyes format change 2/25 25
Opt to air adult pop 4/6 22
New ownership changes all-Chiistian format 5/19 3
Religious programs are dropped 5/20 3
Ethnic shows are canceled 5/25 AL
WATERS, CARL
Twice honored in Guilderland* 1/25 4
WAR CRIMINALS
Nazi collaborator is employed by the federal government* 3/15 3
Government employment should be investigated (editorial) 5/20 11
WASTE PRODUCTS AS FUEL
Albany plant serves as a model* 1/17 B8
Albany wants to sell its waste as fuel to a paper mill* 3/13 4
Proposed toxic waste for fuel project at West Albany Cement Co. (editorial) 2/23 13
ANNSERS project may pay off in 1992* 3/9 1
Facts about the Albany ANNSERS project 3/10 1
Municipal waste plant in Albany* 3/10 1
Albany wants to sell state's share on Albany's ANNSERS project 4/16 2
Albany wants to collect state's debt on ANNSERS project* 4/17 3
Findings of Bethlehem study* 5/28 2
WATER - POLLUTION
No PCBs found at St. Regis Indian Reservation 1/8 4
Acid rain* 2/7 Cl
TROUT fishermen are fighting acid rain* 2/21 B2
Dredging pushes concern 1/20 32
Solomon and NY disagree on Hudson River PCB dredging 4/14 3
PCB dredging issue hits home* 4/15 3
Board is almost ready to okay PCB dredging 4/16 3
State panel okay GB dredging and dump site 4/23 3
GE issues PCB clean-up proposal 5/22 4
WATER BIRDS
Landlocked geese is nuded back to and flown home* 3/16 1
WATER POWER
Waterlief project hits environmental snag 2/20 3
Waterlief gets federal okay for hydroelectric project 3/10 4
Cohoes studies Mohawk River's value 4/25 CS
Waterlief groundbreaking 6/2 4
Construction begins on Waterlief project* 6/3 3
Power Authority to appeal denial of plant permit 6/7 4
State regulations could cost $9 billion 1/5 1
Waterlief system needs repair 1/5 6
Bethlehem industries to fund lines 5/12 2
WATERFORD (NY) - POLICE
Police reject contract 5/31 4
WATERFORD-HALFWAY PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Patton is named superintendent* 5/8 3
WATERLIEF ARSENAL
Weapons were illegally shipped to South Africa 3/26 1
Following the weapons trail to South Africa* 3/27 1
Apartheid is target of protest at Arsenal 4/4 B7
Alumni workers revolve at the new technology* 5/13 3
WINTER - ALBANY METROPOLITAN AREA
Roads are closed by freezing rain 1/4 1
Freezing rain causes problems 1/5 1
Capital is hit by winds* 1/6 3
Driest year since 1965 1/7 2
Temperature drops* 1/10 B2
Arctic cold has Capital in deep freeze 1/11 1
Cold persists* 1/12 1
Cold continues 1/13 1
Coping with the cold* 1/13 3
Snowfall hits area* 1/14 1
Death toll from cold hits 4 1/15 1
Frigid conditions 1/16 2
Cold continues 1/17 AL
Harm cold continues 1/18 1
Same cold story 1/19 3
Residents "buck" in 33 degree weather 1/21 2
Capital is hit by snow and winds 1/24 AL
Average January temperatures, 1940-60* 1/25 1
Freezing rain 2/1 3
Cleat and snow continue* 2/2 1
January was colder than normal 2/2 4
More ice and frozen snow* 2/3 1
Ice and rain create a washout* 2/4 1
Heavy snow was avared* 2/10 1
Spring pays a bribe* 2/16 3
Severe winter* 2/17 1
Surprise snowfall* 2/20 1
Winter returns with vigor 2/25 3
Winter was severe but no record-breaker 3/5 3
Snowstorm causes traffic accidents 3/8 1
Storm claims 3 lives* 3/9 1
High winds hit area 3/15 3
Snow and rain make the area slushy* 3/18 1
Spring arrives* 3/21 AL
Winter 1981-82* 3/21 AL
52-mph winds 4/2 3
Spring is put on ice* 4/6 1
Worst April snowstorm* 4/7 1
Aftermath of April blur 4/8 1
Second spring snowstorm is possible* 4/9 1
Meteorologist says late storm will not affect farming 4/13 32
Hot summer is predicted 5/11 3
Heavy rains* 6/8 1
More rain is expected* 6/15 3
Rainy spring 6/17 3
Rain data 6/18 3
June rainfall is nearly a record* 6/30 1
WEATHER FORECASTING
Observers supply needed information* 1/25 1
Big snow does job on weathermen* 4/7 1
SUNY professor claims early forecasts are a farce 5/5 2
National Weather Service staff will return to Albany
County Airport* 6/17 3
WEGLARZ, ELLEN
Runs with husband on wedding day* 2/15 3
WELCH, FRANK
Being held in a Saudi Arabian prison 5/9 A1
WEMPEC, CALVIN
Will not seek Assembly re-election* 5/28 1
WESLEY NURSING HOME
Age and youth come together in a new program* 3/15 3
WEST END FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
Annnounces merger with Erie Savings Bank 4/2 4
WESTERN AVENUE
Traffic engineering problem* 4/18 C1
WESTERN TURNPIKE RESCUE SQUAD
Quidlerman seeks an ambulance tax 5/8 4
Possible merger with Altamont squad 5/12 2
Altamont squad turns down merger 5/14 2
Towing authority comes too late 6/30 2
WHEELER, THOMAS M. III
High profile doesn't mean mayoral grooming 2/21 B1
WHARTON, CLINTON
SUNY's powerful chancellor* 1/3 A1
WHARTON, MCCANN
Powerful black women* 1/3 A1
WHITMAN, GEORGE L.
Taxidermist* 6/1 4
WHITNEY, CORNELIUS VANDERBILT
Private chapel was a Christmas gift* 6/27 D5
WHITNEY, JOHN HAY
Exemplary Citizen(editorial) 2/11 13
WHO'S WHO IN AMERICA (PUBLICATION)
Local entries 6/3 1
WILLIAMS, CRAIG
One of the brightest students ever at Albany High* 6/25 3
WINES AND WINE MAKING
Huron River Valley is famed a viticultural area 6/12 4
Local recreational areas* 1/17 B1
WHRF-FM (RADIO STATION)
Fourth staffer resigns within 1 month 4/19 10
Resignations to be reviewed 4/28 16
WNYT (TELEVISION)
Wilson Hall resigns news post* 4/2 27
Weekend weatherman Charlotte Pfeffer* 5/9 F1
WNYC (RADIO STATION) 5/26 4
NM station goes stereo 5/26 4
WOLFF, JEFF
Disabled student challenges school's trip ban 3/19 3
Specialist says she is capable of traveling* 3/24 3
Judge says she needs an aide for trip 3/26 3
May travel with nurse 3/27 3
Funds are offered to assist student 3/28 C7
Spain trip has not been resolved* 3/30 1
Colonie students picket in support* 3/31 3
Decides not to go on trip* 4/1 1
Flight for rights continues* 4/4 B1
Not going to Spain(editorial) 4/11 17
Wants school to drop aide 6/1 4
Loses bid to drop aide 6/2 4
WOLVES
Former Delmar wolf takes a mate in Oregon* 6/15 3
WOMEN - CIVIL RIGHTS
see also SEX DISCRIMINATION
Today's girl: awareness and pressure* 3/28 A1
WOMEN - EMPLOYMENT
Colleges ponder changes as women alter careers* 4/25 B1
Center for Women in Government* 5/20 13
WOOD AS FUEL
Air pollution 1/6 11
WOOD, GEORGE
Here's doctor's suspension is extended 1/21 3
Here's doctor wins Supreme Court victory 4/2 3
Here's doctor loses license 5/15 25
WORKERS' COMPENSATION
Disability checks are delayed 2/19 4
WOUTETA, LAURA A.
71-year-old graduates from college after 16 years of
study 6/12 5
WQOB (TELEVISION STATION)
Problem with broadcast of Carey's speech 1/16 5
GE's television station covers its strike 4/14 3
Plans 24-hour broadcasting 4/17 3
WRIGHT AIRLINES
Plans Albany-Cleveland service 5/15 13
WRIGHT, LOUIS J.
Graduates from Skidmore at age 74* 5/20 3
WHN (TELEVISION STATION)
Newman lannotti is leaving for a job in
Pittsburgh 4/8 34
President is appointed head of Knight Ridder
Broadcasting 4/21 29
Staff appointments are announced* 5/12 35
WXXA (TELEVISION STATION)
Will begin broadcasting in July* 2/17 3
XREDD, SHEILA
Play director* 1/28 29
WMCN (ALBANY)
Self-defense program for teens* 6/29 4
YOUNG, WHITNEY M., JR., HEALTH CENTER
Governor promises support 1/23 3
YOUTH LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE
Organized by 6 Albany students 3/27 4
ZOBIE, VIC
Incredible diver* 6/13 B3
ZONING
see also names of cities and towns with the subheading
CITY PLANNING
Bane and Knox farmers would benefit from an
agricultural district expansion 1/18 4
ZURAU, CHARLES
State Commissioner of Education denies teacher
reinstatement 1/14 4
OBITUARIES

Beaulei EJ 3/13 20
Ackerley E 3/6 20
Aldane W 5/4 31
Adash SM 1/1 20
Adelson S 3/25 OB
Adrianne WH 1/5 23
Agnus B 3/25 42
Allberts M 5/20 38
Albroche HF 2/11 52
Aldrich F 6/25 32
Alessandrini A 6/18 33
Allaire E 3/30 30
Allen C 3/3 33
Annesaler HC 1/23 19
Ames A 6/15 38
Andrews A 1/26 29
Andrews R 3/17 35
Anealment M 1/25 23
Arceci A 1/17 B8
Arde O 5/23 F10
Ashley E 5/9 17
Askew HF 2/1 23
Aufesser GP 3/8 24
Aullisi A 3/5 32

Babcock HF 3/19 37
Bailey IS 6/27 P11
Bailey HS 4/8 44
Bak J 5/24 24
Baker JH 4/15 43
Baldwin TB 5/1 21
Bane H 1/14 38
Berts A 3/6 20
Banovcic H 3/21 F12
Barach E 5/20 38
Barber C 2/19 21
Barnt R 3/25 42
Barnum DE 4/4 99
Baker JS 3/9 24
Barrett BJ 1/8 25
Barzinger EJ 6/28 20
Barzington M 1/13 31
Barson S 6/21 22
Barson R 6/4 33
Barchelor WR 2/4 40
Bates ME 1/12 34
Bausan F 3/19 29
Bayle FW 5/13 38
Beach R 3/22 22
Beale H 1/3 F5
Beaver B 2/15 25
Beck FW 6/27 99
Beck N 1/29 30
Becker H 3/2 34
Becker R 4/27 31
Beckwith FC 1/5 29
Bedell GP 4/15 O8
Bedrosian A 6/4 29
Behnlaik A 2/8 22
Bender AL 4/28 38
Benedict GB 5/17 24
Benedict L 1/12 36
Beneu JF 2/9 21
Bentley RJ 5/17 24
Berdine B 3/3 24
Berger E 3/8 24
Berke RH 2/4 40
Berlin FC 5/19 38
Bernhardt E 5/17 24
Bernstrom F 3/2 34
Berry RF 5/29 2
Bertone A 1/25 25
Bertman A 4/24 22
Best V 5/23 F10
Beatne F 3/12 31
Beatzwieser L 1/12 34
Bianc E 4/22 50
Bierlein S 4/27 31
Bigelow N 1/2 6
Billings HC 3/15 23
Bills R 4/19 22
Bingham W 2/26 28
Birnback TJ 2/8 22
Blaine R 6/16 26
Blake M* 6/28 20
Blake M 1/15 27
Blank M 3/8 24
Blankert HS 1/14 38
Blindell JH 4/17 21
Block ES 2/24 33
Blodgett EL 3/7 66
Blondin F 4/30 30
Bohlszewcz W 3/22 22
Bolton D 1/14 38
Bonojede VI 4/19 32
Bosnestad W 6/16 36
Boucher RC 5/3 22
Borden N 5/14 38
Boesworth H 1/7 33
Bouchard A 6/26 21
Bouch RC 6/3 38
Bourgeois J 3/26 31
Bousson J 3/31 34
Bowers WM 3/6 20
Boyland TW 2/8 22
Boyley J 1/4 22
Breden G 1/29 30
Bradley J 5/11 32
Bradt G 3/20 19
Bradt M 1/11 52
Braun E 5/29 20
Braun JB 4/8 44
Braun MW 5/16 A9
Brannigan A 3/9 42
Branson AM 3/2 34
Brasmane M 5/9 85
Breda F 1/5 29
Breen E 6/17 42
Breen EJ 1/19 29
Breshe E 6/13 87
Breigle B 2/2 29
Brennan F 3/26 31
Brider R 4/20 32
Briner EA 3/26 31
Britt TJ 2/26 22
Briland PF 5/4 31
Brody F 1/20 31
Brooks QT* 5/15 10
Brown AE 4/15 43
Brown BM 2/22 22
Brown RM 5/14 38
Brown JH 5/2 89
Brown M 6/2 35
Brown WS 4/2 89
Bruce C 6/24 42
Bucci JP 5/7 31
Buckley GD 6/22 33
Buczacz 3/22 22
Budesheim BE 5/1 21
Buerne H 6/22 33
Buffone GM 5/11 32
Burke G 4/17 21
Burke RA 1/1 20
Bardowski J 3/4 38
Barnett W 2/15 25
Burnham W 2/23 34
Burt, W 5/27 42
Bush, JW 4/7 33
Bussey, E 2/19 21
Bush, RW 2/16 33
Busnell, H 3/23 22
Butler, M 6/25 20
Byrne, ET 3/5 22
Byson, MP 4/22 50
Cady, FM 5/3 22
Camerer, JD 2/8 3
Cahill, F 6/1 29
Callahan, EJ 1/5 29
Callahan, T 2/17 31
Callahan, M 4/24 22
Campion, L 5/4 31
Cargani, J 1/19 29
Carhart, LD 1/3 F5
Carr, L 6/7 24
Carrick J 2/5 28
Caputo, A 5/13 38
Carheer, CR 4/3 23
Carey, J 5/30 81
Carey, M 5/5 26
Caricari, J 6/23 40
Carlson, AG 3/5 20
Carney, JJ 1/19 29
Carpelino, P F 1/19 2
Carr, MC 3/4 38
Carr, W 6/1 29
Carroll, DH 1/29 30
Carroll, J 1/19 29
Carroll, D 4/13 29
Carrell, ME 6/10 42
Carroll, R 1/26 29
Carson, G 2/23 34
Cassino, E 6/12 6
Cavanagh, T 6/19 30
Cave, J 2/2 22
Calvin, AM 2/13 19
Centofanti, C 1/29 3
Cesare, J 1/17 B10
Chaddock, NM 3/12 31
Champagne, AJ 2/2 24
Chapman, IC 3/16 31
Chapman, RE 3/2 34
Chartier, HS 4/21 36
Chartard, BE 4/21 3
Chase, H 1/15 27
Chesbrough, M 5/18 37
Chiuffo, S B10
Christensen, ED 1/2
Christie, D 2/12 34
Chura, D 5/29 20
Chura, RC 3/15 23
Church, G 1/7 20
Ciehulas, T 6/20 20
Cioffi, A 5/11 32
Coppa, A 5/27 42
Cirella, C 6/25 32
Clark, C 3/6 20
Clark, GE 4/8 44
Clark, KL 6/24 42
Clark, K 1/3 42
Clark, W 1/3 5
Clary, E 1/22 25
Clarence, AS 6/29 34
Clarence, NC 5/5 22
Clockner, E 3/11 38
Clow, MG 5/15 29
Cohen, D 3/1 20
OBITUARIES

Cohen, GH 1/20 31
Colesman, G 5/13 38
Collins, E 4/27 31
Collins, JT 1/27 31
Collins, R 5/27 42
Colston, JA 1/22 25
Colville, M 2/18 38
Conneck, W 5/30 R11
Conrelle, H 1/6 30
Conroy, K 6/15 38
Constant, W 6/29 34
Cooke, A 1/31 R4
Cooke, JJ 2/1 23
Coon, JM 5/16 R19
Coonley, H 2/24 33
Corclone, L 3/12 31
Corrigan, E 3/21 R12
Costello, HM 4/2 28
Coughlin, L 1/15 27
Coulman, SM 4/13 29
Couser, R 3/6 20
Cowan, F 3/27 20
Cox, CH 1/6 30
Craig, R 1/15 27
Cramer, F 5/4 31
Crannell, 4/23 36
Crate, H 2/4 40
Crawford, B 1/7 33
Criscone, G 3/15 23
Cristie, B 4/30 30
Cronan, BR 6/22 33
Crosby, H 6/19 10
Crowley, M 2/12 34
Crumings, E 1/26 34
Cummings, J 4/19 30
Cummings, J 6/9 32
Cummings, J 6/25 32
Cunningham, C 6/30 38
Cunningham, M 5/20 38
Cunningham, P 6/30 33
Curran, CT 4/19 22
Curry, I 1/4 22
Curtis, F 6/10 42
Cusack, JJ 3/19 29
Cusack, K 5/17 24
Cushing, J 4/29 42
Dabrowksi, E 4/12 4
Dach, E 5/11 32
D'Agostino, A 6/16 36
Dalley, JJ 3/1 20
D'Ailaird, LW 1/16 10
Daly, K 2/21 B11
Dambrowski, J 2/26 28
Daniele, MH 1/10 B9
Davenport, E 3/25 42
Davey, R 6/11 32
Dean, P 3/16 37
D'Avignon, E 3/30 30
Davis, E 4/23 36
Davis, N 4/20 32
Dawes, J 1/21 36
Day, R 1/30 11
Dearstyme, EH 1/22 25
Dearstyme, RW 2/1 23
DeChamp, GB 5/18 37
Decker, AF 6/29 34
Decker, IC 1/23 19
DeCosmo, E 3/23 32
Degen, C 3/6 24
DeLachman, S 6/25 32
Delair, H 3/29 22
DeLeonardis, R 5/19 38
Della Morte, MR 4/15 43
Delory, OJ 2/20 18
Dolary, G 1/13 31
DeMarco, AS 4/5 23
Denis, JP 5/8 8
Derry, M 5/15 37
Derkowski, H 3/1 20
DeSantis, J 2/7 29
Desmond, JM 6/1 29
Desmond, W 1/12 34
DeSureau, M 4/29 42
Devine, RH 3/16 31
Devine, R 5/23 87
Devlin, K 2/26 28
Devlin, KB 3/15 23
Diamond, C 6/14 20
Diamond, R 1/22 25
DiDomencio, R 3/27 20
DiDuch, N 5/28 35
DiLiberto, J 6/28 20
DiMonte, E 1/19 29
DiPace, C 6/26 21
DiScipio, SF 1/7 33
Dittbenner, C 3/17 35
Dix, A 4/6 45
Dobbs, J 4/8 44
Dodio, WE 1/20 31
Don, GH 1/12 34
Donnelly, M 4/1 37
Doran, FE 4/4 B8
Doran, JP 6/27 19
Doran, P 4/7 33
Dorany, RA 1/37 35
Dott, C 1/6 30
Doukharty, M 6/28 20
Drazen, N 2/22 22
Drue, C 6/22 33
Drum, H 4/1 37
Duca, A 1/15 27
Dufresne, El 4/9 32
Dugan, M 6/8 31
Dugan, T 5/10 24
Dunigan, RB 6/2 35
Dunn, A 5/2 B9
Dunne, E 1/12 34
Donakos, P 3/9 42
Dyer, J 4/27 31
Eadie, JC 6/22 33
Eckman, C 4/30 32
Egan JT 3/22
Eiffle, WP 1/22 25
Eiseman, E 6/15 38
Elitzinger, FC 6/4 32
Elario, L 2/19 21
Ellithorpe, F 6/9 32
Ellerott, L 6/20 G13
Enright, JC 2/21 B10
Erlichman, W 4/22 22
Ermst, E 4/16 31
Facciou, M 2/7 B10
Fagan, G 6/18 35
Falzone, T 4/14 35
Farinacci, R 4/7 33
Farrell, V 2/4 40
Fedorov, V 6/23 22
Feinberg, M 4/14 35
Feldman, L 6/6 39
Felt, GP 1/27 31
Fennelly, H 2/23 34
Ferrara, J 2/4 40
Fiedler, B 2/7 23
Figueroa, QM 6/16 36
Filtins, E 4/9 32
Filluta, C 1/31 B4
Flisser, MR 4/19 22
Fitchette, C 1/20 34
Fitzgerald, E 3/22 32
Fitzgerald, E 1/29 30
Fitzgerald, TG 4/29 42
Fitzgerald, FB 3/31 34
Fitzpatrick, L 6/18 33
Flannagan, J 4/29 42
Flannery, JT 2/2 29
Flatters, H 4/26 38
Fleet, A 6/11 32
Fleury, AG 1/12 34
Fondaco, P 1/9 18
Ford, JJ 2/27 19
Fordyce, RN 2/11 52
Foresi, DD 3/18 2
Fort, D 4/27 31
Foster, G 1/12 34
Foster, JB 5/6 8
Fox, J 1/13 31
Francella, JJ 1/26 29
Frederburg, L 6/22 33
Freemantle, I 1/16 10
Fribush, SF 5/11 32
Friedman, D 1/29 30
Prink, E 4/25 05
Framo, RJ 3/12 31
Fronov, R 1/6 32
Fruccione, A 6/26 21
Fuhrer, C 2/12 34
Fuller, SL 5/11 32
Gabrielson, J 6/16 6
Gadek, F 5/7 31
Gaffigan, M 5/9 15
Gage, RJ 1/18 24
Gagnon, MM 4/16 31
Galea, D 6/6 11
Gallup, C 3/30 30
Gardner, M 2/7 29
Garye, S 1/30 11
Garcofigli, J 3/21 B11
Gatto, S 6/11 32
Gaudet, O 5/27 42
Gebroksky, A 4/11 08
Gelser, C 4/6 34
Gerler, FA 3/21 B11
Gerler, JJ 6/5 20
Gela, A 4/12 4
Geraldson, A 1/2 6
Gerwin, W 3/15 23
Gee, C 4/6 35
Gibbons, J 3/7 86
Gilbert, TJ 6/11 32
Gimini, MR 3/9 42
Giuliano, A 1/7 33
Glass, WM 2/28 112
Glazier, S 6/6 C9
Glessner, W 2/6 28
Goebel, J 5/17 24
Goetke, B* 4/24 3
Goggin, D 2/8 22
Goggin, M 3/5 32
Gogolak, S 3/11 32
Goltz, E 4/16 33
Gold, H 2/16 33
Goldberg, J 4/27 31
Goldblatt, J 1/20 31
Golden, K 6/15 38
Goldup, V 4/16 31
Goode, M 2/20 18
Gowdrow, BC 4/9 32
Gowen, T 6/11 32
Goulding, R 4/6 44
Goyette, JR 6/10 42
Goyette, M 5/18 37
Gradman, F 3/30 30
Graf, H 5/15 10
Graf, R 5/24 24
Graham, AJ 6/9 31
Grandis, A 5/21 38
Graton, L 3/5 32
Grautily, JF 4/23 36
Gray, A 4/21 36
Gray, AM 20
Gray, M 3/9 42
Graziano, P 1/8 25
Greene, G 1/31 B4
Greene, C 3/21 B11
Gregory, D 3/9 34
Greig, IS 5/14 33
Greischak, S 6/22 33
Greissel, BA 2/22 22
Greissel, A 2/24 33
Griggs, Z 2/3 34
Groeschke, R 2/15 25
Groser, A 6/17 42
Grossman, A 4/9 32
Grover, S 2/21 B11
Guba, A 6/7 24
Guenter, E 6/2 35
Guhin, IH 2/3 34
Guilz, 5/16 A19
Gui, R 2/8 22
Guthrie, 5/31 20
Gutkoska, A 2/8 22
Guyatte, L 6/16 36

Hadley R 1/22 25
Hafen K 6/7 24
Halle MF 5/19 39
Hallenbeck O* 2/18 38
Hallasen R 4/9 32
Halperton D 4/21 36
Hallpin G 2/5 28
Halperton J 4/7 33
Hamill AA 4/13 29
Hamورية 4/16 31
Hanley P 5/10 15
Hamrahian RF 5/23 B7
Hans AM 4/11 C3
Hans RM 1/16 10
Hanson VA 4/14 35
Hargraves D 6/3 36
Haran PM 1/3 15
Harrington M 4/13 29.
Harris CF 5/24 24
Harrison EP 5/17 24
Hartlak G 5/18 37
Hartwell J 4/14 35
Hartley E 4/12 4
Hauver L 1/27 31
Hauf J* 1/7 33
Hauprich H 5/24 24
Haupt G 5/20 38
Hayes A 5/26 38
Hayes MM 5/4 31
Hayner JW 4/15 43

Hayner M 5/14 38
Hazzel W 2/21 B10
Hedrick I 6/24 42
Heinrich J 4/10 17
Heller R 2/23 34
Herrmann AR 6/20 GL3
Henderson MA 1/3 C5
Henderson RL 1/15 10
Heaman TC 2/14 B10
Hartel L 2/13 34
Heslin LL 4/2 28
Hickey G 1/11 26
Hildbrandt M 4/11 C
Hill MA 3/22 22
Hindman LH 1/30 30
Hines E 4/28 36
Hitchcock C 6/8 31
Hobbs D 3/3 33
Hodapp HM 4/4 B3
Hodgkins 4/9 32
Hoffaker E 3/7 B6
Hoff J 5/7 31
Hoffman F 1/24 B5
Hoffman HF 5/19 38
Hoffman RA 6/18 33
Hogan MM 4/19 22
Hogolli BS 6/16 31
Holloway S 1/21 B4
Holstein RF* 6/9 32
Holton HR 1/20 31
Hornbach C 2/24 33
Howard JP 5/31 20
Howarth CH 2/14 B10
Howell F 4/14 35
Hoyt DE 5/24 24
Hughes RA 3/24 38
Hughes J 4/7 33
Hull E 5/17 24
Humphrey H 6/8 31
Hunt HD 2/20 18
Hunt WE* 6/14 20
Hurlbut H 5/24 24
Hussey TF 6/17 42
Hutchins M 3/30 30
Huyck W 5/4 31

Ienco A 1/6 30
Irving AP 1/6 30
Israel N 5/29 20
Izenberg S 1/23 19

Jablonski, AM 2/9 34
Jacobson S 5/6 47
Jakubiak V 2/22 22
James M 6/17 42
Jamison RW 3/8 24
Jamison R 1/12 34
Janeski J 1/6 25
Jarvis M 3/22 22
Jasienski JA 4/25 06
Johnson A 5/2 39
Johnson CK 4/29 42
Johnson GLC 3/10 30
Johnson RW 3/30 30
Joelvett EA 5/7 26 38
Jones C 4/19 22
Jordan HG 3/2 34
Joslin M 4/28 38
Joyce J 1/30 11
Kabel S 2/2 29
Kaelin G 6/20 G13

Kagan H 2/21 B10
Kalisch O 1/16 10
Kalmes M 5/20 38
Kampf A 2/12 34
Kane WP 2/1 23
Kappes B 6/15 38
Kappes RE 4/25 06
Kennedy RJ 4/4 33
Karlikowsky K 1/16 10
Kavanaugh K 3/8 24
Kavaney D 6/6 C9
Kayfus AM 6/21 22
Kealy C 2/7 31
Kearney T 1/26 29
Kaysa J 4/1 37
Keenan JO 1/10 B9
Keisler I 6/10 42
Keller BM 4/3 23
Kellerman JJ 1/5 29
Kelly LE 6/3 36
Kelly JP 1/19 29
Kelly L* 4/7 33
Kempfla MM 5/28 35
Kennedy JF 1/15 27
Kent MJ 6/17 42
Kettley MM 6/18 33
Kochardian K 6/3 38
Klibee RJ 6/18 33
Kilmer E 3/10 30
Kilmer M 6/8 31
Kilroy A 4/27 31
Kimball AM 4/1 37
King DJ 2/1 20
King H 6/6 C5
Kings WR 2/3 34
Kingston RF* 3/11 38
Kirven P 5/1 21
Klein L* 5/5 35
Knapp DL 2/13 19
Knaufl E 4/20 32
Knickerbocker BC 6/11 32
Knights E 4/21 36
Knights WJ 6/24 42
Knowles J 6/8 31
Kobler Z* 2/1 B11
Koch L 1/30 11
Kohinke TC 1/27 31
Kolb F 1/22 25
Konifoff M 1/15 27
Koscharian M 4/11 C3
Kost EP 6/28 20
Kowalski N 6/29 34
Kramarchuk L 2/15 25
Kran B 6/22 33
Krauss G 4/5 23
Kunils FR 4/13 29
Kuentzel CW 3/31 34
Kupiec S 5/27 42
Kusky A 5/17 24

Lacroix R 1/14 38
LaBarge JL 5/12 38
Lackey CL 3/20 19
Laila ES 3/1 20
Lamb CB 2/7 25
Lambert E 4/10 17
Lang W 4/9 32
Lane LG 2/3 32
Lantz M 3/27 20
Laputako A 5/17 24
Larkin AP 6/21 35
Laursen J 2/23 34
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Page JS 5/23 37
Paige L 4/23 36
Palens H 4/24 22
Palmer J 4/6 34
Palmer O 5/31 20
Palumbo JH 6/23 22
Panza RM 3/22 22
Papa J* 4/2 28
Parente J 4/6 34
Parliss JA 4/20 32
Parker HT 3/20 19
Parker M 1/31 B4
Parker S 2/25 33
Patnode DS 6/24 42
Paul J 3/16 31
Pauley R* 3/1 23
Paulson G 5/22 22
Paully IM 1/22 25
Paulus W 1/19 29
Pede S 5/5 35
Pederson N 5/19 38
Peek E 2/28 F12
Perker L 4/20 32
Perreault J 6/7 24
Peters C 5/31 20
Petersen FE 3/12 31
Peters H 1/20 31
Pett E 6/19 10
Pettigrow F 2/5 28
Phean F* 1/17 B8
Phillips R 4/4 B9
Phoenix KA 3/19 29
Piazzo D 1/12 34
Piazza P 3/25 42
Pierce F 2/4 40
Pitts J 2/21 34
Pivnitske A 6/13 B7
Plitt M 5/22 22
Plummer H 4/26 23
Poland MN 3/20 19
Pollock T 4/29 42
Popp BE 3/20 19
Post W 1/7 33
Potter RH 1/18 24
Powell JU 5/6 8
Pozzato E 2/14 B10
Pretzke JA 1/3 F5
Price H 5/25 36
Prince H 2/6 18
Pritchard F 5/18 37
Prusik W 4/4 B8
Pryun EL 6/19 10
Pszczynski F 2/15 25
Ptachick F 4/27 34
Pulver LE 6/22 33
Rawle E 6/22 33
Ray L 3/24 38
Ray J 3/29 22
Raymond GS 3/23 32
Raymer H 1/15 27
Redmond JV* 4/16 31
Reed AF 3/23 22
Rees E 1/26 29
Reid JB 1/13 31
Reiley RH 1/3 C5
Reinfurt BJ 3/8 24
Rimers J 3/15 23
Rimert MT 3/19 29
Reynolds H 4/12 4
Reynolds J 5/31 20
Reynolds R 1/25 23
Richards A 5/29 20
Richards JW 2/3 34
Richardson M 3/11 38
Rickert MJ 6/17 42
Rieg AL 2/7 B10
Riggle GA 3/16 31
Riley JF 6/23 22
Ringwood M 6/26 21
Risley J 4/3 23
Robbins R 3/10 30
Roberts NM 5/14 36
Roberts E 6/6 G11
Robillato MG 2/22 22
Robillato JV 1/22 34
Robinson P 4/13 29
Robinson S 1/10 89
Rochinski C 3/25 42
Rood W 3/4 38
Rose JG 1/16 10
Rogers FP 4/18 C7
Rokoff A 1/25 23
Romanno DS 4/11 B8
Romero J* 6/30 30
Romero J 5/21 38
Rose HH 4/27 31
Rose R 4/27 31
Rosenberg E 2/6 18
Rosenberg W 5/15 10
Rosenblum LS 1/21 B4
Rosenthal F 1/28 34
Rosenthal J 4/27 31
Ross GM 4/5 23
Rossi G 6/4 32
Ross GM 1/7 33
Rowly C 3/7 B6
Roy AJ 3/7 B6
Rucinski T 3/31 34
Ruddy RF 5/28 35
Runke MG 4/29 42
Runstein R 5/12 38
Russell AM 6/23 22
Russome PM 5/11 32
Rutkowski S 4/27 31
Ruzow A 6/17 42
Ryan JF 1/19 29
Ryan A 2/18 38
Ryan F 3/24 B10
Ryan MJ 3/21 B11
Ryan M 6/6 31
Rychcinskie F 5/15 10
Ryder L 4/7 33
Saccucci A 2/6 18
St. Pierre P 6/19 10
Salerno MM 2/26 F12
Salisbury L 4/24 22
Salladin MR 6/15 38
Saloige E 4/13 29
Samuel TC 3/23 C8
Sandifer JF 1/13 31
Sanford J 1/18 24
Santo M 4/15 43
Sansone GL 5/14 38
Saranow W 6/4 34
Savage K 4/2 28
Savarys AJ 4/24 22
Schachtner F 3/19 29
Schade S 6/18 33
Schaffer H 1/29 30
Schallit A 2/11 52
Schallie AC 6/17 42
Schauer A 6/6 C9
Schillen VA 2/20 18
Schimmerer A 3/22 22
Schips JR 5/27 42
Schlichter W 1/17 B10
Schmelza M 2/18 38
Schmidt D 3/9 42
Schmer JW 5/18 37
Schoendorf BB 4/9 32
Scholan L 4/2 28
Schoonmaker C 3/6 20
Schriver WH 2/27 19
Schroll P 4/6 34
Schuehman D 5/21 38
Schofield E 2/23 34
Schupp B 2/19 21
Schwick RC 3/2 34
Schwartz BH 3/3 34
Schwende K 3/16 31
Scalaiano J 2/16 33
Sekas RA 3/2 34
Seleck IB 4/26 23
Seyef G 4/17 21
Sewall C 5/20 38
Settany AM 4/12 4
Severino F 5/25 36
Sevits B 1/23 19
Scambro J 3/2 34
Schadick D 3/3 33
Schadick W 6/19 22
Shannon F 6/23 22
Shapley G 6/8 31
Shaughnessy M 4/8 45
Shaughnessy M 2/10 33
Shaver LE 1/7 42
Shafer C 1/1 20
Shaw W 2/21 B11
Sheffield LG 3/5 32
Sheffield L 6/4 32
Sheller H 3/24 38
Shepard LE 6/18 33
Shepard LE 6/21 22
Shepard EL 1/4 22
Shearman BS 1/4 38
Scheiber D 3/18 37
Sharo C 1/28 34
Shatford AM 4/8 44
Schiavone OC 2/23 34
Sickles G 2/12 34
Sicoli J 2/28 F12
Silver NA 4/5 23
Silverhart PA 2/9 34
Simmons GN 5/7 31
Simmons E 3/7 B6
Simpson T 6/20 G13
Singis F 5/30 B11
Singles J 2/13 19
Sirtori JA 1/3 C5